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Chapter 1 
Introduction and preliminaries 
1.1 Levy Processes 
The theory of Levy processes goes back to the 1920s, when the key stones of modern 
probability were laid. In the early literature, Levy processes can be found under a 
number of different names. Not until the 1990s the term ~'Lev)' process" became 
standard for referring to processes with stationary and independent increments. It 
is named after the French mathematician Paul Pierre Levy (1886-1971). honouring 
his pioneering work in understanding processes with this property. Surprisingly, this 
simple property leads to a large class of processes. including most of the commonly 
used stochastic processes, like Brownian motion (whose increments are of normal 
distribution and sample pathes are JP'-a.s. continuous) and compound Poisson pro-
cesses (whose sample paths are constant between jumps). 
In this section we give a brief introduction to Levy processes and fluctuation 
theory. For a detailed account, we refer, among others, to Applebaum [3], Bertoin 
[7], Kyprianou [49], Protter [69], and Sato [72]. 
Let [2 = D([O, (0). JR) be the set of paths w : [0, (0) ---7 JR, which are right 
continuous on [0, (0) with left limits denoted by w(s-) for any s E (0, ex:;). Let 
X = {Xt, t ~ O} be the coordinate process, where for all t ~ ° 
Denote by X s- and ~Xs the left limit and the jump at time s E (0, ex:;) of the 
process X, that is, 
X s- = Xs-(w) = w(s-), ~Xs = Xs - X s- for all s E (0, ex:;). 
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Define for all t 2: 0 the shift operator Bt : 0 -+ il by setting 
Btw(s) = w(t + s) for all s 2: o. 
Let F be the Borel sigma algebra of the set 0, and F t be the sigma algebra generated 
by the process Xs for all 0 < s ::; t. Denote by lP x the probability measure of X 
when it is started at Xo = x, and by lEx the associated expectation operator. For 
convenience we write lP and lE when x = o. 
Then we can formally define a Levy process as follows. 
Definition 1.1 (Levy Process). The coordinate process {Xt, t > o} defined on 
the probability space (il, F, lP) is said to be a Levy process if it has stationary 
and independent increments with paths that are lP-a.s. right continuous with left 
limits ( cadlag). 
One of the most common tools to characterize the probability distribution 
of a Levy process is the Levy Khintchine exponent W, as the distribution of a Levy 
process is uniquely determined by its Levy Khinchine exponent, which is explained 
in the next theorem. 
Theorem 1.2 (Levy Khintchine Formula). [Theorem 1 in Chapter 1 Bertoin 
['l}} Consider J.L E JR., 0' 2: 0, and a measure II on JR. \ {a} such that flR\{o} (1 1\ 
lyI2)II(dy) < 00. For this triple (J.L, 0', II), define for each (3 E JR. a continuous 
function W : JR. -+ C by setting 
w((3) = iJ.L(3 + ~O'2(32 + r (1 - ei{3y + i(3yn{lyl<l})II(dy). (1.1) 
2 JlR\{O} 
Then, there exists a probability space (il, F, lP) under which X is a Levy process with 
characteristic exponent W, i. e. 
(1.2) 
for all (3 E JR. and t > o. 
Thus, the triple (J.L, 0', II) giving the characteristic exponent W, uniquely de-
termines the Levy process X. This triple is normally referred to as the characteristic 
triple, the measure II is referred .to as Levy measure, the constant 0' is referred to 
as the Gaussian coefficient, and J.L is referred to as drift coefficient in the literature. 
There is a simpler expression than equation (1.1) for the Levy-Khintchine 
formula in the case when the sample paths of the Levy process have bounded varia-
tion on every compact time interval lP-a.s. (in this case, we simply say that the Levy 
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process has bounded variation). Specifically, a Levy process has bounded variation 
if and only if CJ= 0 and the Levy measure II satisfies the following condition 
r (1/\ lyl)II(dy) < 00. 
JR\{O} 
Then the integral JR\{O}(j3yll{IYI<l})II(dy) is well defined for all j3 E ~, and the 
equation (1.1) can be reduced to the following simpler form, 
\lI(j3) = ibj3 + r (1 - eiJ3X )II(dx), 
JR\{O} 
for some b E JR. 
We say that a Levy process X is a subordinator if X has JP>-a.s. non decreasing 
paths. Thus, it must be of bounded variation, and II(( -00,0]) =0 and b:::: o. 
Also for any Levy process X, the probability that X jumps at a fixed time 
t :::: 0 is equal to 0, that is, 
JP>(.6.Xt = 0) = 0 for all t E [0,(0). (1.3) 
Any Levy process X admits the following Levy-Ito decomposition, 
X t = xl + xl: + xl, t:::: 0, (1.4) 
where xl = -f.1t + CJBt, xl: = L:O<s<t .6.Xsll{l.~Xsl2:1}' CJ and f.1 are as in the charac-
teristic triple, B is a standard Brownian motion, and the process X3 is obtained as 
the uniform L2(JP»-limit on compact time intervals, E.,l.. 0, of the family (X3,1':, E > 0) 
given by 
To finish this section, let us introduce the definition of regularity of a point for an 
open or closed set 0 for a Levy process. 
Definition 1.3. For a Levy process X, the point x E JR is said to be regular for an 
open or closed set 0 if 
JP>x (TO = 0) = 1, 
where TO = inf{t :::: 0 : X t EO}. 
Intuitively speaking, x is regular for 0 if the Levy process X hits 0 imme-
3 
diately after starting from x. 
1.1.1 Spectrally negative Levy processes 
We say that a Levy process X = {Xt : t ~ O} is spectrally negative if II((O,x)) = 0 
and X is not a negative subordinator. 
For spectrally negative Levy processes, IEx (e(3Xt ) is well defined for all .r E .R 
and 13 ~ O. Hence, we can define the Laplace exponent 'ljJ(f3) : [0, x) --t .R by the 
relationship for all t ~ 0 
(1.6) 
Then, from (1.1) it follows that for all 13 ~ 0, 
If X has bounded variation, the Laplace exponent can be reduced to: 
'ljJ(f3) = bf3 - r (1 - e(3Y)II(dy) , J( -::>0,0) (1.7) 
where we require b = -/1- J~l yII(dy) > 0 to in order to exclude negative subordi-
nators. 
The Laplace exponent 4' : [0,(0) --t .R is infinitely differentiable and convex, 
and satisfies 'ljJ(0) = 0 as well as lim(3t= '1/'(13) = 00. As a result of the shape of the 
graph of 'ljJ, we can define its right inverse for all q ~ 0 by: 
<1>(q) = sup{'\ ~ 0 : 'ljJ(,\) = q}. (1.8) 
Thanks to the existence of the Laplace exponent 'ljJ, the process {Et . t ~ O}. 
defined for all t ~ 0 by 
c = e3Xt -'ljJ((3)t 
vt, , (1.9) 
is a martingale for all 13 ~ O. Since IE (Et ) = 1 for all t ~ 0, we can transform 
measures VIa 
(1.10) 
This measure transform is known as the Esscher transform. which is a natural gen-
eralization of the Cameron Martin Girsanov transformation. \Ve denote by lEd the 
expectation operator associated with the probability measure p(3. 
Under the new probability measure p(3, X is still a spectrally negative Levy 
process with Laplace exponent ~,3 (,\) = 'ljJ(,\+ 13) - U'(f3) and <1>(3 (q) = <1>( q+ ~'(f3)) - p. 
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We remark here that for all {Ft}-stopping time T. the transformation given by (1.10) 
can be extended to T on the set {T < x}. 
1.1.2 Scale functions for spectrally negative Levy processes 
Throughout this subsection, we assume X is a spectrally negative Levy process. For 
fixed real numbers a and b, let T: be the first time the process X t goes above the 
level b, T;; be the first time X goes below the level a and Ta,b be the first time that 
X goes outside the interval [a. b]. That is 
T+ 
b inf{t 2: 0 : X t > b}, (1.11) 
Ta inf{t 2: 0 : X t < a}. (1.12) 
Ta,b . {+ -} min Tb . Ta (1.13) 
Thanks to the absence of positive jumps, X + = b on the set {Tb+ < X} JP>-a.s .. Tb 
The Laplace transforms of T:, T;; and Ta,b have been calculated by many 
authors using the q scale functions n'q and zq, which \ve shall now define. 
Definition 1.4 (q scale functions). For a given spectrally negative Levy process 
X with Laplace exponent 'ljJ. for every q 2: 0 there exists a function H 'q : IR ----t [0, x) 
such that Wq(l') = 0 for all .r < 0, which is strictly increasing and continuous on 
(0,00), and has the Laplace transform 
(1.14) 
for all j3 2: <I>(q). Hre also define zq : IR ----t IR as 
(1.15) 
We shall write for short HTo = n' and ZO = Z. and call n'q and zq the q scale 
functions. 
The Laplace transforms of T:, T;; and Ta,b are evaluated in the next Theorem. 
Theorem 1.5. (One and two sided exit formulae)(Theorem 8.1 in !49]] For 
each fixed q 2: 0, we have the following assertions. 
(i) for I ~ b. we have 
(1.16) 
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(ii) For x E JR., we have 
where ip(q) is understood in the limiting sense for q = 0, so that 
JP>X(T;<OO) 
(iii) For x :=:; b, we have 
and 
{ ~ - 1jJ' (0+ ) W (x - a) if lfJ'(O+) > 0 
if lfJ' (0+) :=:; 0 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
(1.19) 
(1.20) 
Because of the role played by w q and zq in obtaining the Laplace transforms 
of the exit times, in comparison with q scale functions for linear continuous diffusions 
in Ito and McKean [40], they are referred as q scale functions in the literature. The 
functions wq and zq have appeared in a number of one and two sided exit problems 
for spectrally negative Levy processes. See for example [5]. [14]. [26], [70] and [68]. 
Due to the definition of the scale functions, it is not straightforward to see 
the analytical properties of W q and zq. However, in recent literature some authors 
found dosed formulas for a certain class of spectrally negative Levy processes and 
conditions under which Hrq and zq are smooth and convex. Hubalek and Kyprianou 
[37] described a parametric family of scale functions explicitly. They constructed 
a spectrally negative Levy process having a particular pre-determined Wiener-Hopf 
factorization. Kyprianou and Rivero [46] employed the approach proposed in [37] 
and combined it with methods of the potential analysis for subordinators. The 
smoothness and convexity properties of the scale functions were studied in [12] and 
[50]. Surya [79] developed a robust numerical method to compute the scale function 
of a general spectrally negative Levy process. The method is based on the Esscher 
transform of measures under which the scale function is determined. 
Here we summarize some of the properties of the scale functions n rq and zq. 
which we will frequently use in latter chapters. 
(i) If X has unbounded variation, i.e. a =1= 0 or J~.x (1 1\ JxJ)II(dx) 00, then 
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w
q E C 1 (~ \ {O}) and wq(O) = o. If (j =1= 0, then w q E C2(~. \ {O}). 
(ii) If X has bounded variation, i.e. (j = 0 and J~oo(ll\ Ixl)II(dx) < 00, W q is 
continuous and has right and left derivatives on (0,00), and they agree if and 
only if the Levy measure II has no atoms, and wq(O) = lib, where b is as 
defined in (1.7). 
(iii) For fixed q ~ 0, and n ~ 0 such that q ~ 'ljJ(n), let W~-7P(n) denote the scale 
functions of the spectrally negative Levy process X under the measure JP>n as 
defined in (1.10). Then 
for all x E ~. (1.21) 
(iv) For any fixed real values a and x, lEx (e- qT;; ll{T;; <Tt}) strictly increases to 
lEx (e- qT;; ll{T;; <oo}) as b increases to infinity. Thus, based on the right hand 
sides of (1.17) and (1.20), we can deduce that ~:~~) is strictly decreasing to 
zq-,p(n) (x) 
if> q( ) as x t 00. The same result applies to ~-,p(n) for q - 'ljJ(n) ~ o. 
q Wn (x) 
( ( ) 
• <l>(q)x 
v) If q > 0, then for x large enough, W q x behaves asymptotIcally as 7P~(if>(q)). 
(vi) {e-qtATowq(XtATO) ' t ~ O} is a JP>x martingale, and {e-qtATo,bzq(XtMo,b) , t ~ 
O} is also a JP>x martingale for all real value b > o. 
We finish this section presenting the distributions of Xe q and X eq' which are 
defined by 
inf{Xs : 0 :S s :S eq }, 
sup{Xs : 0 :S s :S eq }, 
(1.22) 
(1.23) 
where eq is exponential random variable with parameter q > 0 which is independent 
of X. 
It is well known for spectrally negative Levy processes that X eq has the 
exponential distribution with parameter <I>(q), and Xeq can be decomposed into the 
sum of the following two parts: 
where X and Xe - X D are independent, and Xe - X D has the same distribution ~q q ---.o-q q ~q 
as X eq. See Greenwood [34] for details. The probability distribution function of the 
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random variable X-e q can be obtained from the Laplace transform of T;;. Indeed for 
all y :::; 0, we have 
In the case where X has unbounded variation, as a result of the differentiability of 
W q , the probability density function of X-e is found to be q 
fx (y) = -qWq( -y) + -q- (wq)' (-y) 
-eq <I> ( q) , 
for all y < O. Further, in the case where X has bounded variation, thanks to the 
existence of the left and right derivatives of n° q on (0. IX). we derive for all y < 0 
-qWq(-y) + _q_ (n oq ), ((-y)-) 
<I>(q) 
_qnoq(_y) + <I>fq) (Hoq), ((-y)+). 
(1.24) 
(1.25) 
Thus, the distribution of X-e only has atoms if X has bounded \·ariatioll. and this 
q 
only happens at y = O. Moreover. we have 
1.2 Stochastic calculus for Levy processes 
In this Section, we present some existing result on stochastic calculus for Levy 
processes. For a detailed account, we refer to Applebaum [3], Jacod and Shir:vaev 
[42] and Sato [72]. 
1.2.1 Poisson stochastic integrals 
To begin this Section, let us introduce the definition of Poisson random measure. 
Definition 1.6. For any Levy process X on the probability space (n. F. lP), denote by 
N the unique measure on ([O.oo)xIR\{O},B([O.x))xB(IR\{O})), which corresponds 
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to 
N(t,B) = #{s:::; t: b.X8 E B} = L n{~XsEE} 
89 
for all t 2: 0 and B E 8(ffi. \ {O}). Then N is called the Poisson random measure on 
([0, (0) x ffi. \ {O}, 8([0, 00)) x 8(ffi. \ {O})) with respect to X. 
Below we collect some properties for the Poisson random measure S. 
(i) For each wEn, t 2: 0, the set function B 1--7 N(t. B)(w) is a counting measure 
on 8 (ffi. \ {O} ) . 
(ii) For all t > 0 and B E 8(ffi. \ {O}), N(t, B) is an Poisson random variable with 
parameter t fE IT(dy) on the probability space (0, F. JP». 
(iii) If Al and A2 are mutually disjoint sets in 8([0, x)) x 8(ffi. \ {O}), then N(AI) 
and N(A2) are independent. 
(iv) If all elements from the sequence {Ai, i E N} are mutually disjoint sets in 
8([0, (0)) x 8(ffi. \ {O}), then 
N(U Ai) = LN(Ai). 
iEN iEN 
For any set B E 8(ffi. \ {O}) which is bounded below (0 is not in the closure of B). 
we define the compensated Poisson random measure by 
N(t, B) = N(t, B) - tIT(B). 
Therefore, {N(t, B), t 2: O} is a martingale. Furthermore, N extends to a martingale 
valued measure with forbidden set {O}. 
Definition 1. 7. For all t > 0, define 1i2(t, ffi.) to be the linear space of all equivalent 
class of mappings f : [0, t] x ffi. x 0 -7 ffi. which coincide almost everywhere with respect 
to dt x IT (dy) x JP>( dw). and which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) f is predictable, 
(ii) f~ fIRE (If(s,y)1 2) dtIT(dy) < 00. 
We define the inner product (- .. hl2 on 1i2(t. ffi.) by setting 
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Then H2 (t, ~) is a real Hilbert space. For all t ~ 0 and sets B E B (~ \ {O}) 
such that II(B) < 00, define 
Then I~ IB f(8, y)N(d8, dy) is well defined as it is only a finite random sum. Fur-
thermore, the stochastic integral 
lot L f(8. y)N(d8, dy) = lot L f(8, y)N(ds. dy) -fat L f(8. y)d8II(dy) 
is well defined as well for all t ~ 0 and B E B(~ \ {O}) such that II(B) < 00. And 
we have the following Theorem 
Theorem 1.8 (Theorem 4.3.4 in [3]). For fixed t > O. for all B E B(~ \ {O}) and 
f E H2(t,~), then 
(i) there exists a sequence of sets {Bi' i E N} in B(~ \ {O}) with II(Bi) < 00 for 
all i E N, and Bi t B as i -+ 00 for which 
lim rt r f(8, y)N(d8, dy) = rt r f(8, y)N(d8, dy) lP'-a.s. 
l-tOO io i Bi io i B 
and the convergence is L2 (lP') uniform on compact intervals of [0. tl· 
(ii) if 
E (lot L [f(8, Y)[d8II(dY)) < 00, 
then 
10' is 1(8, y)N(ds, dy) = 10' is l(s, y)N(ds, dy) -10' is f(s, y)dsII(dy), 
Moreover, we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 1.9 (Theorem 4.2.3 in [3]). For all fixed t ~ 0, for all f E H2(t.~) and 
B E B (~ \ {O} ). then 
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(i) 
E ([fa f(s, y)N(ds, dY)) 
E (([faf(s,Y)N(dS,dy)n 
o 
(ii) {I~ IE f(8, y)N(ds, dy), t ~ O} is F t adapted. 
t ~ (iii) {Ia IE f(s, y)N(ds, dy), t ~ O} is a square integrable martingale. 
Thus, the mapping 
f ~ lot 1 f(8. y)N(d8, dy) 
is an isometry from 1i2(t, JR) to L2(JPl). 
(1.26) 
We remark here that as a result of the Theorems above, X 2 and X 3 from 
the Levy Ito decomposition (1.4) can be rewritten as follows, 
Therefore, for all t ~ 0 
r yN(t, dy) 
J1Y1?1 
r yN(t, dy) 
J1yl<1 
dX 1 + dX 2 + dX3 t t t 
t ~ 0, 
t ~ o. 
fLdt + CTdBt + r yN(dt, dy) + r yN(dt, dy). 
J1Y1?1 J1yl<1 
1.2.2 Generalized Ito's formula 
Ito's formula has become a cornerstone of stochastic calculus. It is the extension of 
the chain rule to the stochastic integral. Ito's formula is firstly established by Itb 
[39] for a standard Brownian motion and twice continuously differentiable functions 
F. Since then there are many extensions of the ItO formula both on the underly-
ing processes X and the function F. The best known extensions is the Ito-Tanaka 
formula, that is the Ito's formula for the function F(x) = Ixl where the underlying 
process is Brownian motion, which is introduced by Tanaka [80]. Later on, many 
authors extended this result to continuous semi martingales and absolutely contin-
uous functions F which have locally bounded first derivative F', see for example, 
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Applebaum [3], Bouleau and Yor [8]. Elworthy et al [25], Kunita and \\Tatanabe [35]. 
Levy [51], ~1eyer [55], Peskir [62] and Peskir [64], \\'ang [82], etc. 
Recently, there is renewed interest in the Ito's formula for Ley~· processes 
and for functions F whose derivatives only exist as Random :\ikod~'m distribution 
sense. Various authors have been studying to find the minimum conditions on the 
Levy measure and the function F such that the Ito's formula holds true, see for 
example [24], [27], [28] [48]. We mention here that Eisenbaum [22] studied this class 
of functions for standard Brownian motions, and expressed the correction term as 
an area integral with respect to both the time variable sand t he space variable 
x of the local time by combining the results in [8] and [29] with the time-reY('fsRI 
property of standard Brownian motion. Later on, this result is generalized to Levy 
processes by Eisenbaum in [23] on the condition that LO:Ss:St I~Xsl < 00 for all 
fixed t > O. 
Eisenbaum and Kyprianou [21] completed the recent accumulation of results 
concerning extended Ito's formula for a one dimensional Leyy process with the 
following result. 
Let F be the class of functions defined on JR x JR+ to JR. Then we introduce 
the following subclass of functions of F. 
'D1,1 consists of functions F E F such that aF / ax and aF / at exist as Radon 
Nikodym derivatives with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and are locally 
bounded, 
'D2,1 consists of functions F E F such that a2 F / ax2 and aF / at exist as Radon 
Nikodym derivatives with respect to the Lebesgue measure, and are locally 
bounded, 
II consists of functions F E F such that 
lIF(X + y, t) - F(x. t) III(dy) 
is well defined and locally bounded in (x, t), 
I2 consists of functions F E F such that aF / ax exists as a Random ~ikodym 
derivative with respect to Lebesgue measure and 
r aF JIR IF(x + y, t) - F(x. t) - ax (xo t)yll{lyl<l} III(dy) 
is well defined and locally bounded in (x. t), 
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Let lLx be the integro-differential operator for the Levy process X such that 
lLxF(x, t) = of 1 2fJ2F 11 fh' (x, t) + 2"CT ox2 (;1', t) (1.27) 
+ ilF(x + y, t) - F(x, t) - ~: (x. t)y:H{lyl<l} III(dy) 
whenever c:J;, ~~ and ~:~ exist as Radon Nokodym derivatives and the integral is 
well defined. Then the following theorem hold true. 
Theorem 1.10 (Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 in Eisenbaum and Kyprianou [21]). 
Suppose that X is a Levy process with the triple (11, CT. II), and 01 = :H{a-¥O} and 
°2 = :H{u=o, J~l IxITI(dx)==}' Then for all F E Vl+oc1 ,1 n Il+oc2 • 
(i) (&t + lLx)F is well defined for all x and t. 
(ii) For all t 2': O. we have JID-a.s. 
r 0 F(t, X t ) = F(O, Xo) + Jo (at + lLx )F(s, Xs)ds + 1'lf,F (1.28) 
where 
F lot of lot 1 of ~ Aft = CTa(Xs, s)dBs + y----;;-(Xs-. s)N(ds, dy) 
° x ° (-I,I)\{O} uX 
(1.29) 
lo t 1 . of ~ + (F(Xs- + y, s) - F(Xs-, s) - y----;;-(Xs-, s):H{IYI<I})N(ds, dy)) ° lR\{O} uX 
for all t 2': O. is a local martingale. 
As a result of the role played by lLx in the generalized Ito's formula (1.28), 
from now on we will refer to lLx as t he infinitesimal generator of the Levy processes 
X. 
1.3 Optimal stopping problems 
Optimal stopping theory has a long history in prob?-bility theory. It was first for-
mulated to solve the problem of sequential analysis in mathematical statistics for 
discrete time stochastic processes. See Wald [81]. Then a general stopping rule was 
found for optimal stopping problem in discrete time by Snell [77]. The first general 
results for continuous time optimal stopping problems were derived b~' Dynkin [20]. 
where the fundamental concepts of excessive and superharmonic functions were in-
troduced. For a complete Slln'e~' on optimal stopping problems \\'e refer to Shir~'a('\' 
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[76], and the reference therein, where also the existence and uniqueness of value 
functions were found for general gain functions and Markov processes. 
Optimal stopping problems have applications in many areas. For example, in 
mathematical statistics, where the Bayesian approach to the sequential analysis on 
testing two statistical hypotheses can be solved by reducing the initial problems to 
optimal stopping problems, see Peskir and Shiryaev [63]. Optimal stopping problems 
are also used to derive sharp inequalities, for example Doob's inequality for Brownian 
motion and Bessel processes, see [17]. [19], [32]. [33] and [41]. In mathematical 
finance, it is used to study the pricing of options, the most famous example is the 
pricing of an American options done by Mckean [54] in the Black-Scholes model and 
the pricing of Russian options in Larry and Shiryaev [74]. 
Recently, there is a renewed interest in the optimal stopping problem where 
the underlying uncertainty is modeled by a Levy process. This is partly due to the 
applications to financial modelling. In the traditional Black-Scholes model, stock 
prices are modeled by geometric Brownian motions. However, it has been observed 
by many authors that the tails of Brownian motions are too light compared with 
the true market observations ([31], [38]). In order to overcome this problem, many 
authors began to use the exponentials of a Levy process in financial modelling. See 
[11], [15], [73] and [18] for a more detailed accounts of application of Levy process 
in option pricing. 
The purpose of this section is to review the formulation and methodologies 
used in the existing literature for the optimal stopping problems. For the general 
theory of optimal stopping problems and many more examples, we refer to the books 
Peskir and Shiryaev [66] and Shiryaev [76]. 
In the meanwhile, we shall also define the optimal stopping problem that we 
are interested in and study in this thesis. 
Let X = (Xt • t ~ 0) be a real valued spectrally negative Levy process defined 
on a filtered probability space (0" F, {Fdt2:o, JI») satisfying the usual condition (that 
is, {Fd is right continuous and Fo contains all JI» null sets in F). Assume we are 
given a continuous function g : IR -t IR, satisfying the following conditions: 
JI»x (lim e-qtg(Xt ) = 0) = 1, 
t-+oo 
IEx ( sup e-qt Ig(Xt ) I) < 00, 
OStSoo 
1-1 
(1.30) 
(1.31) 
for all x E JR. Then let us consider the following optimal stopping problem: 
V(x) = sup lEx (e-qTg(XT)) 
TE'T[o,ooJ 
(1.32) 
for all x E JR, where q > 0, 7[0,00] is the family of stopping time with respect to {Ft} 
taking values in [0,00]. We will refer to V and 9 as the value function and the gain 
function. We say that a stopping time T* is optimal if 
for all x E JR. (1.33) 
An optimal stopping problem consists of finding the pair (V, T*), where V is the 
value function, and T* is the optimal stopping time. Note that the optimal stopping 
time T* may be not unique. 
By taking the stopping time T = 0, it follows immediately that 
for all x E JR. 
Therefore, by definition of the value function we must have V(x) ~ g(x) for all 
x E JR. It turns out to be helpful when the domain of V(x) is split into the following 
two regions 
continuation region 
stopping region 
C 
V 
{x E JR: V(x) > g(x)}, 
{x E JR: V(x) = g(x)}. 
(1.34) 
(1.35) 
It has been shown that, under very week conditions (g is continuous and X is a 
Feller process), V is lower semicontinuous (see page 49 in [66]). Furthermore, under 
these conditions, C is open and V is closed. Thus, we obtain that the random time 
TC = inf{t ~ 0: X t ~ C} (1.36) 
is a {Ft}-stoppir~g time since C is open and both X t and {Ft}t2:o are right continuous. 
The following well-known theorems give the necessary and sufficient condi-
tions for the function V to be the value function of the optimal stopping problem 
(1.32) and TC to be the smallest optimal stopping time. 
Theorem 1.11 (Necessary condition for optimal stopping). [Theorem 2.4 in [66jj. 
Suppose that T1 is an optimal stopping time for the optimal stopping problem (1.32). 
that is 
for all x E JR. (1.37) 
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Then {e-qtV(Xt ), t 2': O} is the smallest right continuous supermartingale such that 
V(x) 2': g(x) on JR.. We also have 
1. the stopping time TC given in (1.36) is optimal, and TC :::; T1 lPx-a.s. for all 
x E JR.. 
2. the process {e-qtATc vt!\TC,t 2': O} is a right continuous martingale under lP x for 
every x E JR.. 
Theorem 1.12 (Sufficient condition for optimal stopping). [Theorem 2.7 in [66}} 
Consider the optimal stopping problem (1.32) upon assuming that the condition 
(1.30) and (1.31) are satisfied. Assume that {e-qt17(Xt ), t 2': O} is the smallest 
right continuous supermartingale such that 17(x) 2': g(J» on JR.. Set C = {x E JR : 
17(x) > g(x)} and TC = inf{t 2': 0: X t ¢ C}. then we have 
1. IflPx(Tc < (0) = 1 for all x E JR, then V = V and TC is optimal in (1.32). 
2. If lP x (TC < (0) < 1 for some x E JR, then there is no optimal stopping time 
(with probability 1) for (1.32). 
As a result of Theorem 1.11 and Theorem 1.12, the optimal problem (1.32) is 
equivalent to finding the smallest right continuous martingale e-qt17(Xt ) such that 
17(x) 2': g(x) for all x E JR. Then V(x) = 17(x) for all x E JR, and the optimal 
stopping time is TC given that lPx(TC < (0) = 1 for all :r E JR. 
1.3.1 Free boundary approach 
Generally, it is very difficult to apply Theorems 1.11 and 1.12 to solve any specific 
optimal stopping problem, as the solution can only be found as the smallest su-
permartingale that dominates the gain function. However, it is also stated in the 
Theorem 1.11 and 1.12 that the value function is such that {e-qtV(Xt ), t 2': O} is a 
global supermartingale and a martingale in C. So if V is smooth enough, it should 
solve the following free boundary problem. 
lLx V(x) - qV(x) 0 for all x E C, (1.38) 
0 
lLxV(x) - qV(x) < 0 for all x ED, (1.39) 
V(x) - g(x) > 0 for all x E JR, (1.40) 
0 
V(x) - g(x) 0 for all x ED, (lAl) 
where lLx is the infinitesimal generator of X as defined in (1.27). 
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Normally continuous pasting is used as one of the boundary conditions in the 
free boundary approach. That is, we assume that the value function V is continuous 
at the boundary of the continuation region C, 
V(x) = g(x) for all x E avo (1.42) 
The idea that continuous pasting happens as a principle was first noticed in [63] and 
in [67]. The application of continuous pasting has been seen in [1], [4], [6], [47], [58], 
[59], and [78] . 
Furthermore, for a smooth gain function 9 and a nice Levy process X, the 
smooth pasting condition can be also used to get one of the boundary conditions. 
That is, 
V' (x) = 9' (x) for all x E av, (1.43) 
The smooth pasting condition was first applied by Mikhalevich [56] for sequential 
analysis, and later on by Chernoff [13] and Lindley [52]. It is worth noting that 
Mckean [54] obtained the pricing formula for perpetual American put options in the 
Black-Schole model by using the smooth pasting property. It has been observed 
that the smooth pasting condition holds for a much wider class of processes than 
just a Brownian motion, see for example [66], [71] and [76] (and references therein). 
However, the failure of smooth pasting has also been observed in various examples, 
see [1], [4], [6], [58], [59], [47], and [78]. Amongst the aforementioned list of articles, 
it has also been observed that unlike the case when X is purely Gaussian, the value 
function V is only differentiable at the stopping boundary if the underlying process 
X is regular for the interior of V at the boundary of V. In [65] it was also shown 
that a sufficient condition for smooth pasting to hold for a diffusion is that the 
diffusion leaves a symmetric interval upwards with probability 1/2 in the limit when 
the length of this interval goes to zero. 
There are several difficulties when applying the free boundary approach to 
solve an optimal stopping problem driven by a Levy process. Unlike continuous Ito 
diffusions, the infinitesimal generator of a Levy process is not a local operator, in 
fact it is actually an integra-differentiable operator, as stated in (1.27). Therefore, it 
is more challenging to obtain or guess any candidate solution for the free boundary 
problem when the underling process is a Levy process. In addition to this, we still 
do not know whether the true value function V is in the domain of the infinitesimal 
generator lLx of X. 
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1.3.2 Guess and verify approach 
In the recent literature, many authors use the so-called guess and verify approach 
to solve optimal stopping problems, see [1], [47], [49], [30], [57L [10] [70] and [78]. 
This approach is based on the following Lemma. 
Lemma 1.13 (Guess and Verify Lemma). (Lemma 9.1 in [49]) Consider the 
optimal stopping problem (1.32) where g(I) is a non-negative measurable function 
satisfying (1.30). Let T be a {Ft}-stopping time and Vr be 
for all x E JR., (1A~) 
then the pair (Vr (1"), T) is a solution if 
(ii) the process {e-qtVr(xt ) : t ~ O} is a right continuous supermartingale. 
The function Vr is normally referred to as the candidate value function. 
There are several advantages of using the Guess and Verification Lemma to solve the 
optimal stopping problem. Firstly. instead of looking for the smallest supermartin-
gale of the form {e - qt V (Xt ). t ~ O} as suggested by Theorem 1.12, we only needs 
to concentrate on all candidate value functions Vn which are obtained by stopping 
at the stopping time T. By dropping the idea of the "smallest" supermartingale, we 
can restrict ourselves to a much smaller class of functions to work with. Secondly, 
we can guess the form of the optimal stopping time and the pasting conditions at 
the boundary without proving them. This can be done as once the candidate value 
function Vr is proved to be the true value function, then by the uniqueness of the 
value functions, all the conditions guessed (the candidate stopping time and pasting 
conditions at the boundary) become true without the need of proof. Thirdly, there 
is no requirement for the candidate value function Vr to be in t he domain of the 
infinitesimal generator. For some gain functions the supermartingale property for 
{e-qtVr(xt ), t ~ O} can be shown without using Ito's formula, see for example [1], 
[47] and [78]. 
There are also some drawbacks when applying the Guess and Verification 
Lemma with Levy processes. Firstly, we need to be able to have a correct guess on 
the shape of the optimal stopping time. Normally this is not clear for a general gain 
fUllction. However, for some gain functions, a reasonable guess can be made from 
the existing literature where the optimal stopping problem is solved for Brownian 
motions. In addition to this, we have to be able to calculate the candidate \'alue 
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function VT for this class of stopping times guessed. However. in the theory of Le\'y' 
processes, because of the jumps, it is generally difficult to obtain the candidate 
functions even for simple stopping time. 
1.3.3 Averaging function approach 
By using averaging functions, Surya [78] proposed a method to evaluate the candi-
date value functions VT where T are the first passage times. An averaging function 
Ag : ~ -+ ~ with respect to 9 and 2£ is a function such that q 
for all x E ~, (1.-J.5) 
where 2£q = inf{Xs : S E [0, eq ]}, and eq has exponential distribution with param-
eter q and is independent of X. It was shown that, 
for all x E ~ and a E~. And the following result is obtained in [78] for the optimal 
stoping problem. 
Theorem 1.14. Consider the optimal stopping problem (1.32) where the gain func-
tion 9 satisfies (1.30) and (1.31). If there exists a continuous averaging function 
Ag : ~ -+ ~ with respect to 9 and 2£q' and there exists a E ~ such that Ag(u) = O. 
Ag is non-increasing for 1: < a and Ag (x) :S 0 for l' > a. then letting (J ~ :S a be the 
smallest root of the equation Ag(.r) = 0, we have 
for all I E ~. (1.46) 
And the corresponding optimal stopping time is T* = inf{ t ~ 0 : X t < a~}. 
Using this approach, Surya reproduced the results of those discussed. among 
others, in [16], [59]. [9],[1]. [60] and [47], and showed that the smooth pasting 
condition at the boundary only depends on the regularity of the Levy process at the 
boundary for the interior of the stopping region. 
It is clear that in order to apply this approach, it is crucial that WE' find 
an averaging function for the gain function g, and this choice of averaging function 
satisfies the conditions in the theorem above. Furthermore, the averaging func-
tion approach proposed in [78] only treats the optimal stopping problem v;here the 
optimal stopping time is the first passage time. 
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1.4 Outline of this thesis 
As discussed above, all methods presented in the previous section for solving the 
optimal stopping problems have certain disadvantages when the underlying uncer-
tainty is modeled by Levy processes. The aim of this thesis is to develop an effec-
tive approach to solve the optimal stopping problem (1.32) for complicated optimal 
stopping times and general gain functions, that does not require the existence of the 
pasting conditions at the boundaries, or the shape of the averaging functions. 
The content of the chapters in this thesis is outlined in what follows. 
Chapter 2 In this chapter we study the pricing of American Strangle options 
when the underlying uncertainty is modeled by spectrally negatiw Levy processes, 
that is the optimal stopping problem (1.32) for the following gain function, 
where K1 and K2 are reals satisfying 1\2 2:: K1 > O. By using the conwxit~, of 
go log, we first study the convexity of V 0 log, then conclude that the continuation 
region must be of the form (a, b) with -00 < a < log(Kd :::; log(I\2) < b < 00. 
Next we calculate the candidate \'alue function VTa,b for all a and b satisfying the 
condition above. Then by guessing that the pasting conditions at both boundaries, 
we obtain a system of two equations, to which we show there is a unique pair of 
solutions (a*,b*). Finally we prove that the candidate pair (VTa*.b*,Ta*,b*) satisfif's 
the conditions in the guess and verification Lemma, thus, is a solution. The pasting 
conditions we guessed hold true without the need of proving as discussed in Section 
1.3.2. We also show the limitation of this approach when it is applied to other gain 
functions. 
Chapter 3 In this chapter we study the optimal stopping problem (1.32) for 
general smooth gain functions which satisfy the Assumptions 3.3 and 3.24 and the 
underlying process is a spectrally negative Levy process. Our approach is inspired 
by Surya [78]. However, our method does not have the requirement on the shape 
of the averaging function. Moveover, neither of any knowledge of the continuation 
region in advance or the pasting conditions at the boundar~' are needed. Instead, 
we work with the left semi-solution if up to the point b of the optimal stopping 
problem (1.32), which will be defined in Chapter 3. Also a sufficient condition is 
given for any function to be the left semi value function. This approach is totally 
based on finding the function h : IR. x IR. -+ IR. where 
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for all x E ~ and a E ~ where Ag is the averaging function with respect to 9 
and Keq • Then by choosing ai to be such that h9l (x, an is the smallest function 
dominating the gain function 9 and choosing bi to be the largest value such that 
h(x, ai) = g(x), we find that V is the left semi value function up to the point 
bi for the optimal stopping problem (1.32), where V is defined to be h(·, an on 
(-00, bi] and 9 otherwise. And the corresponding optimal stopping time for x :::; bi 
is that la* ,b*· We also give the condition under which the pair (V, la* ,b*) is the 
global solution pair. In the case when (V, la*,b*) is orily a left semi-solution, we 
prove further that under suitable conditions, the above method can be repeated to 
study the value function for x > bi. Using our approach, we are able to reproduce 
the result in [78]. Thus, our approach shows no contradiction with the existing 
literature. 
Chapter 4 The main purpose of this chapter is twofold. Firstly, we extend 
the approach in Chapter 3 to gain functions 9 which are non differentiable at a fixed 
number of points. This is done by introducing the class of extended functions, such 
that for all g1 in the extended class the function h : ~ X ~ -t ~ is well defined for 
g1· However, ai is chosen such that h(x, ai) is the smallest function dominating 
the gain function 9 instead of g1, and bi is chosen to be the largest value such that 
h(x, ai) = g(x). We prove that the value of ai does not depend on choice of g1. 
By the same argument as in Chapter 3, a left semi value function up to point bi 
is obtained. Furthermore, we show that this procedure can be repeated to study 
value functions for x > bi. Secondly, we treat the class of gain functions such that 
limx-+_oo g(x) :::; o. We present an approach to find Vo and bo such that (Vo, I~) 
is the left semi-solution pair up to the point boo Finally, we show that the method 
suggested in the first part in this chapter can be applied to Vo to study the value 
function function for x > bo. 
Chapter.5 In this chapter we solve various optimal stopping problems 
using the approach suggested in Chapter 3 and Chapter 4. The examples include 
American call option, American put option and Novikov Shiryaev problem, etc. 
Out results show no contradiction with the existing literature, as established in 
Mordecki [59], Boyarchenko and Levendorskii [9], Alili and Kyprianou [1], Novikov 
and Shiryaev [60], and Kyprianou and Surya [47]. 
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Chapter 2 
On the Perpetual American 
Strangles driven by Spectrally 
Negative Levy Processes 
2.1 Introduction 
Let X = {Xt : t 2:: O} be a spectrally negative Levy process defined on a filtered 
probability space (n.F, {Ft},JP) with characteristic triple (f/. 0-. II), where f/ E JR., 
0- 2:: 0 and JR\{O} (1/\ .r2)II( dx) < 00. For any :r E JR., let JP x he the law of X starting 
from :1'. We write simply JPo = JP. and denote by IEx and IE the corresponding 
expectation operators. 
Let W be the Levy Khinchine exponent and 4' be t he Laplace exponent for 
X. The Laplace exponent 'l/J(f3) is well defined for all f3 2:: 0, and takes the following 
form, 
And we write <I> : [0, (0) ----+ JR. for the right inverse of U'. i.e. 
<I>(q) = sup{.\ 2:: 0 : U'(.\) = q}. (2.1) 
\Ve refer to [7] and [49] for a detailed account on Levy process. 
The optimal stopping problem we consider in this chapter is of the following 
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form, 
V(x) sup IEx(e-qr g(Xr)ll{r<sc.}) 
rE7[o,co] 
sup IEx(e-qr((Kl - eXT )+ + (eXT - K 2 )+)1l{r<oc})' 
rE7[o,xl 
(2.2) 
where q > max{ Vi(l), O}, Kl and K2 are reals satisf~'ing K2 ~ Kl > O. and the 
supremum is taken over the class 7[o,~l of T\larkov stopping times taking values in 
[0,00] with respect to {Ft}. We say a pair (V*, T*) is a solution to the optimal 
stopping problem (2.2) if 
for all x E~. Note that the optimal stopping time T* may not unique. And the 
stopping time 
TC = inf{ t ~ 0 : X t tj C}. (2.3) 
is the smallest stopping time JP> x-a.s. for all]' E ~, where C is the continuity region, 
l.e. 
C = {x E ~ : V(.r) > g(x)}. 
We refer to [76] and [66] for more details for general theory of optimal stopping 
problems. 
The value function (2.2) is normally referred to as the perpetual American 
Strangle option. Strangles are classical wa~'s to build volatility strategies, and are 
formed by holding simultaneously a long position in an American put option and 
a long position in an American call option. Both options of this portfolio haw' the 
same underlying asset, but strike prices are most often different (that of the put 
option being the smaller one). Unfortunate ly, models based on Brownian motion 
can not reproduce neither heavy tails and skewness of the return distributions nor 
the volatility smile. Hence, many authors are using Levy processes to model the 
underlying asset, which allows us to overcome the 'heavy tair problem. 
In literature, various authors have established optimal stopping strategies 
for the perpetual American Strangles for continuous diffusions or a certain class of 
Levy processes. In all cases, it has been shown that an optimal strategy is the first 
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exit time from a bounded interval by the underlying processes, that is: 
T* = inf{t > 0 : X t (j. [a*, b*]) (2.--1 ) 
for some specific finite values of a* and b*. See [57] for the pricing of American 
Strangles in the Black-Sholes model, [30] where free boundary approach was applied 
for continuous diffusion, and [10] where price of American Strangles \\'ere found for 
a class of Levy processes with the Levy measure II satisfying a certain form. 
In this chapter, we apply the guess and verify approach to solve the optimal 
stopping problem (2.2). The biggest advantage of this method is that we can assume 
any condition for the candidate value function VT(.r) := lEx(e-qTg(XT)) and the 
candidate optimal stopping time T. For example, t he shape of t he continuation 
region and the pasting conditions at the boundaries. Under these assumptions, if the 
corresponding candidate pair (VT(x), T) is a solution to the optimal stopping problem 
(by guess and verification lemma), then, by the uniqueness of the value function, all 
conditions assumed become true without proving them. However. in order to apply 
this method, we need to be able to calculate the candidate value function \~. \'"hen 
the underlying uncertainty is modeled by Levy processes, because of the jumps, it 
is generally difficult to do this. We shall show that with the help of scale functions 
W q and zq, a closed form formula for the candidate value function VTa,b can be 
obtained, where 
Ta,b = inf{t ~ 0 : X t (j. [a, b]), 
for all choices of real values -00 < a < log(Kl) ::; log(K2) < b < XJ. By guessing 
the continuous pasting and the smooth pasting at a and b, we are able to find a 
unique pair (a*, b*) such that VTa* ,b* is the value function of the optimal stopping 
problem (2.2). 
This chapter is organized as follows: In Section 2, we study the convexity 
of V 0 log, which allows us to conclude on the shape of the continuation region. In 
section 3, we calculate the candidate value function VTa,b by using the scale functions 
w q and zq. In Section 4, we show that (VTa* b*' Ta*,b*) is a solution to the optimal 
stopping problem (2.2), where a* and b* are the unique pair obtained from guessing 
the pasting conditions at the boundaries. In Section 5, we show the limitation of 
this method, and explain the difficulties when it is applied for other gain functions. 
The last section contains some of proofs of results from the previous sections. 
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2.2 The shape of continuation region C 
The following Theorem studies the shape of the continuation region C for the optimal 
stopping problem (2.2). 
Theorem 2.1. Consider the optimal stopping problem (2.2), then 
(i) the function V 0 log: (0, (0) ----+ JR is convex on (0, x). Therefore, F is contin-
uous in JR. 
(ii) the continuation region C is of the form ( a, b). where a and b are two real 
numbers satisfying -00 < a < log(K1 ) ::; log(K2) < b < 00. 
Proof for Theorem 2.1. (i) 
Define yt = eXt for all t 2:: 0. Then we can rewrite V given in (2.2) as, 
V(y) := V(log(y)) = sup lEy (e- qTg(YT)ll{T<00}) ' (2.5) 
- TE7[o. DOI 
for all y = eX and l' E JR, where g(l:) = go log(x) for all :r E JR.. Note that for all 
° < Yl ::; Y2 < 00 and c E [0, 1], 
CV(Yl) + (1 - C)V(Y2) 
c sup lEYl (e-qTg(YT)ll{T<OO}) + (1 - c) sup lEY2(e-qTg(YT)ll{T<OO}) 
TE7[o,CX)] TE7[o,CX)] 
sup lEI (ce- qTg(YIYT)ll{T<oo}) + sup lEl((l - c)e-QT g(Y2YT)ll{T<OO}) 
TE7[o,CX)] TE7[o,CX)] 
> sup (lEI (ce- QT g(YI YT)ll{T<oo}) + lEl((l - c)e-QT g(Y2YT)ll{T<00})) 
TE7[o,CX)] 
sup lEI (e-QT (cg(YI YT) + (1- c)g(Y2YT)) ll{T<00}) . 
TE7[o,co] 
Then, it follows from the convexity of 9 that for all ° < Yl ::; Y2 < 00 and c E [0,1]' 
> 
as required. 
(ii) 
sup lEI (e- QT (g(CYI YT + (1- C)Y2YT)ll{T<rx:})) 
TE7[o,CX)] 
sup lEcy1+(I-c)Y2 (e- QT (g(YT)ll{T<OO})) 
TE7[o,CX)] 
V(CYI + (1 - C)Y2)' (2.6) 
Since q > max(O, ~(1)), it is clear that the optimal stopping time is a finite 
stopping time JP'-a.s .. Thus, the continuation region C is a open and strict subset of 
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R, then C must be of the following form, 
00 
C = (-00, ao) U (U ( ai, bi )) U (bo, + 00 ) (2.7) 
i=l 
where ao E JR. U {-oo}, bo E JR. U {oo}, and ai and bi are real numbers for all i E N 
and i ~ 1, and (ai, bi ) n (aj, bj ) = 0 for all i =I- j where i,j EN, and 
ao ~ inf{ ai : i E N, i ~ I} ~ sup{bi : i E N, i ~ I} ~ boo 
Next, we will show the non existence of (-00, ao) and (bo, 00) in C for all ao E JR. 
and bo E JR.. 
Suppose there exists a disjoint interval (00, ao) in C with ao E JR.. Because of 
the absence of positive jumps for X, we have I~ = Ie W'x-a.s. for all x < ao, where 
I~ = {t ~ 0 : X t > ao}. Then, from the result in Theorem 1.5, it follows that for 
all x < ao: 
V(x) lEx (e-qrCg(Xr* )ll{rc<oo}) 
lEx (e-qrtog(Xrdo)ll{rto<oo}) 
g(ao)e-<I>(q)(ao-x) . 
Therefore, V(x) decreases to 0 as x ---+ -00, which clearly contradicts the fact 
V(x) ~ g(x) on JR.. Thus, it is impossible to have a disjoint interval of the form 
(-00, ao) for any ao E JR. in the continuation region C. 
Now let us assume that C contains a disjoint interval of the form (bo, 00) for 
some real number boo Then, on the set {Ie < oo}, Xrc ~ bo W'x-a.s. for all x > boo 
As 9 is bounded on (-00, bo], we obtain that for all x > bo, 
V(x) lEx (e- qrc g(Xrc)ll{rc<oo}) 
< c(bo)lEx (e-qrCll{rc<oo}) 
< c(bo)lEx (e -qrb~ ll{r~ <oo}) , (2.8) 
where c(bo) is the upper bound for 9 on (-00, bo], and the last inequality is due to 
Ib~ ~ Ie W' x-a.s. for all x > bo on the set {Ie < oo}. 
Clearly the last term in (2.8) goes to 0 as x ---+ 00. Therefore, V(x) < g(x) 
for all x large enough, which clearly contradicts the definition of V. Hence, we can 
not have a disjoint interval of the form (bo, 00) for any bo E JR. in the continuation 
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.. 
region C. 
::\ow suppose that there exists a disjoint interval (0. b) in the continuation 
region C such that a < b :::; log(K1). ~ote that as go log is linear on the interval 
[ea, eb], then go log is the largest convex function on [ea. eb] among all the convex 
functions f : [ea,eb] -+ IR. with f(ea) = g(a) and f(e b) = g(b). However. b~' part 
(i), V 0 log is convex on lea, eb] with V 0 log(ea) = g(a), V olog(eb) = g(b). Also b~' 
definition of value function, V 0 log( x) > 9 0 log(.T) on (ea. eb). Clearl~·. the above 
two statements contradict each other. Therefore, we can not have a disjoint interval 
of the form (a, b) in C with a < b:::; log(K1) 
A similar argument can be applied to show the non existence of (0. b) where 
log(K2) :::; a < b. 
Finally, we consider for all x E [log(Kd.log(K2)]' ~ote that for all b > 
log(K2) and x E [log(Kd,log(K2)], 
V(x) ;::: IEx (e- qT: g(X + )n{ +< }) > 0 = g(.r). Tb Tb 0C 
Therefore, we must have [log(Kd,log(K2)] C C. Hence. we can conclude that 
C = (a, b) for some a and b such that a < log(K1) :::; log(K2) < b. 0 
2.3 Evaluating the candidate value function 
As a result of the previous calculation. we know that the continuation region is of 
the form (a, b) where -00 < a < log(K1 ) :::; log(I\2) < b < 00. The aim of this 
section is to evaluate the candidate value function VTa,b for these choices of a and b. 
Throughout this section, we assume that -00 < a < log(K1 ) :::; log(I\2) < b <x. 
Let T;; and T: be such that 
inf {t ;::: 0 : X t > b}, 
inf {t ;::: 0 : X t < a}. 
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(2.9) 
(2.10) 
Then, Ta,b = min{T:, T;}. And for all x < b we have: 
lEx (e-qTa,bg(XTa,b)lI.{Ta,b<oo}) 
lEx (e-qT;; g(XT;; )lI.{T;; <Tt}) + lEx (e-qTt g(XTt )lI.{T;;).Tt}) 
lEx (e-qT;; (Kl - eXT;; )lI.{T;; <Tt}) + lEx (e-qTt g(b)lI.{T;;>Tt}) 
KllEx (e-qT;; lI.{T;; <Tt}) - lEx ( e-qT;; eXT;; lI.{T;; <Tt}) 
+g(b)lEx (e-qTt lI.{T;;>Tt}) . (2.11) 
Define a change of measure via 
where £t = eXt-'l/J(l)t for all t ~ o. By using JP>1, we can rewrite the second term in 
(2.11) for all x < b, 
Therefore, thanks to Theorem 1.5, we can evaluate each term in (2.11) by the scale 
functions W q and zq, and obtain for all x < b, 
where 
(2.13) 
and the second equality is due to ,Wi-'l/J(l) (x) = e-xWq(x) on JR. So that, overall, 
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we derive, 
lEx (e-qTa,bg(XTa,b)) 
{
h(X,a) + ~:~~=:? (g(b) - h(b,a)) 
eX -K2 
if x < b 
if x ~ b. 
(2.14) 
Remark 2.2. Recall that -00 < a < log(K1 ) ::; log(K2) < b < 00. Clearly, VTa,b 
given in (2.14) is continuous at b. However, VTa,b is continuous at x = a if and only 
if 
Wq(O+) 
Wq(b _ a) (g(b) - h(b, a)) = O. (2.15) 
Thus, VTa,b is continuous at x = a, if and only if that wq(O+) = 0 or g(b) = h(b, a). 
As Wq(O+) = 0 if and only if X has unbounded variation, we can conclude that 
VTa,b is continuous at x = a if and only if that X has unbounded variation or 
g(b) = h(b, a). 
Also, as a result of the existence of left and right derivatives of w q on (0, (0), 
we obtain for all x E (a, b), 
, 8h (Wq)'((x-a)+) 
VTa,b (x+) = 8x (x, a) + Wq(b _ a) (g(b) - h(b, a)), (2.16) 
and 
V;a,b (x-) = :~ (x, a) + (WX;i: ~ :i-) (g(b) - h(b, a)) . (2.17) 
Therefore, VTa,b is differentiable at x E (a, b) if and only if 
(wq)'((x - a)+) ( (b) _ h(b a)) = (wq)'((x - a)-) (g(b) - h(b a)) . 
Wq(b - a) 9 , Wq(b - a) , 
Moreover, 
V;a,b(a+ ) qKl W q (0) - ea Z't- 1fJ(l) (0) - (q - '¢(1) )eaWi- 1fJ(l) (0) 
+ (Wq),(O+) (g(b) - h(b,a)) 
Wq(b - a) 
_ea + qKl wq(O) - (q - ,¢(l))eaWi- 1fJ(l\O) 
+ (wq)'(O+) (g(b) - h(b, a)) . 
Wq(b - a) 
So, a sufficient condition for VTa,b to be differentiable at x = a would be that X has 
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unbounded variation and h(b,a) = g(b). And from equation (2.17), it follows that a 
sufficient condition for VTa,b to be differentiable at x = b is that g(b) = h(b, a) and 
~~(b,a) = g'(b). 
2.4 Main results 
We have the following Theorem for a solution to the optimal stopping problem (2.2). 
Theorem 2.3. Consider the optimal stopping problem (2.2). Then (VTa* ,b*' Ta* ,b*) 
is a solution to the optimal stopping problem (2.2), where a* < b*. and (a*, b*) is 
the unique pair of solution to the following system of equations: 
{
h(b, a) = eb - K 2 , 
Oh(b a) = eb ox' , 
where h is as defined in equation (2.13). 
(Sl) 
The following Lemmas and Propositions are needed for proving Theorem 2.3. 
Proposition 2.4. 
(i) There exists at least one solution pair (a*, b*) with a* < b* for the system of 
equations (81). 
(ii) If (a*, b*) is a solution pair with a* < b* to the system of equations (81)~ then 
(a) a* < ap < log(Kd where ap = log (<p(q) :~~0~Kl)' 
(b) b* > log(K2) and h(x,a*) > g(x) on (a*,log(K2))' 
(c) ~~(x,a*) < eX on (-oo,a*) U (a*,b*) and ~~(x,a*) > eX on (b*,oo). 
(d) h(x,a*) > g(x) on (a*,b*) U (b*,oo), h(b*,a*) = eb* - K 2 • 
(e) (a*, b*) is the unique solution such that b* > a*. 
Lemma 2.5. Suppose f : 1R ---+ 1R is a decreasing function, then 
is decreasing in x in the domain where J~oo f(x + y)II(dy) is finite. 
Proposition 2.6. The stochastic process {e-qtM';- zq(XtMo )' t ~ O} is a martin-
gale. And 1L x zq (x) - q zq (x) = 0 for all x > O. where 1L x is infinitesimal generator 
forX. 
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Proposition 2.7. The stochastic process {e-qtVTa * b* (Xt ), t ~ O} is a supermartin-
gale. 
The proofs for Proposition 2.4. Lemma 2.5, Proposition 2.6 and Proposition 
2.7 can be found respectively on page 33, 37, 37 and 39. Hence, Theorem 2.3 can 
be obtained as a direct result of the guess and verification lemma. 
Remark 2.8. Thanks to the system of equations (81). it follows from Remark 2.2 
that VTa*,b* is continuous at x = a*. and continuously differentiable at x = b*. And 
VTa * ,b* is differentiable at x = a* if X has unbounded variation. 
2.5 Limitation 
The method applied in this chapter totally depends on the existence of a unique 
solution to the syst('m of equations (Sl), which is obtained by guessing the smooth 
and continuous pasting properties at the boundaries. In the casE' of American Stran-
gle, the two equations from (Sl) are nice enough for us to find a unique solution. 
However, for other gain functions, it may be very difficult or impossible to solvE' the 
system. 
We illustrate the difficulties with another example. Consider the following 
optimal stopping problem, 
(2.18) 
where {Xt, t ~ O} is a spectrally negative Levy process, g(1') = e2x + aex + f3 and 
q > max{O, 1f'!(2)} , f3 > 0, a < - 4~~~~~'m~3. and the s~premum is taken over the 
class 7[0,00] of Markov stopping times with respect to {Ft }. 
By checking the infinitesimal generator. \\'E' have for all x E lR. 
ILXg(x) - qg(x) = (1f'!(2) - q)e2X + a(1f'!(l) - q)eX - qf3. (2.19) 
So ILXg(x) - qg(x) < 0 for all x E lR. \ (aL.at). and ILXg(x) - qg(x) > 0 for all 
;r E (aL , at), where aL and at with aL < at are the solutions to lLXg(x)-qg(x) = O. 
Together with the shape of g(x), it is reasonable to guess that the continuation region 
C is of the form of a bounded inten'al (a. b). 
By applying Esscher transform, see equation (1.9) in Chapter 1. we can derive 
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a closed formula for the candidate value function VTa,b for all a < band :r ::; b, 
lEx (e-qTa.bg(XTa,b)n{Ta.b<x}) 
lEx (e-qTa,be2XTa,b ) + alEx (e-qTa,beXTa,b ) + iJJEx (e- qTa .b) 
e2xJE; (e-(q-V;(2))Ta,b) + aexlE~ (e-(q-V;(I))Ta,b) + iJJEx (e-qTa,b) 
e2xlE2 (e-(q-V;(2))Ta,b n _ +) + e2xJE2 (e-(q-1!'(2))Ta,b n _ ) 
X {Ta <Tb } X {Ta >T;} 
+aexlE~ (e-(q-V;(I))Ta,b n _ +) + aexJEl (e-(q-V;(I))Ta,b n _ +) {Ta <Tb } X {Ta >Tb } 
+iJlEx (e-qTa.bn{T';->T:}) + iJlEx (e-qTa,bn{T;<T:}) . 
Then, from Theorem 1.5, it follows that for all a < band :r ::; b 
n'q(x - a) 
= hI (x, a) + TPI(b _ a) (g(b) - hI (b. a)) . (2.20) 
where hI (x, a) = e2x Zi-V;(2) (x - a) + aeX Zi-V;(l) (x - a) + iJzq(x - a). As before, 
we can guess that the optimal stopping boundaries a * and b* satisfy the following 
system of equations, 
(2.21) 
And by a similar argument as in the American strangle case, we see that the system 
of equations (2.21) guarantees that the continuous pasting happens at both a* and 
b*, and the smooth pasting happens at b*. Moreover, the smooth pasting happens 
at a* if X has unbounded variation. Let v = b - a, then the system of equations 
(2.21) can be rewritten as follows: 
e2b + eb + iJ = e2b Zi-v;(2\u) + ebZi-v;(I\v) + iJZq(l') 
2e2bZi-V;(2) (v) + (q -1P(2))e2bWi-v;(2)(v) 
e2b + ai = +aebZi-V;(I) (v) + a(q -1P(1))eblV;-4'(I)(1') 
+iJqWq(v) 
(2.22) 
(2.23) 
We see that each equation above gives two solutions for eb in terms of 1'. and it is 
very hard to eliminate any of them. Furthermore, unlike the American strangle case, 
it is extremely difficult to obtain any solutions for eb from the system of equations 
(2.21). 
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2.6 Proof 
Proof for Proposition 2.4. 
Proof of (i) 
By rewriting (Sl), we get 
-v K2 + K1Zq(,v) 
e 
1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (v) 
qe-vWq(v)Kl 
(2.24) 
(2.25) 
where v = b - a. From now on, we denote by h(l') and 12(1') the RHS of (2.24) 
and (2.25). Note that finding a solution pair (a, b) for the system of equations (81) 
with a < b is equivalent to finding a solution v to h(v) = h(l') with l' > O. 
By differentiating h, we get for all v > 0 
e-V(K2 + KIZq(ll))(l + Zi-'l/J(l) (1')) f{ (v) = - ) (1 + Zi-'l/J(l (v))2 
e-1'(K2 + K1Zq(v))(q -1/J(l))W:r-'l/J(l)(l') 
(1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (1'))2 
e-VqK1 Wq(v)(l + Zi-'l/J(l\1')) +--~~~~~~~~~ 
(1 + Zi-'l/J(l\l'))2 
e-V(K2 + KIZq(V)) (1 + Zi-1;.(1) (1') + (q -1/J(l))H":r-'l/J(l)(l')) 
(1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (v))2 
e-VqK1 Wq(1')(l + Zi-'l/J(l) (1')) +--~~~~~~~--~ (1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (11))2 
(1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (v) + (q -1/J(l))n":r-<!'(l)(,u)) (_ e-V(K2 + K
1
Zq(1')) 
1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (v) 1 + Zi-'l/J(l) (v) 
e-VqK1 n"q(v) ) 
(2.26) 
Thus, v* > 0 is a solution to h(v) = 12(1') if and only if fH11*) = O. So, the problem 
is reduced to show the existence of a local stationary point for h on (0. x). 
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Now, we will show that h converges as v ---+ 00, and h(O) > limv-+oo II (v) 
and II ( v) < limv-+oo II ( v) for all v large enough. This will guarantee the existence 
of at least one local minimum point for h on (0,00), and therefore, will guarantee 
the existence of at least one solution pair (a*, b*) to (81) with a* < b*. 
First we show the existence of limv-+oo h (v). For all v > 0, we have 
Wq(v) q Wf-..p(l) (v) q-w(1) q w(l) 
Note that zq(v) decreases to <I>(q) , Zi-..p(l) (v) decreases to <I>(q)-l and WI - (v) 
increases to 00 as v t 00. As a consequence, h (v) converges as v t 00, and 
The last inequality happens as a result of the convexity of Laplace exponent 'ljJ and 
q = 'ljJ(<I>(q)). 
Next, note that h (0) > limvtoo II (v), is true by a direct calculation 
Finally, we show that for v large enough 
. q(<I>(q) - 1) 
h(v) < ~t~h(v) = <I>(q)(q _ 'ljJ(l))Kl. 
Define for all v > 0, 
zq(v) q 
---
wq(v) <I>(q) , 
Zi-W(l) (v) q-'ljJ(l) 
Wf-w(l) (v) <I>(q) - l' 
1 
80 f.~, f.~-w(1) and v3 all decrease to 0 as v ---+ 00. Also for all v > 0, define ~ to be 
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such that 
= zq(v) - -q-wq(v) = lE (e-qTO:n _ ) 
<I>(q) V {TO <<Xl} . 
Clearly, lEv (e-qTo:n{TO<<Xl}) decreases to 0 as v t 00. So eft .t 0 as v t 00. Now by 
. q q-'lj;(l) q d q . 
usmg Ev , Ev , Vv an CV, we can reWrIte h for all v > 0 and get 
Note that for all strictly positive numbers aI, a2, a3 and a4, if al < a3 then 
a2 a4' 
al +a3 < a3 So if we can show that 
a2+a4 a4· 
c 11 1 h h f ( ) q(<I>(q)-I) K C 11 1 h h lor a v arge enoug , t en I v < <I>(q)(q-'lj;(l)) I lor a v arge enoug . T is is 
indeed true because for all v > 0 
VZK2 + E~KI 
eVvZ + E~-'lj;(l) 
vZK2 + vZeftKI 
eVvZ + E~-'lj;(l) 
Clearly, the last term decreases to 0 as v goes to 00. So there exists a number Vo 
such that for all v > vo, h(v) < <I>(~~~~;U))KI. Therefore, there exists at least one 
strictly positive solution to the problem h (v) = h (v). 
Proof of (aJ 
Let a* and b* be a pair of solution with a* < b*. From the definition of h, 
we have for all x > a*: 
By using Wq(x) = exWZ-'lj;(I)(x) for all x E ~, we can rewrite the above formula 
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for all x > a * as 
aah (x, a*) = eX Wi-1/J(l)(x - a*) (qK1e- a* _ (q -1{i(1)) _ Zi~:~l:/X - a*) ) . 
x Wi (x - a*) 
(2.27) 
zq-1/I(1) (x-a*) -1/J(1) 
Note that 1q_1/I(1) decreases to ~( )-1 as x goes to 00. 80 if ea* 2 eap , we get w1 . (x-a*) q 
* . zq-1/I(1) (x a*) 8h 
qK1e-a - (q - 1{i(1)) - 1q_1/I(1) - ~ 0 for all x E JR. Thus, a(x, a*) ~ 0 for w1 (x-a*) x 
all x > a*. Therefore, there doesn't exist any b > a* such that g~ (b, a*) = eb > O. 
Hence, we must have ea* < eap < K 1, where the last inequality is due to the 
convexity of the Laplace exponent 1{i. 
Proof of (b) 
Note that h(x, ap ) is the American put value function for the gain function 
(K1 - eX )+ (see [49]), where ap is as defined in part (a). Furthermore, h(x, ap ) > 
(K1 - eX )+ for all x E (ap , (0), and h(x, ap ) goes to 0 as x --+ 00. Thus, there exists 
bo > 10g(K2) such that h(bo, ap ) = ebo - K 2, and h(x, ap ) > g(x) on x E (a*, bo). 
Next, for all a < ap we have for all x E JR \ {a} 
ah 
aa (x, a) -qK1 Wq(x - a) + eX(q -1{i(l))Wi-1/J(l)(x - a) 
wq(x - a) (ea(q -1{i(1)) - qK1) . (2.28) 
As ea < eap < q~~tI)' from the fundamental theorem of calculus and equation 
(2.28), we can conclude that h(x, a*) > h(x, ap ) 2 g(x) for all x E (a*, bo). Finally, 
from (81) it follows that b* > bo > 10g(K2)' 
Proof of (c) 
zq-1/I(1)(X a*) * As 1 -1/1(1) - is strictly decreasing in x for all x > a , Wf (x-a*) 
is strictly increasing in x on the set (a*, (0). It follows from a* < ap in part (a), 
that there is a unique point as < b* such that 
< Oon(a*,as ), 
> 0 on (as, (0). 
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Furthermore,' Wi-'l/>(l)(x - a*) (qK1e- a* - (q - ?f(1)) - Zr-..p(l)(x-a*)) is stricth' 
wi 1,)(l)(x_a*) . 
increasing in x on (as, (0). Thus, by comparing to equation equation (2.27). it 
follows from the system of equations (Sl), that ~~ (x, a*) < ex"on (-ex:,. a*) U (a*, b*), 
and oh (x a*) > eX on (b* (0) ax " , . 
Proof of (d) 
As a result of part (c), we get from the fundamental theorem that for all 
x < b* 
b* 
h(b*, a*) < h(x, a*) + 1 eYdy = h(x, a*) + eb* - eX. 
As h(b*, a*) = eb* - K 2 , we have for all x < b* 
Together with part (iii), we can conclude that h(x,a*) > g(:l") for all x E (a*,b*). A 
similar argument can bE:' applied for .r > b* to get the rest of the statement. 
Proof of (e) 
First note that as a result of part (d), there is a unique b* for each a*. 
Suppose there exists another pair of solution (ai, bi), without lost of generality let 
us assume that ai < a* < ap . Then, thanks to part (d) and equation (2.28), it 
follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus that h(x, ai) > h(x. a*) ~ g(x) 
for all x > ai. So such bi does not exists. Therefore, (a*, b*) is unique. 
Proof for Lemma 2.5. Suppose Xl< X2, then 
as required. 
[~ f(Xl + y)ll(dy) ~ [~f(X2 + y)ll(dy) 
[0
00 
(f(Xl + y) - f(x2 + y))II(dy) 
< 0 
Proof for Proposition 2.6. By rewriting (1.17), we have for all x E ~ 
D 
D 
(2.2!l) 
Note that zq(XTO ) - if>(q) Hlq(XTo ) = n{To <oo} JP'-a.s .. This is true as: in the event 
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{70 < oo}, if X has unbounded variation, XT. - < 0 JP>-a.s., so by the definition of Z o 
and W, we have zq(XTO ) + Cf?(q) wq(XTO ) = 1 JP>-a.s .. If X has bounded variation. 
X TO < 0 JP>-a.s., again zq(XTO ) + Cf?(q) Wq(XTO ) = 1. In the event {70 = oo}, we 
have X - = 00, thus 
TO 
= lim Ex (e-qTO ll{ -< }) = o. 
xtoo . TO 00 
By using equation (2.29) we have for all x E JR 
By tower property and the strong Markov property, we get for all x E JR 
zq(x) - -q-wq(x) 
<P(q) 
lEx (lEx (e-'To (Z'(XTO ) - iJ>fq) W'(XTO )) 1Ft) ) 
lEx (n{t~TO}e-'TO (Z'(XTO ) - iJ>fq) W'(XTO-)) ) 
+lEx ( n{t<To}lEx (e-'To (Z' (XTo-) - iJ>fq) W' (XTO )) 1Ft) ) 
lEx ( n{t~To) e-'lTo (Z'(XTO ) - iJ>fq) W' (XTO )) ) 
+lEx (n{t<To}e-qtIEX, (e-qto- (Z'(Xfo ) - iJ>fq) W'(Xfo ))) ), 
where X is an independent copy of X with respect to JP>xp and To is the first time 
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X goes below O. Thus, by equation (2.29) we have for all x E JR 
lEx (R{t2:TO }e-QT,- ( zq(XTO ) - if>rq) IP(XTO )) ) 
+lEx ( R{t<TO}e-qtlEx, (e-qTO R{r,-<~}) ) 
lEx ( R{t2:ro }e-qro (Zq(XTO ) - if>rq) IP(Xro )) ) 
+ lEx ( R{t<ro}e-qt (zq(xt ) - if>~q) IP(X t )) ) 
lEx (e-qTO I\t (Zq(X _ ) - -q-H,q(X _ ))). TO lit <I>(q) TO I\t 
So by independent and stationary increments of Leyy processes X and the strong 
Markov property of X, {e-qTol\t (zq(XTO- IIt ) - <f>(q)H'q(XTOI\t)) ,t 2: O} is a mar-
tingale for all x E JR. Since {e-qTolltHTq(XT-lIt),t 2: O} is a martingale, for example 
o 
see [7], so by linearity we have {e-qTo lit zq(XT-I\t)' t 2: O} is a martingale. o 
Next, denote by lLx the infinitesimal generator of X. As a result of the dif-
ferentiability of W q, zq E C 61 n C 1+61 (JR \ {O}) where 61 = :llp: has unbounded variation}' 
Then lLxZq(;r) is well defined for all x E JR\ {O}. Then, it follows from Ito's formula 
and the Doob l\leyer decomposition that 
(2.30) 
IfD x-a.s. for all t 2: 0 and J' E JR, By dividing both sides of equation (2.30) b:v t > 0 
and letting t ..l- 0, we obtain from the right contilluit~· of Levy processes that 
for all x > 0 
o 
Proof for Proposition 2.7. First, we shall show that 
lLXVTa*,b* (x) - qVTa*,b* (x) ~ 0 
for all x E JR \ {a*,b*}, 
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For all x < a*, by definition of h we have 
lLxh(x, a*) - qh(:r, a*) = lLxg(:r) - qg(x). 
Then, it follows from part part (a) in Proposition 2.4 that 
lLxh(x, a*) - qh(x, a*) = lLxg(x) - qg(:r) < 0 
for all x < a*. Next, we consider x E (a*. b*). N" ote that b:v Esscher transform 
and Proposition 2.6, we obtain that {e-qte XtATo Zi-'l/J(l) (Xtl\T-)' t ~ O} is a IP x 
o 
martingale as well. Furthermore, by a similar argument as in Proposition 2.G. 
for all J~ > a*. Therefore, we obtain from equation (2.14) and (81) that 
lLx VTa* .b* (J') - qVTa*,b* (x) = lLxh(x, a*) - qh(x, a*) = 0 
for all x E (a * , b*) . 
Now, we consider x > b*. Let gl (J') = eX - I\ 2 for all .1' E IR, then VTa* ,b* (x) = 
gl (x) for all x > b*. 80 for all x > b* 
lLx VTa*.b* (x) - qVTa*,b* (J~) 
-qVTa*,b*(X) + p,V;a*,b*(x) + ~0'2V;~*'b*(;r) 
+ { (VTa* ,b* (.1' + y) - VTa* .b* (x) - yV;a* ,b.(·r) Jl{IYI<l}) II( dy) 
J(-oo,O) . 
lLXg1(X) - qg1(X) + { (VTa*.b* (x + y) - gl(:r + y)) II(dy) 
J(-.x.O) 
-(q - ~'(l))eX + qK2 + { (VTa*,b* (:r + y) - gl(X + y)) II(dy). J( -00.0) 
(2.31) 
Then, thanks to part (c) in Proposition 2.4, VTa * ,b* (x) - gl (x) is a decreasing function 
in x for all x > b*. Therefore, it follows from Lemma 2.5, that ILx VTa* ,b* (x) -
q VTa* ,b* (:1') is decreasing in x on the set (b*. 00). Then, once we have shown that 
we can conclude that lLXVTa*,b*(X) - qVTa*,b*(X):::; 0 on IR \ {a*.b*}. 
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First suppose that X has unbounded variation. Note that, by part (c) in 
Proposition 2.4, there exists d> ° such that IVTa*,b* (x)1 < eX + d and IV:a*,b* (x)1 < 
eX + d for all x E~. Furthermore, IV:~* ,b* (x) I < eX + d for all x E ~ \ {a*, b*}. Then, 
from the fundamental theorem of calculus, for all x> b* and y E (-1,0) there exists 
Xy E (x + y, x) such that 
IVTa* ,b* (x + y) - VTa* ,b* (x) - yV;a* ,b* (x) I < y2IV;~* ,b* (Xy) I 
< y2(exy + d) 
< y2(ex + d). 
For all x > b*, y < -1, we have 
IVTa*,b* (x + y) ~. VTa*,b* (x)1 < IVTa*,b* (x + y)1 + IVTa*.b* (x)1 
< eX+Y + d + eX + d 
By combining the above two equations together, we obtain that for all x > b* and 
y < 0, 
where c is some strictly positive constant. Then, from the dominated convergence 
theorem, it follows that 
lim (ILx VT * b* (b* + €) - qVT * b* (b* + E)) EtO a , a , 
= lim (/LV; * b* (b* + €) + (T2
2 
V;'* b* (b* + €) - qVTa* b* (b* + E)) E.J,.O a , a , , 
+ lim 1° (VT * b* (b* + y + €) - vTa* b* (b* + €) - yV; * b* (b* + €)n{lyl<l})II(dy) EtO -00 a, , a , 
2 
= /LV;a*,b* (b*+) + ~ V;~*,b* (b*+) - qVTa*,b* (b*+) 
+ 1: (V'.' ,b' ((b* + y)+) - V,.' ,b' (b* +) - yV; •• ,b' (b* + )n{lyl<l})II(dy), 
By Remark 2.2 and (81), we see that VTa*,b* E Cl(~) in the case when X has 
unbounded variation. Therefore, by equation (2.14), we can rewrite the above the 
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equation as 
ILXVTa*,b*(b*+) - qVTa*,b*(b*+) 
2 
{l V;a* ,b* (b*) + ~ V;~* ,b* (b* +) - q VTa* ,b* (b*) 
+ [O~ {Vr.-,.- (b* + y) - Vr._,._ (b*) - yV:._,._ (b*)n{lyl<lj)TI(dy) 
ah (J2 
{lax (b*, a*) + 2 V;~*,b* (b*+) - qh(b*, a*) 
+ [~ (h(b* + y, a*) - h(b*, a*) - y ~~ (b*, a*)n{IYI<lj)II(dy) 
ILxh(b*,a*) - qh(b*,a*) + ~2 (V;~*,b*(b*+) - ::~(b*,a*)) 
< 0, 
where the last equality is due to 
lLxh(b*, a*) - qh(b*, a*) = 0, 
and h(x, a*) > VTa*,b* (x) for all x > a* which can be seen from part (c) in Proposition 
2.4. The case where X has bounded variation can be done by a similar argument 
as above. Summing up, we derive that for all x E ~ \ {a *, b*} 
(2.32) 
Now, we return to prove the supermartingale property of {e-qtVTa* ,b* (Xt ), t ~ 
O}. Note that for spectrally negative Levy processes, the occupancy time in the set 
{a*, b*} is ° JP> x-a.s. for all x E~. Then by Ito's formula, we have 
e-qtVTa*,b* (Xt ) 
VTa*,b* (Xo) + lot e-qs (lLx VTa*,b* (Xs) - qVTa*,b* (Xs)) n{Xs~{a*,b*}}ds + Mt 
< VTa*,b* (Xo) + Mr 
JP>-a.s. for all t ~ 0, where Mr is a local martingale. As local martingales which are 
bounded below are true martingales, we can conclude that for all x E ~ 
Finally, using stationary and independent increments properties of Levy processes, 
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we conclude that {e-qtVTa*,b* (Xt ), t ~ O} is a JP>x supermartingale. 
D 
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Chapter 3 
On the Left Sellli-Solution of 
the Optilllal Stopping Problelll 
for Slllooth Gain Functions 
3.1 Introduction 
Let X = {Xt : t ~ O} be a spectrally negative Levy process defined on a filtered 
probability space (D, F, {Ft }, lP') with charactrristic triple (J1. (y, II). where J1 E JR., 
(Y ~ 0 and flR\{O}(1 Ax2)II(dx) < 00. For any x E JR., let lP'x be the law of X starting 
from :r, and we write simply lP'o = lP'. And denote by lEx and lE the corresponding 
expectation operators. Throughout this chapter we assume the spectrally negative 
Levy process X satisfying the following condition: 
X has bounded variation. or X has unbounded variation and the q scale function 
(3.1) 
One example of a spectrally negative Levy process in this class would be any spec-
trally negative Levy process with the Brownian exponent. which guarantees X has 
unbounded variation and HTq E C 2 (JR. \ {O}). \\~e refer to [12]. [50] and [46] for more 
conditions under which the above condition is satisfied. 
In this chapter we consider the following optimal stopping problem 
V(x) = sup lEx(e-qTg(XT))' (3.2) 
TE7[o,oo] 
where q > O. the gain function g is sufficiently smooth (in the class D2(I) and 
satisfying Assumption 3.24), and the supremum is taken over the class 7[o,ocj of 
Markov stopping times taking values in [0, OG] with respect to {Ft }. 
A stopping time 1* is optimal if for all x E JR 
Recali that under very general condition of the gain function g. the stopping time 
Ie = inf {t ~ 0 : X t tt c} 
is the smallest optimal stopping time, where C is the continuation region, i.e. 
C = {x E JR : V(I) > g(.r)}. 
Furthermore, {e-qtV(Xt ), t ~ O} is the smallest supermartingale such that F ~ 9 
on JR, and {e-qtV(Xt), t ~ O} is a martingale inside the continuation region C, that 
is, {e-qtATCV(XtATC)' t ~ O} is a martingale. \\'e refer to [66] and [76] for a detailed 
account on the theory of optimal stopping problems. 
Many approaches have been established in the literature to solve the optimal 
stopping problems, for example, the Stefan's free boundary approach and guess 
and verify approach, etc. However, they all have certain disadvantages when the 
underlying uncertainty is modeled by Levy processes. For instance, in the guess 
and verify approach, because of the jumps it is not easy to obtain a formula for the 
candidate value function VT) where VT(I) = lEx (e-qTg(XT)) for all :r E JR and I is 
a {Fd-stopping time. We point out here that, by using the averaging functions, 
Surya [78] found a closed formula for the candidate value function VT in the case 
where I is a first passage time (from above or below). and showed that VT is the 
value function under the condition that the averaging function exists and satisfies a 
particular shape. 
In this chapter we propose an approach to solve the optimal stopping problem 
in a very general setting. Our approach is inspired by Surya [78]. However, unlike 
[78], our approach requires neither the shape of t he averaging function. nor any 
knowledge of the continuation region in advance, nor the pasting conditions at the 
boundary. Instead, our method relies on obtaining the left semi-solutions for the 
optimal stopping problem, which is defined as follows. 
Definition 3.1. A pair (V, f) is called a closed (open) left semi-solution of the 
optimal stopping problem (3.2) up to the point b E JR if the following statements 
hold true, 
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(i) V(x) = V(x) = sUPTE7[o,ooJ lEx (e-qTg(XT)) for all x ~ «)b. and V(x) = g(x) 
otherwise, 
(ii) V(x) = lEx (e-qTg(XT)) for all x < «)b. 
We say that V is the closed (open) left semi value function up to the point b. and 
f is a closed (open) left semi optimal stopping time up to the point b. and Cb is the 
closed (open) left semi continuation region up to the point b. where 
Cb = {x E C : x ~ «) b}. 
A sufficient condition for a pair (V, f) to be the closed (open) semi-solution 
up to the point b is given below. 
Lemma 3.2 (Sufficient Lemma for Left Semi-solution). Consider the optimal 
stopping problem (3.2). and suppose there exists a function T : JR. --+ JR such that 
{e-qtT(Xt ), t 2:: O} is a supermartingale, and T(:r) 2:: g(x) for all x E JR. If there 
exist b E JR. and a stopping time f such that 
for all :1' ~ «) b, then the pair (V, f) is a closed (open) left semi-solution up to the 
point b. where 
_ {T(X) 
V(x) = 
g(x) 
:r~«)b 
x > (2::) b. 
The proof for Lemma 3.2 can be found on page 67. From Lemma 3.2, we see 
that finding a left semi-solution of the optimal stopping problem is closely related 
to finding the function T. The main aim of this chapter is to present an effective 
approach to construct a function h : JR. x JR. --+ JR., such that h ( " a) satisfies all 
conditions in Lemma 3.2 for some suitable choices of a E JR. This function h is 
constructed based on the averaging function and q scale function H 'q. Moreover, 
for some a < b and for all x ::; b, where 
Ta inf{ t 2: 0 : X t < a} T: inf {t 2: 0 : X t > b} 
Ta,b T;; 1\ T: = inf{t 2: 0: X t rf- [a,b]}. 
Then under Assumption 3.24, the optimal stopping boundary a* is chosen to be 
such that h(x, a*) is the smallest function dominating the gain function g, and b* 
is chosen to be the last point such that h(J·. a*) = g(l} Then, the pair (f'. Ta* .b*) 
is a closed left semi-solution up to b* for the optimal stopping problem, where f' is 
defined to be he, a*) on (-'-00, b*] n IR and 9 otherwise. \\'ith the knowledge on the 
closed left semi value function V, we can work out the closed left semi continuation 
region Cb*. And all pasting conditions can be seen directly from the path properties 
of h(·, a). \Ve also show that, under some suitable conditions, this method can be 
repeated to study the value function V for ;7' > b*. 
This chapter is organized as follows. In Section 2, we state the class of the 
gain functions we are working with, and also gather some useful properties for 9 in 
this class. In Section 3, we first introduce a closed form formula for an averaging 
function using infinitesimal generator of Levy processes, and then construct the 
function h based on the averaging function and q scale function. \Ve finish this 
section with some probabilistic and path properties of h. In Section 4, we find 
a* and b* such that the pair (V, Ta*,b*) is a closed left semi-solution of the optimal 
stopping problem up to the point b*. We also give a sufficient condition under which 
(V, Ta* ,b*) is a solution. Furthermore. under suitable conditions, we show that the 
above construction (the averaging function, the function h and the pair (a*,b*)) can 
be repeated to study the value function V(1') for l' > b. \\Te reproduce the results 
from [78] in Section 5 by using the approach suggested in this chapter. Section 6 
consists of conclusion and discussion. Finally, in Section 7. we presents details of 
derivation of the results of Sections 2-5. 
3.2 Properties on the gain function 
Let 'IjJ be the Laplace exponent for X, then 'IjJ is well defined for all (3 2: 0, and, 
for all t 2: 0 and (3 2: o. 
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As introduced in Chapter I, 'IjJ is infinitely differentiable, convex, 'IjJ(0) = 0 and 
lim,stoo 'IjJ(f3) = 00. As before denote by, 
~(q) = sup{-\ 2:: 0 : 'IjJ(-\) = q} (3.4) 
its right inverse. 
Let 
First let's specify the class of gain functions we are considering in this chapter. 
:D.{ X has unbounded variation}, (3.5) 
(3.6) 
Definition 3.3. Let D2 (1) be the set consisting functions f : ~ -+ ~ which satisfy 
the following conditions, where I is a subset of ~ with only finite number of points. 
(i) f E C 81 (~) n C 1+81 (~ \ 1). f converges as x -+ -00, and l' converges to 0 as 
x -+ -00. 
(ii) If X has bounded variation, there exists c E (0, ~(q)) and d > 0 such that 
If(x)1 < eCX + d and I max{1' (x+) , 1'(x-HI < eCX + d for all x E ~. 
(iii) If X has unbounded variation, there exists c E (0, <.I> (q)) and d > 0 such that 
If(x)1 < ecx + d, If'(x)1 < ecx + d and Imax{f"(x+),f"(x-)}I < ecx + d for 
all x E ~, and limx--+_oo f"(x) = o. 
It can be verified easily that any function 9 E D2(1) is in the class 'PHal ,1 n 
Ll+a2 (see Section 1.2.2 in Chapter 1 for the definition). Thus, by Theorem 1 in 
[21], lLxg(x) is well defined for all x E ~, where 
lLxg(x) = J-Lg'(x) + ~0"2g"(x) + L (g(x + y) - g(x) - yg'(x):D.{lyl<I}) II(dy), (3.7) 
for all x E ~. Furthermore, as the occupancy time in I is 0 JP x-a.s. for all x E ~, 
then by Ito's formula (see [21]) we have that JP-a.s. for all t 2:: 0 
e-qtg(Xt) = g(Xo) + lot e-qs (lLx - q) g(Xs)ds + Mi 
g(Xo) + lot e-qs (lLx - q) g(Xs):D.{xs{lI}ds.+ Mi, (3.8) 
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where 
for all t ~ 0, is a local martingale, and N is the compensated Poisson random 
measure. 
Then we have the following Theorem on the local martingale Mg. 
Theorem 3.4. For all 9 E D2(I), the local martingale Mg defined in (3.9) is a 
martingale. 
The proof for Theorem 3.4 can be found on page 69. The following Lemma 
is needed for proving Theorem 3.4. 
Lemma 3.5. For all 9 E D2(I), 
(i) There exists Cl > 0 such that for all x E JR. and y < 0 
where c and d are as defined in the definition of D2(I) (see Definition 3.3). 
(ii) ILXg is continuous on JR. \ I, and the left and right limits of ILXg(x) exist for 
all x E I. 
(iii) There exists C2 > 0 such that 
max{IILxg(x+) - qg(x+)I, IILxg(x-) - qg(x- )I} ::; c2(eCX + d) 
for all x E JR., where c and·d are as defined in the definition of D 2(I). 
(iv) limx-+_oo(ILXg(x) - qg(x)) = -qg( -00). 
The proof for Lemma 3.5 is on page 67. Furthermore, we have the following 
Lemma for the gain function g. 
Lemma 3.6. For all functions 9 : JR. ---+ JR. such that there exist c E (0, cI>( q)) and 
d> 0 for which Ig(x)1 < ecx + d for all x E JR.. then 
for all {Ft } -stopping time T. 
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The proof for Lemma 3.6 is on page 71. Aud we finish this section with the 
following Remark. 
Remark 3.7. For all a < b, then for any t E IR+, t 1\ Ta,b is a bounded stopping 
time. By optional sampling theorem we have IE (AlfATa'b) = 0 for all t ~ O. 
3.3 Construction of the function h 
The goal of this section is to derive the a closed form formula for an averaging 
function Ag : IR -+ IR and the function h : IR x IR -+ IR, such that h satisfies the 
conditions in Lemma 3.2 for some suitable choices of a. 
3.3.1 Averaging Functions 
An averaging function Ag : IR -+ IR wit h respect to the random variable &,q and the 
gain function 9 is a function satsifying 
for all .r E IR, where &q is the infimum of the spectrally negative Lcvy process X 
up to an exponentially distributed time eq with parameter q, which is independellt 
of X, i.e. 
(3.10) 
Similarly X eq is defined by 
(3.11) 
It is well known from the literature on Levy processes that Xeq can be de-
composed into the sum of the following two parts: 
Observe that X and Xe - X are independent. and that Xeq - L has the ~q q ~q q 
same distribution as Xeq (see [34] for details). In the case of spectrall!' negative 
Levy processes, Xe q has an exponential distribution with parameter <p(q). The 
probability distribution function of the random variable &q can be obtained from 
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the Laplace transform of ry. Indeed, for all y ::s: 0, we have that 
where zq and wq are the q scale functions for the spectrally negative Levy process 
X. If X has unbounded variation, L has the pdf, q 
y < o. 
In the case where X has bounded variation, both of the left and right derivatives 
exist for w q on (0,00). So we have for all y < 0: 
-qWq( -y) + q,fq) (wq)' (( -y)-), (3.12) 
-qWq( -y) + q,fq) (wq)' (( -y)+). (3.13) 
However, it follows from Theorem 1.5 that, even in this case, the distribution of Lq 
has has maximally one atoms, which happens at y = o. 
(3.14) 
With the help of the distribution functions of Lq and X eq, we can find a 
closed formula for the averaging function based on the infinitesimal generator ILx· 
Proposition 3.8. For all 9 E D2(J), 
for all x E JR.. 
The proof for Proposition 3.8 is on page 71. 
Proposition 3.9. For all 9 E D2 (J), the function Ag : JR. -+ JR. defined by, 
for all x E JR., is an averaging function with respect to Lq and g. 
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The proof for Proposition 3.9 will be on page 72. We have the following 
remarks on this choice of averaging function Ag (3.15). 
Remark 3.10. Note that the averaging function Ag defined in (3.15) is continuous 
for all x E JR.. But the differentiability of Ag depends on the continuity of ILXg. 
Moreover on the set JR. \ I, it follows directly from equation (3.15) that 
if>~q) A~(x) - qAg(x) = ILXg(x) - qg(x). 
And on the set I, the right and left derivative of Ag exist and 
if>~q) A~(x-) - qAg(x) 
if>~q) A~(x+) - qAg(x) 
ILxg(x-) - qg(x), 
ILxg(x+) - qg(x). 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
(3.18) 
Remark 3.11. As I is a finite subset of JR.~ it follows from (3.15) that Ag(x) is 
continuously differentiable for all x < inf{I} with convention that inf{0} = 00. 
Therefore by applying L 'Hopital's rule together with part (iv) in Lemma 3.5 we 
obtain 
lim Ag(x) 
x--+-oo 
lim if>(q) Jxoo e-<l!(q)Y(qg(y) - ILxg(y))n{Y\lI}dy 
x--+-oo qe-<l!(q)x 
. -if>(q)e-<l!(q)X(qg(x) - ILXg(x)) 
hm 
x--+-oo -if> (q)qe-<l!(q)x 
g( -00). 
Therefore, for all gain functions g E D2 (1) ~ the averaging function Ag (x) is bounded 
on the interval (-00, xol for any Xo E JR.. 
Furthermore, from part (iv) in Lemma 3.5 and equations (3.17) and (3.18). 
we see that both A~(x+) and A~(x-) are bounded on the interval (-00, xol for any 
Xo E JR.. 
Remark 3.12. It is possible to derive an averaging function with respect to &q 
and 9 from other methods, and the results from Remark 3.10 and Remark 3.11 still 
hold true for this choice of averaging function. For example, consider the function 
g( x) = K - eX where K is some strictly positive real value. By using the fluctuation 
theory for spectrally negative Levy processes, see [78} for example, we have for all 
xEJR. 
A (x) = K _ eX = K _ q -1/1(1) if>(q) eX, 
9 lE(e&q) if>(q) - 1 q (3.19) 
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and 
lLxg(x) - qg(x) = (q -1jI(1))eX - qK. 
It can be checked easily that all results from Remark 3.10 and Remark 3.11 hold true 
for this choice of averaging function Ag (3.19). 
Finally, note that if we assume that 1jI(1) > 0 and q E (0,1jI(1)), then clearly 
g ct D2(0), and the formula in Proposition 3.9 ·is not well defined. However, the 
function Ag (3.19) is still well defined, and holds true as an averaging function. 
Clearly, from Remark 3.12, we see that the results from Remarks 3.10 and 
3.11 hold true for a bigger class of averaging functions than equation (3.15). We 
finish this section with the definition of the following class of averaging functions. 
Definition 3.13. For all functions f : ~ ---+ ~ such that the left and right limits of 
lLx f(x) exist for all x E ~, let Af be an averaging function w.r.t. f and L q • Then 
we say that this averaging function A f is of the type (L) if the following conditions 
hold true. 
1. Af is continuous, and the left and right limits of Ai exist and are bounded on 
(-00, xol for all Xo E ~. 
2. 
lim Af(x) 
x-+-oo 
-q-Ai(x-) - qAf(x) 
<I>(q) 
<I>fq) Ai(x+) - qAf(x) 
3.3.2 The function h(x, a) 
lim f(x) 
x-+-oo 
lLx f(x-) - qf(x) 
lLxf(x+) - qf(x) 
for all x E ~, 
for all x E ~. 
In this section, instead of the class of D2(1), we are working with the following class 
of functions. 
Definition 3.14. D~(I) is the set consisting functions f E C h (~) n Ch+l(~ \ 1) 
where I is a subset of~ with only finite number points. Furthermore, f(x) converges 
to a constant and f'(x) converges to 0 as x goes to -00. The left and right limits 
of the (1 + 8dth derivative of f exist for all x E I. If X has unbounded variation, 
limx-+-oo f"(x) = o. There exists a type (L) averaging function Af with respect to 
f and Xeq· 
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Remark 3.15. If the function 9 E D2(I), then by Proposition 3.9 an averaging 
function Ag with respect to L q · and 9 can be found, and is of the type (L). Therefore, 
D2(I) c;;, D~(1). 
For all 9 E D~(I), let Ag be a type (L) averaging function. We define 
h : JR x JR ---+ JR by setting 
for all x E JR and a E JR. Note that by Theorem 3.1 in [78], we can rewrite the first 
term in (3.20) using averaging functions. Thus, 
(3.21) 
for all x E JR and a E JR. It is clearly that from the representation above that the 
function h is uniquely determined by the choice of averaging function Ag . For this 
reason, we say that the function h is constructed from this averaging function Ag . 
Then we have the following Theorem for the exist time for the gain function 
g. 
Theorem 3.16. Suppose that 9 E D~ (1). Let h be as defined in (3.21) for a type 
(L) averaging function Ag (see Definition 3.13). And suppose further that there 
exist a E JR and b E JR U {oo} such that one of the following holds true, 
(i) bE JR, b> a and h(b, a) = g(b), 
(ii) Ag(a) = o. 
Then for this particular pair (a, b) , 
for all x E (-00, b] n JR. (3.22) 
where b is understood to be 00 in the second case, and Ta,b is understood to be T;;. 
The proof for Theorem 3.16 can be found on page 81. The existence of 
such pair (a, b) will be established in the next section. The following Lemma and 
Proposition are needed .for proving Theorem 3.16. 
Lemma 3.17. Suppose that 9 E P~(I). Let h be as defined in (3.21) for a type (L) 
averaging function Ag • For each fixed a E JR, let Ia = {x E I: x < a}. Then h(·,a) 
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is in the class C 1+81(lR \ (Ia U {a})) n C81(lR), and for all x> a 
a 
ax h(x, a) 
ah 
ax (a+,a) 
I:X A~(y + x)ll{X+Y~Ia}JP>CLq E dy) + Ag(a)qWq(x - a) 
g'(a+) - wq(O) (lLxg(a+) - qg(a)). 
The proof for Lemma 3.17 is on page 73. 
Proposition 3.18. Suppose that 9 E D~(I). Let h be as defined in (3.21) for 
a type (L) averaging function Ag . Then for all a E lR, the stochastic process 
{e-qtI\T;;h(XtI\T;;,a),t 2: O} is a JP>x martingale. And lLxh(x,a) - qh(x, a) = 0 
for all x E (a, 00). 
The proof for Proposition 3.18 can be found on page 79. 
Below we collect some further properties of h(x, a), which are needed for 
finding the pair (a, b) in Theorem 3.16. 
Lemma 3.19. Suppose that 9 E D~(I). Let h be as defined in (3.21) for a type (L) 
averaging function Ag. For each fixed x E JR, let Ix = {y E I : y < x}. Then the 
function h(x,') is in the class C(JR)nC1 (JR\(Ix U{x})), and for all a E JR\(Ixu{x}) 
a 
aa h(x, a) = wq(x - a)(lLxg(a) - qg(a)). (3.23) 
The proof for Lemma 3.19 is on page 81. 
Lemma 3.20. Suppose that 9 E D~(I). Let h be as defined in (3.21) for a type (L) 
averaging function A g. Then it holds true that, 
(i) If a E {x E JR \ I : lLxg(x) - qg(x) < O} , then there exists E > 0 such that 
h(x, a) > g(x) for all x E (a, a + E). 
(ii) If a E {x E JR \ I : lLxg(x) - qg(x) > O} , then there exists E > 0 such that 
h(x, a) < g(x) for all x E (a, a + E). 
The proof for Lemma 3.20 is on page 83. 
Proposition 3.21. Suppose that 9 E D~(I). Let h be as defined in (3.21) for a 
type (L) averaging function A g. If there exists a E JR such that Ag(a) 2: 0, and 
both the left and right limits oflLxg(x) - qg(x) are non positive on (-oo,a). Then 
{e-qth(Xt,a),t 2: O} is a supermartingale. 
The proof for Proposition 3.21 can be found on page 84. 
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Proposition 3.22. Suppose that g E D~ (1), and let Ag be a type (L) averaging 
function with respect to g and Xe q ' Then Ag is the unique. 
The proof for Proposition 3.22 can be found on page 85. 
We finish this section with the following Remark. 
Remark 3.23. Suppose that g E D2(1), then g is bounded on (-x. a] for all fixed 
a E~. Therefore, for all fixed a E ~, 
lim lEx (e- qT;; g(X - ):H{ - }) = 0. 
X--+CXl Ta Ta <00 
As wq behave asymptotically as e<I>(q)x /1f;'(il!(q)) when:r is large, we can conclude 
that h(·, a) behaves asymptotically similar to qAg(a)e<I>(q)x /(il!(q)~,f(il!(q))) when l' is 
large. Therefore, it follows from the definition of D2 (1) that 
1. if Ag(a) > 0, h(x, a) > g(x) for all x large enough, 
2. if Ag(a) < 0, h(:T, a) < gCT) for all :r large enough, 
3. if Ag(a) = 0, he, a) converges to ° as x ----+ 00, 
4. if Ag(a) ~ 0, h(·, a) is bounded below in ~. 
3.4 Left semi-solution for the optimal stopping problem 
In this section we return to the optimal stopping problem (3.2), and study the left 
semi-solutions by using the function h. In addition, we also assume that the gain 
function g satisfies the following assumption. 
Assumption 3.24. The function f : ~ ----+ ~ satisfies the following conditions: 
limx --+_ 00 f(:r) > 0, and f E COl (~) n CHOl (~ \ 1) where I is a subset of ~ with 
only finite elements, and the left and right limits of the (1 + (1)th derivative of f 
exist for all x E I. The constant aL is well defined, where 
aL = sup{a E ~: the left and right limits ofILxf(x) - qf(x) exist and 
are non positive for all x ::; a}. 
Furthermore, the type (L) averaging function Af with respect to &q and f exists. 
Finally, there exists x > aL such that h(x, ad < f(:r). where the function h 1,S as 
defined in equation (3.21) for this choice of averaging function A f · 
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Remark 3.25. A sufficient condition for the existence of x > CCL such that 
h(x, a.rJ < f(x), 
is that there exists E > 0 such that lLxf(x) - qf(x) ~ 0 for all x E (aL,aL + E). 
If the latter statement holds true, then it follows from the definition of aL 
that there exists al E (aL' aL + E) such that lLx f( al) - qf( al) > o. Thus, by Lemma 
3.20, there exist Xo > al such that h(xo, al) < f(xo). So, by Lemma 3.19, we have, 
As lLxf(x) - qf(x) > 0 on (aL,al), we have h(xo,aL) < h(xo,aI) < f(xo) as 
required. 
Let Ig be the empty set. From now on, we will assume that 9 E D2(Ig) 
and satisfies Assumption 3.24 with the set I g . That is, 9 is continuously twice 
differentiable. We denote by aL,1 the constant aL in Assumption 3.24 for the function 
g, and by Al this choice of averaging function with respect to Xeq and 9 as defined 
in equation (3.15), then Al is the unique averaging function of type (L). Finally, 
we write h as the function defined in (3.21) for this averaging function AI. Then 
we have the following theorem for the left semi-solution of the optimal stopping 
problem (3.2). 
Theorem 3.26. Consider the optimal stopping problem (3.2) with respect to a gain 
function 9 E D2(Ig) which satisfies the Assumption 3.24 with the set Ig = 0. Define 
ai and bi to be 
a* I 
b* 1 
sup{a < aL,I : h(x, a) ~ g(x) for all x E JR.}, 
{
SooUPNI if Al (ai) > 0 and NI i= 0 
otherwise. 
where NI = {b > ai: h(b, ai) = g(b)}. Then ai E JR., and 
(3.24) 
(3.25) 
(i) If bi < 00, then the pair (VI, Ti) is a closed left semi-solution up to the point 
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bt, where 
Vi (x) {
h(X' an if x E (-00, btl n JR 
g(x) otherwise, 
(3.26) 
inf{t ~ 0: X t ~ [ai,bil nJR} (3.27) 
(ii) The pair (VI, Tn is a solution for the optimal stopping problem (3.2) if one of 
the following statements hold true, 
(a) bi = 00, 
(b) ILXVI(X) - qVI(x) ~ 0 for all x E (bi,oo). 
The proof for Theorem 3.26 can be found on page 94. Using the closed left 
semi value function VI (x), we can work out Cb*, the closed left semi continuation 1 
region up to bi. Indeed, 
Cbi {x E C : x ~ bi} 
{x E JR : VI(x) > g(x)}, 
where C = {x E JR : V (x) > 9 (x)} is the global continuation region. Let DCbi denote 
the boundaries of Cbi' Note that as a result of Lemma 3.30 below, ai is always in 
the boundary set DCbi' while bi may not be. Furthermore, DCbi may contain more 
points than just ai and bi. Then we have the following theorem for the pasting 
conditions for all x E DCbi' 
Theorem 3.27. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3.26 hold true. Then 
Vi(x) = g(x) for all x E DCbi , and V{(x) = g'(x) for all x E DCbi \ {ai}. Fur-
thermore, V{ (ai +) = g' (an if the underlying spectrally negative Levy process X has 
unbounded variation. 
The pasting condition at x = ai can be seen from Lemma 3.17, and the 
pasting conditions for x E DCbi \ {ai} can be proved by using a similar argument as 
in part (vi) in Lemma 3.30 below. Hence the proof for Theorem 3.27 is omitted. 
Remark 3.28. The purpose of requiring Assumption 3.24 holding true for 9 'lS 
twofold. Firstly, the requirement of aL,1 being well defined is to eliminate the case 
when {e-qtg(Xt ), t ~ O} is a supermartingale. Otherwise. the optimal stopping 
problem is solved for V(x) = g(x) for all x E JR without any calculation. Secondly. 
the requirement for the existence of x > -aL,1 with h(x, aL,I) < g(J:) guarantees that 
the set NI is non empty in the case when Al (an > O. or equivalently, bi = :x: if 
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and only if Al (a1) = O. This claim is proved in Lemma 3.30. If this requirement is 
dropped, it is possible to have NI = 0 and Al (a1) > O. In this case by definition, 
b1 is equal to infinity. Therefore, the conditions in Theorem 3.16 break down, and 
equation (3.22) does not hold true for x < b1 anymore. 
Remark 3.29. Note that if we drop the condition (3.1), all results in Section 3.3.2 
would still hold true apart from the twice differentiability of he. a) for all x > a. If 
we replace the condition (3.1) with an extra condition on g, i.e. 9 E C3 (lR), then 
by following a similar argument as in the proof for the differentiability of h(·, a). we 
have h(·, a) E C81 (lR) n CI+(h (lR \ {a}) as well. Furthermore, by a similar argument, 
Theorem 3.26 and Theorem 3.27 would still hold true. 
3.4.1 Preliminary results for VI 
In this section we provide some Lemmas which are needed for the proof of Theorem 
3.26. 
It is clear that b1 is well defined as long as a finite at exists. The following 
Lemma establishes the latter statement. 
Lemma 3.30. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3.26 hold true. Then 
(i) -00 < at < aL,I· 
(ii) h(x, at) ~ g(x) for all x E lR, and for all E > 0 there exists ;:r E (at, at + E) 
such that h(x, at) > g(x). 
(iii) Al (at) ~ O. 
(iv) For all E E (0, aL,1 - a1), there exists x E (at, at + E) such that 
ILXg(x) - qg(x) < O. 
(v) bt = 00 if and only if AI(at) = O. 
(vi) Ifbt < 00, then g(bt) = VI(bt) and g'(b1) = V{(bt-)· 
The proof for Lemma 3.30 is on page 86. 
Lemma 3.31. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3.26 hold true. Then VI E 
D 2 (Iv1)' where 
IV1 = {x E {a~, btl n lR : the left and right (1 + (h)th derivatives 
of VI do not agree at :r. } 
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Furthermore, if bi =I- 00, then lLx VI (bi +) - qVI (bi +) is well defined and non positi I'e. 
The proof for Lemma 3.31 is on page 91. \Ve can also obtain the following 
Corollary for the function h(·, ai). 
Corollary 3.32. Suppose that all conditions zn Theorem 3.26 hold true. Then 
h(l. ai) > 0 for all x E JR, and there exists.To E (ai. bi) such thatlLxg(xo)-qg(xo) > 
O. 
The proof for Corollary 3.32 is on page 92 
3.5 Value function for x > bi 
In this section we show that a similar construction can be applied to the closed left 
semi value function VI to calculate the value function for x E (bi, (0). 
In order to do this, we require that VI E D2(1'"I) and satisfies the Assumption 
3.24. It has been shown in Lemma 3.31 that VI E D 2(h"I)' However, it is not clear 
that whether Vi would satisfy Assumption 3.24 at all. Therefore, from now on we 
will assume that VI satisfies Assumption 3.24 with h"I' And we denote by aL.2 the 
constant aL in Assumption 3.24 for the function VI. \Ye also point out here that if 
VI satisfies Assumption 3.24, then bi < 00. Otherwise, aL,2 will not be well defined 
as required by Assumption 3.24. 
Let A2 : JR ----+ JR be the function as defined in equation (3.15) for 1 'I. then 
A2 is the unique type (L) averaging function w.r.t. 1'1 and Xe. And we write q 
h2 : JR x JR ----+ JR as the function (3.21) for this particular choice of averaging function 
A2 . Therefore, all results from Lemma 3.17. Lemma 3.19. Lemma 3.20, Proposition 
3.18, Proposition 3.21 and Proposition 3.22 hold for h2 (x. a). Then we have the 
following Theorem. 
Theorem 3.33. Consider the optimal stopping problem (3.2) where the gain func-
tion 9 E D2(lg) and satisfies Assumption 3.24 with the set Ig = 0. and suppose that 
VI satisfies Assumption 3.24 with h"I' Define a2 and b2 to be 
b* 2 
sup{ a < aL,2 : h2(x. a) ~ VI (x) for all .T E lR}. 
{
SooUPN2 if A 2(a2) > 0 and N2 =I- 0 
otherwise, 
N2 = {b > a2: hdb,a2) = Vi (b)}. Then a2 E lR, and 
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(i) If b2 < 00, then the pair (V2' Tn is a closed left semi-solution up to the point 
b2, where 
V2(x) 
70* 2 
{
h2(X' a2) if x E (-00, b2l n ~ 
VI (x) otherwise, 
inf{t ~ 0: X t tf- {[a~,b~l U [a;,b;]} n~}. 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(ii) The pair (V2, Tn is a solution for the optimal stopping problem if one of the 
following statements hold true, 
(a) b2 = 09, 
(b) lLxV2(x) - QV2(x) ~ 0 for all x E (b2,00). 
By using Theorem 3.38 below, Theorem 3.33 can be proved by a similar 
argument as in Theorem 3.26. Hence, it is omitted. Note that because of the 
absence of the positive jumps, there is no contradiction between Theorem 3.26 and 
Theorem 3.33 for x ~ bi. 
Again by using the closed left semi value function V2(x), we can work out 
Cb2, the closed left semi continuation region up to b2. Thus, 
Cb2 = {x E ~ : V2(x) > g(x)}. 
Let aCb2 denote the boundary of Cb2. Again we observe (by Lemma 3.36 below) 
that b2 may not be in the set aCb2 , and aCb2 may contain more points than just 
{ ai, bi, a2, bn· Then we have the following theorem for the pasting conditions for 
all x E aCb2. 
Theorem 3.34. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3.33 hold true. Then 
V2(x) = g(x) for all x E aCb2, and V~(x) = g'(x) for all x E aCb2 \ {ai,a2}. Fur-
thermore, V~ (x+) = g' (x) for all x E {ai, an if the underlying spectrally negative 
Levy process X has unbounded variation. 
The proof for Theorem 3.34 can be done using a similar argument as in 
Theorem 3.27. Hence, it is omitted. 
Suppose that b2 < 00 and V2 is only a closed left semi value function up to 
b2. Then by a similar argument as Lemma 3.31, we can show that V2 E D2(Iv2) for 
some finite set IV2. Thus, under the condition that V2 satisfies the Assumption 3.24, 
we can repeat the above procedure to study the value function for x > b2. In fact, 
we can repeat this procedure for the (i + l)th time, i E N, as long as Vi satisfies the 
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Assumption 3.24 with the set 1\" where 
Iv; {x E {aj, bj : 1 ~ j ~ i} n JR.: the left and right (1 + 61)th 
derivatives of Vi do not agree at I.} 
Let n* be the first time the above condition breaks down. That is 
n* = sup{n EN: Vi satisfies Assumption 3.24 for all i ::; n.} 
Then we obtain three sequences, ai, b; and Vi. We point out here n* E N U {x}. 
That is, it is possible to have countable number of elements for oi, hi and \ i. 
Furthermore, in the case n* = 00, the strictly increasing sequences oi and bi mayor 
may not converge. Examples where ai and bi diverge and converge are illustrated 
in Chapter 5. To sum up, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.35. Consider the optimal stopping problem (3.2) with respect to the 
gain function g E D2(Ig) which satisfies the Assumption 3.24 with the sd Ig = 0. 
Then, 
(i) If n* < 00, then the pair (Vrl* ,T~*) is a closed left semi-solution up to the point 
b~*, where b~* = limi-+oo b;l\n* , and Vn*(x) = limi-+oo \~l\n*(J) for all.l· E JR., 
and 
7/* 
T~* = inf{t ~ 0: X t ~ {U[ui.b;l} nJR.}. 
i=l 
(ii) If n* = 00 and b~* < 00. then the pair C\I;I*' T~*) is an open left semi-solution 
pair up to the point b~* . 
(iii) The pair (Vn*. T~*) is a solution to the optimal stopping problem (3.2) if one 
of the following statements hold true. 
(a) b~* < 00. and lLxVrI*(.r) - qVn*(J)::; 0 for all x > b~*. 
(b) b~* = 00. 
The proof for Theorem 3.35 can be found on page 99. \\'e remark here that, 
in the case when {a;, 1 ::; i ~ n*, i E N} and. {b;, 1 ::; i ~ n*, i E N} converge, it is 
not clear what happens after the limit point. 
3.5.1 Preliminary results for V2 
The following results are needed for the proof of Theorem 3.33. 
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Lemma 3.36. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3.33 hold true. Then 
(i) h(x, at) = h2(x, bt) for all x E ~. 
(iii) h2(x, a2) ~ .VI (x) for all x E~, and for all E > O· there exists x E (a2' a2 + E) 
such that h2(x,a2) > Vi(x). 
(iv) A 2 (a2) ~ O. 
(v) For all E E (O,aL,2 - a2), there exists x E (a2,a2 + E) such that lLxVi(x)-
qVI(x) < O. 
(vi) b2 = 00 if and only if A 2 (a2) = O. 
(vii) If b2 < 00, V2(b2) = g(b2) and V;(b2-) = g'(b2). 
(viii) b2 > a2 > bt. 
The proof for Lemma 3.36 is on page 95 
Lemma 3.37. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3.33 hold true. Then V2 E 
D 2(Iv2)' where 
IV2 = {x E {at, bt, a2, b2} n ~ : the left and right (1 + 61)th derivatives 
of V2 do not agree at x. } 
Furthermore, ifb2 < 00, thenlLxV2(b2+)-qV2(b2+) is well defined and non positive. 
The proof for Lemma 3.37 can be done by a similar argument as in proof for 
"Lemma 3.31. 
Theorem 3.38. 
(i) Let {ai,i E N,i ~ n} and {bi,iE N,i ~ n}, n E N, be two sequences of finite 
elements, such that -00 ~ al < bl < a2 < b2 < ... < bn < 00. Suppose there 
exist two continuous functions f : ~ -+ ~ and !I : ~ -+ ~ with the following 
properties, 
(a) both limx~_oo f(x) and limx~_oo !I (x) exist in~, 
(b) {e-qt/\Tai,bi!I(Xt/\Tai,b),t ~ O} is a JP>x martingale for all 1 ~ i ~ n, where 
Ta1,bl is understood to be T~ in the case al = -00, 
(c) it (x) = f(x) for all x E B~ where Bn = {U~I [ai, bi]} n~. 
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Then 
(3.30) 
for all :r E ~, where 
(3.31) 
(ii) Suppose further that there exists c E (0, <p(q)) and d > 0 such that Ifer)1 < 
ecx + d for all x E ~, and limx ---+ oo II (I) exists in ~. and Bn C JR. Then 
equation (3.30) holds true for bn = 00 for all I E JR. 
By Theorem 3.38, it follows from the Proposition 3.18 and definition of '2 
that 
for all I E JR, and furthermore, 
for all x E (-00, b2] n JR. Thus, the condition in Lemma 3.2 is satisfied. 
3.6 Consistency with the existing literature 
In [78] averaging functions are used to evaluate candidate value function ,~, where 
T is first passage time. In his paper Surya showed that if we can find an averaging 
function Ag for X eq and gain function g, and furthermore, this averaging function 
Ag is continuous and there exists a such that Ag(a) = O. Ag is non-increasing for 
x < a and Ag (x) :::; 0 for I > a, then the value function V takes the following form, 
(:L32) 
where a~ is the smallest root of the equation 
Ag(x) = O. 
And the corresponding optimal stopping time is T * = inf {t ~ 0 : X t < o;'}. 
Here we show that we can recover Surya's result by the approach proposed 
in this chapter. 
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Lemma 3.39. Suppose that 9 E D2(Ig) and satisfies the Assumption 3.24 with 
Ig = 0. Let Ag : JR -+ JR be as defined in (3.15). If there exists a such that 
Ag(a) = 0, Ag is non-increasing for x < a and Ag(x) < 0 for x > a, then let a~ be 
the smallest root of the equation Ag(x) = 0, and a~ be 
at = sup{a ;::: a~ : Ag(x) = 0 for all x E (a~, a)}. 
Then at = a~, and hex, at) = Ex (e -qr:;;, g(xr:;;,)) = Ex (e -qr.-~ g(Xr:+ )) for 
all x E JR. 00 
As Ag(at) = Ag(a~) = 0, by definition of bt we have bt = 00. Then by 
Theorem 3.26 we have h(x, a~) = V(x) for all x E JR. 
Proof for Lemma 3.39. First we show that at = a~. As Ag(x) ::; 0 for all x ;::: a~, 
we have for all x E JR, 
h(x, at) lEx (Ag (Xeq )ll{X
eq
<at,}) 
> lEx (Ag (Xeq )ll{X
eq <at,}) + lEx (Ag (Xeq )ll{Keq E[at"OO)}) 
lEx (Ag(Xeq )) 
g(x). 
Furthermore, for all x ::; a~, 
lLxg(x) - qg(x) = q,fq) A~(x) - qAg(x) ::; 0, 
where the last inequality is due to Ag is non increasing and non negative on (-00, a~l. 
Therefore, a~ ::; aL. Thus, by definition of at, we derive that at ;::: a~. 
N ext we show that at ::; a~. This is done by contradiction. Suppose at > 
a~. Note that by definition of a~, Ag(a) ::; 0 for all a > a~. Then we either have 
Ag(at) < 0 or Ag(at) = O. If Ag(at) < 0, then by Remark 3.23, h(x, at) < g(x) 
for all x large enough, which contradicts the definition of at. So we can't have 
Ag(at) < O. 
If Ag (at) = 0 and at > a~, then by definition of a~ and continuous differ-
entiability of Ag on JR, there must exists al E (a~, at) such that A~(ad > 0 and 
Ag(al) < O. Thus, by Remark 3.10, 
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Then, aL,1 < 07, which clearly contradicts part (i) in Lemma 3.30. S * < + o a1 _ ax, 
which allows us to conclude that at = at. 
As Ag(a) = 0 for all a E [a~, a~], then for all :r E ~ 
IE (Ag(Xeq + x):H{Xeq+x<a~}) 
IE (Ag(Xeq +;r ):H{Keq +x<a~}) + IE ( Ag(Xeq + ;r) :H{Keq +xE[a~.atc)}) 
IE ( Ag (Xeq + x):H {Keq +x<at,} ) 
h(x,at,J. 
This completes the proof. 
3.7 Conclusion and Discussion 
o 
In this chapter, we proposed an approach that solves the optimal stopping problem 
(3.2) in a general setting. Our approach does not require an~' knowledge on the 
continuation region in advance, or the shape of the averaging function. or the pasting 
condition at the boundaries. The method is based on finding the function h(:r. a) 
(3.21) by using averaging function and the scale functions for spectrally negatiw 
Levy processes, and the optimal stopping boundaries 07 and b7 are selected such 
that h is the smallest function that dominates the gain function g. Then a dose 
left semi-solution (Vi, Tn is obtained up to the point b7. Under certain conditions 
(Vi, Tn is even the global solution to the optimal stopping problem (3.2). And the 
pasting coditions on the boundary of the dosed left semi continuation region can 
be observed directly from the path property of h. The left semi value function 
and the pasting conditions found in this chapter show no contradiction with the 
existing results the literature, for example in [1], [2], [9], [36], [53]. [--17] and [78]. 
where a sufficient condition for the smooth pasting is found to be closel~' related 
to the regularity of the underlying process X at the stopping boundary. }'IorE'O\·('[, 
our conclusion over the left semi value functions and the pasting conditions extend 
further the aforementioned recent work into more general payoff functions. 
Finally we remark on the sequences a7 and b7- It is possible to obtain two 
sequences a7 and b7 which have countable number of elements. Examples are con-
structed in Chapter 5 where a7 and b7 are diverging and converging. \\'e point out 
here that if a7 and b7 are converging. it is not clear on what happens after the limit 
point. 
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3.8 Proofs 
Proof for Lemma 3.2. We will only prove for the case of closed left semi-solutions. 
The argument below can be repeated to show for the case of open left semi-solutions. 
Consider the following optimal stopping problem, 
VT(X) = sup lEx(e-qTT(XT)), 
TE7[o,ooj 
where q > 0, X is a spectrally negative Ley!' process, and the supremum is taken 
over the class '7[o.rx.] of Markov stopping times taking values in [0, xl \\'it h respect 
to F. By the sufficient theorem for optimal stopping problems, see Theorem 2.7 in 
[66], T(x) = VT(x) for all x E JR. .. Thus, 
Tel') sup lEx (e-qTT(XT)) 
TE7[o,ooj 
> sup lEx (e-qTg(XT)) 
TE7[o.0C i 
where the inequality is due to T(x) ~ g(x) for all :r E JR.. On other hand, for all 
x ~ b, 
V(J') sup lEx(e-qTg(XT)) 
TE7[o,ooj 
> lEx (e-qf g(Xf )) 
T(x). 
Thus, by definition 3.1, the pair (V, f) is a closed left semi-solution for optimal 
stopping problems up to the point b. o 
Proof for Lemma 3.5. Throughout this proof. we will assume that 82 = 1. A 
similar argument can be done for the case {82 = O} to obtain the result as required. 
(i) 
Under the definition of D2(Ig). from the Mean Value Theorem, it follows 
that for all x E JR. and y E (-1,0), there exists Xo E (x + y,:r) such that 
where c and d are as in the Definition 3.3, and the last equality is due to the fact 
that c, d > 0, and ecx + d is increasing in x. 
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For y :::; -1, we have 
Ig(x + y) - g(:1') 1 :::; eC(x+y) + d + ecx + d :::; 2ecx + 2d, for all I E R 
By putting the above two equations together we get: 
Ig(x + y) - g(x) - yg'(X)ll{YE(-l,Onl :::; cl(l Ay2)(ecx + d), 
for all x E lR and y < 0 where C1 is some positive constant. 
(ii) 
Let {En, n E N} be any sequence converging to 0 as n goes toX). So for this 
sequence, let E > 0 be such that E > En for all n E N. Then thanks to part (i), we 
have for all n E N and x E lR, 
[°00 Ig(x + y + En) - g(x + En) - yg'(.r + En)ll{IYI<l}III(dy) 
< cl(ecx+CEn + d) [~(1 A y2)II(dy) 
< Cl (eCX+CE + d) [~ (1 A y2)II(dy) 
< 00. 
Therefore, by letting n goes to 00 and applying the dominated convergence theorem, 
we get 
nl~~ [°00 (g(x + y + En) - g(x + En) - yg'(x + En)ll{lyl<l} )II(dy) 
= [~(g(x + y) - g(lo} - yg'(l')n{lyl<l} ) II (dy) 
for all x E lR and y < O. Thus, J~oo (g(I + y) - g(I) - yg'(x)ll{IYI<l})II(dy) is 
continuous in x for all x E lR.. Finally, by the definition of D2 (1), g' is continuous 
on lR., and gil is continuous on lR. \ I with left and right limits on I. Therefore, from 
the equation (3.7), we can conclude that the statement in part (ii) holds true. 
(iii) 
Thanks to the definition of D2(I) and part (i). together with J~'X (1 A 
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y2)II(dy) < 00, we have for all x E 1R. \ I, 
IlLxg(x) - qg(x)1 
< qlg(x)1 + Il1g'(x) I + ~(7"21g"(x)1 + [Doc Ig(X + y) - g(X) - yg'(.r)ll{lyl<l} III(dy) 
< q(eCX + d) + 1111(eCX + d) + ~(7"2(eCX + d) + CljO (1 J\ y2)II(dy)(eCX + d) 
2 -00 
c2(eCX + d), (3.33) 
where Cl is as identified in part (ii), and C2 = q + 1111 + (7"2/2 + cl J~00(1 J\ y2)II(dy). 
Finally, by Part (ii), we obtain the equation as required. 
(iv) 
It follows from the definition of D2(I) that, 
lim (ILXg(x) - qg(x)) 
x-t-oo 
= X!lr:!00 [0
00 
(g(x + y) - g(.1') - yg'(:r)ll{y>_l}) II(dy) - qg( -(0). 
Then, as a result of part (i), we can apply the dominated convergence theorem and 
obtain 
lim (ILXg(x) - qg(x)) 
x-t-oo 
[0
00 
x!lr:!oo (g(1' + y) - g(x) - yg' (x )ll{y>_l}) II( dy) - qg( -IX) 
-qg( -(0). (3.34) 
o 
Proof for Theorem 3.4. Suppose that 82 = 1. \\'e will show that each term in 
(3.9) is a martingale. 
First, consider the local martingale {All'!, t ~ O} where 
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Under the definition of D2(J), it follows from the Fubini's theorem that for all t ~ 0 
E (Mg,I),) E (0-210' e-2Q'(9'(X,_»2dS) 
< (J"21
t 
e-2qsJE(ecXs- + d)2ds 
(J"21
t 
e-2qs (eS'ljJ(2c) + 2des'ljJ(c) + d2)ds 
< 00, 
where the last equality is due to JE( eCXs-) = JE( eCXs ) = eS'ljJ(c) for all c ~ o. Hence, by 
the Burkholder-Davis-Gundy inequality (for example see [45] page 166), {Mf'I, t ~ 
O} is a martingale. 
Next, consider the term M9,2, where 
t ~ o. 
For each fixed t > 0, thanks to the definition of D2(I), there exists c E (0, <I>(q)) and 
d > 0 such that 
10' L: E ((ye- Q'g'(X,_»)2) dsII(dy) 
:::; rt 1° JE ((ye-qS(eCXS- + d))2) dsII(dy) Jo -1 
= 1° y2II( dy) rt e -2qs JE (e2CXs- + 2decXs- + d2) ds 
-1 Jo 
= 1° y2II(dy) rt e-2qs (eS'ljJ(2C) + 2des'ljJ(c) + d2) ds 
-1 Jo 
< 00. 
The condition J~1 y2II( dy) < 00 is applied to obtain the last inequality. Thus, 
the function ye-qSg'(Xs-)ll{YE(O,I)} is in the class of 1l2(t,lR.) (see Section 1.2.1 in 
Chapter 1 for the definition). Then it follows from Theorem 4.2.3 that {Mf'2, t ~ O} 
is a martingale. 
Finally, we consider the term, for all t ~ 0 
By using part (i) in Lemma 3.5, it follows from a similar argument as for M9,2 that 
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{AI{,3, t 2': O} is a martingale. 
If 62 = 0, then 
Then by applying the a similar argument as above under the new condition J~x (1!\ 
Y )IJ( dy) < 0, we can conclude that Mg is a martingale. And this completes the 
proof. 
Proof for Lemma 3.6. Clearly, for all x E JR., 
< lEx (lim. e-qt(ecXt + d)) 
t-+x 
lEx (lim e-qteCXt ) 
t--+cc 
o 
Also as {e-qt+cXt , t 2': O} is a JIllx supermartingale with last element equals to 0 
JIll x-a.s. for all :r E JR., we obtain that 
(3.35) 
for all 1: E JR.. Note that for any stopping time T and ;r E JR., 
(3.36) 
The first inequality holds true because the LHS is evaluated with respect to all 
paths of X, while the RHS is evaluated only with respect to paths of X on the 
set {T = oo}. So by putting (3.35) and (3.36) together we have the equality as 
required. 0 
Proof of Proposition 3.8. Under the definition of D2(I), it follows from Theorem 
3.4 that for all x E JR. and t 2': 0 
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By the Fubini's Theorem and Esscher transform, we get for all x E:R and t ~ 0 
It lEx (qe-qS (lLxg(Xs) - qg(Xs)) ll{Xs~I}) ds 
Ex (l qe-q, (lLXg(X,) - qg(X,)) n{x.¢I} ds ) 
lEx (qe-qtg(Xt ) ~ qg(x)) 
qe<I>(q)xlE!(q) (e-<I>(q)Xtg(Xt )) - qg(x). 
Note that under the measure JP><I>(q) , X remains as a spectrally negative Levy process, 
and goes to 00 JP>!(q)-a.s. for all x E:R. Then, thanks to the definition of D2(I), by 
letting t go to infinity, we have for all x E :R 
100 lEx (qe- qs (lLxg(Xs) - qg(Xs)) ll{xs~I}) ds 
lim t lEx (qe- qs (lLxg(Xs) - qg(Xs)) ll{xs~I}) ds 
t-+oo Jo 
t~~ (qe<I>(q)XlE!(q) (e-<I>(q)Xtg(Xt )) - qg(x)) 
-qg(x). (3.37) 
On the other hand from part (iii) in Lemma 3.5 we have for all x E :R 
100 lEx (lqe-qS (lLxg(Xs) - qg(Xs)) ll{xs~I} I) ds 
< 100 lEx (qe-qScl(eCXs + d)) ds 
100 (qe-qSc1(eS'l/J(C) +d)) ds 
< 00. 
The last inequality is due to c E (0, cp(q)). Thus by Fubini's theorem again we 
obtain for all x E :R 
100 lEx (qe- qs (lLxg(Xs) - qg(Xs)) ll{xs~I}) ds 
Ex (10= qe-q, (lLxg(X,) - qg(X,)) n{X.¢I}dS) 
lEx (lLxg(Xeq) - qg(Xeq)ll{Xeq~I}) . 
By combining (3.37.) and (3.38), we obtain the result as required. 
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(3.38) 
o 
Proof for Proposition 3.9. As Xe = X + Xe - X and X - X is l'nde-q ~q q ~q . eq "----f q . 
pendent of !L:q and has exponential distribution with parameter cI>(q). it follows 
from Proposition 3.8 that for all x E JR. 
-qg(x) lEx (ILxg(Xeq) - qg(Xeq)ll{Xeq~I}) 
lEx (ILXg(X eq + Xeq - Xeq) - qg(Xeq + Xeq - Xeq)ll{Xeq~I}) 
IEx (fo= (lLXg(Ke, + y) - qg(Ke, + y)nCl:., +ym) <I>(q)e-~(q)YdY) 
<1>( q )IEx (e <I>(q)&, J:, (lLx 9 (y) - qg(y) n{ym) e -<I>(q)y dY) 
lEx (-qAg(Xeq)) 
as required. 
D 
Proof for Lemma 3.17. Fix a E JR.. For each x E (-ex. a), by the definition of 
the averaging function Ag and scale function n'q, we have 
h(x, a) lEx (Ag(Xeq)ll{Keq<a}) + cI>~q) n'q(.r - a)Ag(a) 
g(:r). 
As g(x) E C1h (JR)nc1+01 (JR.\I). we have he, a) E COl (( -ex. a))ncl+Ol (( -ex. a)\Ia). 
Now we study the continuity and differentiability of he, a) for all .r > a. For 
all E > 0, 
h(x+E,a) lEX+E (Ag(Xeq) ll{x eq <a}) + cI>~q) n'q (:r + E - a )Ag( a) 
lE (Ag(Xeq +]' + E)) - lE (Ag(Xeq + x + E) lltKeq 2a-E-x} ) 
+ cI>~q) H'q(:r + E - a)Ag(a) 
. q 
g(X + E) + cI>(q) Wq(X + E - a)Ag(a) 
-1 Ag(Y + x + E)1l{y2a-x-c}JID(!L:q E dy). (3.39) 
yE( -00,0] 
where the definition of the averaging function is used in the last equality'. :\ote that 
from Remark 3.11, Ag(x) is bounded on (-00, xol for all Xo E JR.. So by letting E go 
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to 0 and applying the dominated convergence theorem, we get 
h(x+, a) = g(x) -1 Ag(Y + x)lP'(Xeq E dy) + ~ q( ) wq(x - a)Ag(a) yE~-x~ q 
for all x > a. By a similar argument as above, we find the left limit of h(·. a) for all 
x> a as 
h(x-, a) = g(x) -1 Ag(Y + x)lP'(Xeq E dy) + ~ q( ) wq(x - a)Ag(a) 
YE(a-x,O] q 
As Xe q has no atom apart from 0, we can conclude that x t--+ h(x, a) is continuous 
on (a, 00). 
At x = a, the right limit is 
h(a+, a) g(a) -1 Ag(Y + a)lP'(Xeq E dy) + ~ q( )Wq(O)Ag(a) 
yE[O,O] q 
q g(a) - Ag(a)lP'(Xeq = 0) + ~(q) wq(O)Ag(a) 
g(a), 
which is also the left limit of h(x, a) at x = a. This allows us to conclude that h(·, a) 
is continuous on JR. 
Next we calculate the right and left derivative h(·, a) at x > a. For all 
E E (0,1) we have 
h(x + E, a) - h(x, a) 
JEx+€ ( Ag (Xeq) :D.{&,q <a}) - JEx (Ag (Xeq ):D.{ X eq <a} ) 
+-q- (wq(x + E - a)Ag(a) - wq(x - a)Ag(a)) 
~(q) 
(l<o-x-, Ag(Y + X + f)ll'CKe, E dy) -l<o-x Ag(Y + x)ll'(Ke, E dY)) 
+-q- (wq(x + E - a)Ag(a) - wq(x - a)Ag(a)). (3.40) 
~(q) 
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The first term in the last equality can be rewritten as: 
1<a-x-, Ag(Y + x + <)lI'CL, E dy) -1<a-x Ag(Y + :r)ll'(Ke, E dy) 
(1<a-x-, Ag(Y + x + <)lI'(Ke, E dy) -1<a-x-, Ag(Y + x)lI'(Ke, E dy)) 
+ (1<a-x-, Ag(Y + x)lI'(Ke, E dy) -1<a-x Ag(Y + x)lI'(Ke, E dy )) 
(1<a-x-, (Ag(Y + x + <) - Ag(Y + x)) lI'(Ke, E dy)) 
-1 Ag(Y + X)IP'(Xeq E dy). (3.41) 
yE[a-x-E,a-x) 
As IA~(x+)1 is bounded on (-00, b] for all bE JR., then for each fixed x and E E (0,1), 
by the Mean Value Theorem, the term I~ (Ag(y +;1" + E) - Ag(Y + .r)) I is bounded 
for all y :::; 0. So by dividing both sides of (3.41) by E E (0,1), letting E ..l- 0, and 
finally applying the bounded convergence theorem, we obtain for all .r > a 
lim ~ (1 Ag(Y + x + E)IP'(Xeq E dy) -1 Ag(Y + x)IP'(Xeq E dY)) 
dO E y<a-X-E y<a-x 
1 lim Ag(Y + x + E) - Ag(Y + X)IP'(Xe E dy) y<a-x E..j..O E q 
-Ag(a) d~IP'(Xeq < (a - :1') - ) 
1<a-x A~((y + x)+)IP'(Xeq E dy) 
-Ag(a) (-qWq(x - a) + if>~q) (wq)' ((x - a)+)) , (3.42) 
where equation (3.13) is applied in the last equality. By plugging this into (3.40), 
we obtain for all x > a 
. h(x + E, a) - h(x, a) hm ------=-----'-----
E..j..O E 
= 1 A~((y + x)+ )IP'(Xeq E dy) + Ag(a)qWq(x - a). (3.43) 
y<a-x 
By performing a similar calculation, we observe that the left derivative of h(·, a) for 
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x> a by 
1
. h(x + E, a) - h(x, a) 
Im~-----=----~~~":"" 
EtO E 
= f.~a-x A~((y + x)- )JP(Xeq E dy) + Ag(a)qWq(x - a). (3.44) 
Note that A~(x+) = A~(x-) for all x E (-00, a) \ Ia. So by comparing equations 
(3.43) and (3.44), together with the fact that Xe has no atom apart from 0, we can q 
conclude that h(·, a) is differentiable for all x > a with the following derivative 
a 
ax h(x, a) i:x A~(y + x):o.{X+y~tIa}JP(Xeq E dy) + Ag(a)qWq(x - a). 
(3.45) 
Next we calculate the right limit of ~~(., a) at x = a. From equation (3.43), it 
follows that 
1 A~((y + a)+ )JP(Xeq E dy) + Ag(a)qWq(O) y<O 
1 lim Ag(Y + a + E) - Ag(Y + a) JP(Xe E dy) y~O E.j.O E q 
-A~(a+)JP(Xeq = 0) + Ag(a)qWq(O). 
By the bounded convergence theorem, we can rewrite (3.46) as 
ah 
ax (a+, a) 
lim ~ 1 (Ag(Y + a + E) - Ag(Y + a) )JP(Xeq E dy) 
E..j..O E y~O 
-wq(O) (q;~q/~(a+) - qAg(a)) 
(3.46) 
lim ~ (lE(Ag(Xe + a + E)) -lE(Ag(Xe + a))) - wq(o) (ILxg(a+) - qg(a)) 
E.j.O E q q 
lim ~(g(a + E) - g(a)) - wq(O) (lLxg(a+) - qg(a)) 
E.j.O E 
g'(a+) - wq(O) (lLxg(a+) - qg(a)) , (3.47) 
where the third equality is due to the definition of Ag and Remark 3.10. As in 
the case of unbounded variation, wq(O) = 0, and 9 is differentiable for all x E lR, 
therefore, 
~~(a,a) = g'(a). 
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Finally, and we show that h(·, a) is twice differentiable for all T > a in the 
case that X has unbounded variation. Note that as X has unbounded variation the , 
distribution of X eq has a density f&q' 
(3.48) 
for all y < o. Under the condition (3.1), fx is continuously differentiable on ffi.\ {O}. 
=-=-eq 
Furthermore, by using wq(x) = e<P(q)XW<p(q) (x) for all x E ffi., we can rewrite (3.48) 
for y < 0 as 
-qwq(-y) + qWq(-y) + -q-e-<p(q)yw~( )(-y) 
<I>(q) q 
q -<p(q)yw' ( ) 
<I>(q)e <p(q)-Y· 
Also for all y < 0 
-qe-<P(q)Yw~(q)( -y) - <I>fq) e-<P(q)YW;(q) ( -y) 
-<I>(q)fx (y) - -q-e-<p(q)yw;( )(-y). 
-eq <I> ( q) q 
Note that W<p(q) increases to a constant as x t 00, and under the measure JP'<p(q) , X 
drifts to 00 as t -+ 00, and W~(q) > 0 on (0,00). By part (i) in Theorem 2.1 in [50], 
W~(q) is convex on (0, (0). Therefore, W<p(q) is concave on (0, (0), i.e. W;(q) ::; 0 on 
(0,00). 
Let c> 0 be such that Imax{A'(x+),A'(x-)}1 < con (-00, a]. Therefore, 
for all x > a, we have 
iaoo \A~(z)ll{z~I}f~eq (z - x)i dz 
< cja \_ <I>(q)fx (z - x) __ q_e-<p(q)(x-z)w;( )(x - z)i dz 
-00 -eq <I>(q) q 
< c 1: <f!(q)f&, (z ~ x)dz ~ c 1: <f!~q) e-<J>(q)(x-z)W;(q)(x ~ z)dz 
2c i: <I>(q)fxeq (z - x)dz 
-cja (<I>(q)fx (z - x) + _q_e-<p(q)(X-Z)W;(q/X - z)) dz 
-00 =-=-eq <I> ( q) 
2c 1: <f!(q) lx" (z ~ x)dz + c 1: l'x" (z ~ x)dz 
< constant. 
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Next, we show the continuity of x f-t J~= A~(z)ll{z9!I}f.~ (z - x)dz for all x > a. 
=-=-eq 
Let {En E (0, x - a), i E N} be a sequence decreasing to 0, and let EO > En for all 
n EN. Then for any fixed a E JR and x > a, we have 
IA~(y + x + En)ll{y+x+En~I}f'x (y)ll{y<a-x-En} I ::; ca+Eolf'x (y)1 
=-=-e q =-=-e q 
for all n E Nand y ::; a - x, where ca+EO = sUPx:::;a+Eo{IA'(x+)I, IA'(x-)I}. Note 
that by a similar argument as before, we have for all a E JR and x > a, 
j a-x If'x (y)ldy < 00. 
-00 =-=-eq 
So, by letting n -+ 00 and applying the dominated convergence theorem, we obtain 
for all a E JR and x > a, 
lim ja A~(z)ll{z¢I}f'x (z - x - En)dz 
n-+oo -00 -eq 
= lim ja-x A~(y + x + En) ll{y+X+En9!I} f'x (y)ll{y<a-x-En}dy 
n-+oo -00 =-=-eq 
= r A~((y + x)+ ) ll{y+x¢I}f'xe (y)dy Jy<a-x q 
= r A~(y + x) ll{y+x¢I}fL (y)dy, 
Jy<a-x q 
where the last equality is due to A~(x+) = A~(x) = A~(x-) on the set JR \ I. By 
following a similar argument as above, we have for all a E JR and x > a, 
lim ja A~(Z)ll{z¢I}f'x (z - x + En)dz 
n-+oo -00 =-=-eq 
= r A~(y + x)ll{y+x¢I}f'xeq (y)dy, 
Jy:::;a-x 
which allows us to conclude that x t-+ J~oo A~(z)ll{z¢I}fL (z - x)dz is continuous 
q . 
for all x > a and a E JR. 
Finally, it follows from the fundamental theorem of calculus and the Fubini's 
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.. 
theorem that for all x > a and Cl E (a, x) 
where the last equality is due to the term J~oo A~(z)n{zllI}fx., (z - cl)dz is inde-
q 
pendent of x. Therefore, for all x > a, it follows from (3.45) that for all x > a 
as required. o 
Proof for Proposition 3.18. It has been proved in the literature that the pro-
cess {e-qt"T~wq(Xt"T~ - a), t 2:: O} is a JP>x martingale for all x E ~ (see for 
example Chapter VII Lemma 11 in [7]), so the proof is completed once we show 
that {e-qt"T~ K(Xt"T~)} is a JP>x martingale for all x E ~ and a E ~, where 
K(x) = lEx (e-qT~ g(XT~)n{T~<OO})' 
Fix a E ~, recall that () is the shift operator. Then by the Markov property 
of Levy processes, we have for all x E ~ 
lEx (e-qT~ g(XT~ )n{t<T~ <oo} IFJ 
lEx (e-q(t+T~O(Jt) g(Xt+T~O(Jt)n{t<T~ <oo} 1Ft) 
e-qtlEx (e-qT~ o(Jt g(Xt+T~ o(Jt) n{ T~ o(Jt<oo} n{t<T~ <oo} 1Ft) 
e-qtn{t<T~ <oo}lEXt (e-qT~ g(XT~ )nUo- <oo}) 
e-
qt K(Xt)n{t<T~ <oo}' (3.49) 
where X is a copy of the Levy process with respect to JP>xt' and f;; is the first 
passage time below the level a for X. 
Note also that on the set {T;; < oo}, we have K(XT;;) = g(XT;;)· This 
is true because in the case of bounded variation, X - < a JP> x-a.s. for all I E ~. Ta 
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Then, as 9 = K on (-00, a), it follows that K(X -) = g(X -) JP>x-a.s. for all Ta Ta 
X E JR. In the case of X having unbounded variation, note that JP> a (T;; = 0) = 1. so 
K(a) = Ea (e-qT~ g(XT~)) = g(a). Then, by the same argument as in the bounded 
variation case, we can conclude that K(XT-) = g(X -) JP>x-a.s. for all x E IR. a Ta 
Thus,by applying equation (3.49) and the tower property, we obtain that for 
all x E IR and t 2:: 0, 
Ex (e-qtAT~ Ii"(XtAT~)) 
Ex (e-qtK(Xt):n{t<T~<OO}) +Ex (e-qT~ K(XT~):n{(~T~}) 
Ex (Ex (e-qT~ g(XT~):n{t<T~<oo}IFJ) +Ex (e-qT~ g(XT~):n{(~T~}) 
Ex (e-qT~ g(XT~ ):n{t<T~ <oo}) + Ex (e-qT~ g(XT~ ):n{(~T~}) 
Ex (e-qT~ g(XT~ ):n{T~ <oo}) 
K(x). (3.50) 
Hence, for all x E IR and 0 :::; s :::; t we arrive at 
E (e-qtAT~ K(X -) 1 ) 
X tATa Fs 
lEx (e-qtAT;; K(X'AT;; )l{,<r;;) IF.) + lEx (e-qtAT;; K(X'AT;; )n{'~r;;) IF,) 
-qSTll' (-q(t-S)A(T~ -S) K(X ):n I) 
e .iCJx e s+(t-S)A(T~ -s) {S<T~} Fs 
+e-qT~ K(XT~ ):n{S~T~} 
-qSTll' (-q(t-S)A(T~O(}S) K(X ):n I) 
e .iCJx e s+(t-S)A(T~O(}s) {S<T~} Fs 
+e-qT~ K(XT~ ):n{S~T~} 
e-qs:n{s<T~}Exs (e-q(t-S)M.~ K(X(t_S)M~)) + e-qT~ K(XT~ ):n{S~T~}' 
where j- and X are i.i.d. copies of T;; and X with respect to JP>xs · By applying 
a . 
(3.50), we get for all x E IR and 0 :::; s < t 
E (e-qtAT~ K(X -)1 ) 
X tATa Fs e-qs:n{S<T~}K(Xs) + e-qT~ K(XT~ ):n{S~T~} 
e-qsAT~ K(X -). SATa 
Therefore, {e-qtAT~ K(XtAT~),t 2:: O} is a JP>x martingale for all x E IR. 
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From Lemma 3.17, lLxh(x, a) -. qh(x, a) is well defined for all I E (a. DC). 
Thus, by Ito's formula and the Doob's Meyer decomposition for supermartingle and 
submartingales, it follows that 
rAT;; 
io e-qs (lLxh(Xs, a)- qh(Xs, a)) ds = 0 (3.51) 
JP> x-a.s. for all t ~ 0 and x E JR. Then for all Xo = x > a, by dividing both sides of 
equation (3.51) by t > 0 and letting t 4. 0, it follows from the right continuity of the 
Levy process that 
lLxh(x, a) - qh(x, a) = 0 
for all x > a and a E JR as required. o 
Proof for Theorem 3.16. First suppose condition (i) in Theorem 3.16 is true. By 
Lemma 3.17, h(x, a) = g(x) for all x ~ a. Also because h(b, a) = g(b), we have 
for all x ~ b. (3.52) 
Also from Proposition 3.18 and the optional sampling theorem, it follows that 
for all x E JR. 
Note that h(·, a) is bounded on (-00, b]. So, by letting t go to 00 and applying the 
bounded convergence theorem, we obtain 
for all x E JR. (3.53) 
By combining equations (3.52) and (3.53), it gives the result as required. 
The case when Ag(a) = 0 can be seen from the definition (3.20), which 
completes the proof. 
o 
Proof for Lemma 3.19. Fix x E JR. Note that h(x, a) = g(x) for all a > x. So 
aM h(x, a) is continuous on (x, (0), and all partial derivatives of h(x,·) is equal to 
o. 
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For a < x, from the definition (3.21) for h(x, .), it follows that 
h(x, a + E) - h(x, a) 
lEx (Ag(Xeq)lltKeq<a+E}) + q,fq) wq(x - a - E)Ag(a + E) 
-lEx (Ag(Xeq)lltKeq<a}) - q,fq) wq(x - a)Ag(a) 
l-x~y<a-x+E Ag(Y + x)JP>(Xeq E dy) 
+ cpfq) (wq(x - a - E)Ag(a + E) - wq(x - a)Ag(a)). (3.54) 
By letting E go to 0, and using the continuity of Ag and W q , together with the fact 
that the distribution of Xe has no atom apart from 0, we obtain that q 
lim (h(x, a + E) - h(x, a)) = 0 
10-+0 
Thus, a t---+ h(x, a) is continuous on (-00, x). At a = x, by (3.54), the left limit 
would be 
lim h(x, x - E) 
E.j..O 
= i!rg (IE (Ag(X., + x)n{x., <x-,-xj) + if>fq) wq{x - x + €)Ag{x + €)) 
= g(x) -limlE (Ag(Xe + x)ll{x >-E}) + if.. q( ) Wq(O)Ag(x) 
. E.j..O q =-=.eq - '±' q 
= g(x) - lim 1 Ag(Xeq + x)JP>(Xeq E dy) + q, q( ) Wq(O)Ag(x) 
E.j..O Y?-E q 
= g(x) - cpfq) Wq(O)Ag(x) + q,fq) Wq(O)Ag(x) 
= g(x), 
which is the right limit of h(x,·) at a = x. Hence, we can conclude that h(x,·) is 
continuous in ~. 
Next we turn to the differentiability of h(x,·) on (-00, x). For a < x and 
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a tI. lx, by dividing both sides of (3.54) by E > 0 and letting E .j.. 0, we have: 
1. h(x, a + E) - h(x, a) 1m ------'------'-------'-
EtO E 
li~o ~ (1 Ag(Y + X)lP'(Xeq E dY)) 
Ey E a-x~y<a-X+E 
+ 1!I8- ~ cpfq) (wq(x - a - E)Ag(a + E) - wq(x - a)Ag(a)) 
Ag(a) :Y lP'(Xeq < (a - x)+) - cpfq) (wq)' ((x - a)- )Ag(a) 
+ cpfq) wq(x - a)A~(a). 
Then it follows from equation (3.12) and the definition of D~(I) that 
1. h(x, a + E) - h(x, a) 1m ----'-------=--------'---.:.........:.. = Ag(a) ( -qWq(x - a) + ip~q) (wq)' ((x - a)-)) EtO E 
- cpfq) (wq)' ((x - a)- )Ag(a) + cpfq) wq(x -: a)A~(a) 
wq(x - a) ( cpfq) A~(a) - qAg(a)) 
wq(x - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(a)). 
By a similar argument as above, we can calculate the left derivative of h(x,·) for 
a < x and a tI. Ix, which turns out to be equal to the right derivative. Thus, h(x.·) 
is differentiable for all a < x and a tI. Ix. This completes the proof. D 
Proof for Lemma 3.20. Proof of (i). 
First, because lLxg(x) - qg(x) is continuous on ~ \ I, there exist EO > 0 such 
that lLxg(x) - qg(x) < 0 for all x E (a, a + EO) and (a, a + EO) n I = 0. 
If there does not exists E > 0 such that h(x, a) > g(x) for all x E (a, a + E), 
then for all E > 0 there exists X E E (a, a + E) such that h( XE) a) ::; g( x€). If the 
latter happens, a contradiction can be found. Without lose of generality, we can 
choose E < EO. Then it follows from Lemma 3.17, Lemma 3.19 and the fundamental 
theorem of calculus that 
g(x€) h(XE' x€) 
h(xE) a) + lX< Wq(x E - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(a))da 
< h(x€, a) 
< g(x€), (3.55) 
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where the first inequality is due to Wq(x) > 0 on (0, (0) and lLxg(a) - qg(a) < 0 
for all a E (a, xE ), and the last inequality are due to the construction of I~. 
Clearly the equation (3.55) contradicts itself. Thus, x€ does not exist, and 
the statement in the Lemma holds true. 
(ii) 
The proof of part (ii) can be done by a similar argument. 
D 
Proof for Proposition 3.21. First suppose that (h = 1, that is, X has unbounded 
variation. So, under the definition of D~(I), h(·, a) is in C 1 (JR.) n C2 (JR. \ h), where 
h~{a}UI, 
and the left and right limits of the second derivative of h(·, a) exist on h. 
So we can apply Ito's formula and get JP>-a.s. for all t ~ 0, 
where M th is a local martingale. Let Tn be the localization sequence for it. Then we 
have for all n EN, t ~ 0 and x E JR. , 
IEx (e-qt/\Tnh(Xt/\Tn' a)) 
( 
(t/\Tn ) 
= h(x, a) + IEx Jo e-qS(lLxh(Xs, a) - qh(Xs, a))n{Xs~h}ds . 
As h(x, a) = g(x) for all x E (-00, a], then for all x E (-00, a] \ h 
lLxh(x, a) - qh(x, a) = lLxg(x) - qg(x) ~ o. 
Together with Proposition 3.18, we have lLxh(x, a) - qh(x, a) ~ 0 for all x E JR. \ h· 
Therefore, 
for all x E JR., t > 0 and n EN. 
As Ag(a) ~ 0, so 4>(q) Ag(a)Wq(x - a) goes to 00 or 0 as x --t 00. Together 
with the fact that, 
lim IEx (e-qT;; g(XT- )n{r- <oo}) = 0, x--+oo a a 
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we can conclude that h(·, a) is bounded below on JR.. So, by Fatou's Lemma and 
equation (3.56), we get for all t > 0 
lEx (liminf e-qtMnh(Xt/\T. ,a)) 
n-+oo n 
< li~~flEx (e-qtMnh(XtMn, a)) 
< h(x, a). 
Finally by stationary and independent increments of Levy processes, the stochastic 
process {e-qth(Xt,a),t 2: O} is a JP>x supermartingale. D 
Proof for Proposition 3.22. Suppose that there exists another averaging func-
tion ..4g of type (L) W.f. t. 9 and L q , and there exists Xo E JR. such that Ag (xo) =I=-
..4g (xo). Let us denote by hand h the functions constructed from Ag and ..4.g as in 
equation (3.21), respectively. Then, from Lemma 3.17, it follows that 
h(x, xo) = g(x) = h(x, xo) 
for all x ~ Xo. 
Now assume that Ag(xo) > ..4g(xo). Then from definition of h (3.20), we see 
that h(x, xo) > h(x, xo) for all x > Xo. Let a and b be two real numbers such that 
a < Xo < b. Then, thanks to Lemma 3.17, we can apply Ito's formula and get JP>-a.s. 
for all t > 0, 
h(Xo, xo) 
+ lot e-qS(ILxh(Xs, xo) - qh(Xs, xo))ll{Xs~Ixo}ds + Mf, 
where 
I Xo = {x E I : x :::; xo} U {xo}, 
and Mh is the local martingale term. Let Tn be the localization sequence for AIh. 
Then by the optional sampling theorem, we obtain for all t 2: 0, 
Thanks to Proposition 3.18, ILxh(x, xo) - qh(x, xo) = 0 for all x > Xo· Also because 
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h(x, xo) = g(x) for all x < xo, we can rewrite equation (3.57) for all t ~ 0 as follows, 
As 9 E D~(I), both the left and right limits oflLxg(x)-qg(x) is bounded on (-00. b]. 
and h(·, xo) is bounded on (-00, b]. By letting t and n go to 00, and applying the 
dominated convergence theorem, we derive 
By performing a similar calculation to h(x, xo), we also have 
lExo (e-qTa,bh(XTa,b' xo)) (3.59) 
= g(xo) + IExo (foTa .• e-q'(lLxg(X,) - q9(X,))1{x.~I.o}n{X,<xo}dS). 
Thus, by comparing equations (3.58) and (3.59), we can conclude that 
(3.60) 
On the other hand, as h(b,xo) > h(b,xo), and h(x,xo) = g(x) = h(x,xo) for all 
x :::; xo, we derive 
which clearly contradicts equation (3.60). Thus, such Xo does not exist. 
A similar argument as above can be applied to show that there does not exists 
any Xo E ~ such that Ag (xo) < Ag (xo). Then we can conclude that Ag (xo) = Ag (xo) 
for all Xo E ~ as required. 
o 
Proof for Lemma 3.30. Proof for (i). 
From Assumption 3.24, there exists Xo > aL,! such that h(xo, aL,d < g(xo). 
From Lemma 3.19,h(xo,·) is continuous. Thus, there exists E > 0 such that 
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h(xo, a) < g(xo) for· all a E (aL,1 - E, aL,I]. Then, by the definition of at. we 
can conclude that ai < aL,I' 
Next we show that ai > -00. 
By part (iv) in Lemma 3.5, Remark 3.11 and Assumption 3.24, there exists 
ao < aL,1 such that AI(a) > 0 and ILxg(a) - qg(a) < -EI for all a :S ao. where 
EI E (0, qg( -(0)). Then, as a result of Remark 3.23, the constant d = inf{h(x. ao)-
9 (x) : x E JR.} is well defined in JR.. 
If d ~ 0, we have h(x, ao) ~ g(x) for all x, and by definition of ai we have 
ai > ao > -00. 
Now suppose that d < O. Thanks to Lemma 3.20 and Remark 3.23, there 
exist Xl and Xo such that ao < Xl < Xo < 00, 
{x E JR.: h(x,ao) < g(x)} ~ [XI,XO]. 
Then by the fundamental theorem of calculus and Lemma 3.19, we have for all 
ii < ao and x E [Xl, xo], 
h(x, ii) = tao 8 h(x, ao) - Ja 8a h(x, a)da 
h(x, ao) _lao Wq(x - a)(ILxg(a) - qg(a))da 
> h(x, ao) + lao Wq(XI - aO)Elda 
> h(x, ao) + Wq(XI - aO)EI(ao - ii). 
We can choose ii such that Wq(XI - aO)EI(ao - ii) > -d. Thus, we have for all 
X E [Xl, xo] 
h(x, ii) > h(x, ao) - d g(x) + (h(x, ao) - g(x)) - d 
> g(x) + inf (h(x, ao) - g(x)) - d 
x 
g(x). 
Also from Lemma 3.19, it follows that h(x, ii) ~ h(x, ao) ~ g(x) for all x ~ [Xl, xo]. 
Therefore, we can conclude that h(x, ii) > g(x) for all X E JR.. So ai > ii > -00. 
Proof of (ii). 
If there exists Xo > ai such that h(xo, ai) < g(xo), then, by the continuity 
of h(xo,') from Lemma 3.19, there exists E > 0 such that h(xo, a) < g(xo) for all 
a E (ai - E, ai + E) which clearly contradicts the definition of ai· Therefore, we must 
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have h(x, at) > g(x) for all x E JR. 
Next we prove by contradiction that for all E > 0 there exists x E (ai. ai + E) 
such that h(x, ai) > g(x). 
As h(x, at) 2:: g(x) for all x E JR, the contrary of the second statement in 
part (ii) is that, there exists E > 0 such that h(x, at) = g(x) for all x E (ai, ai + E). 
Without loss of generality we can choose E E (0, aL,! - ai). Then, thanks to the 
absence of positive jumps and Proposition 3.18, we obtain for all x E (ai. ai + E) 
ILXg(x) - qg(x) = ILxh(x, at) - qh(x, a~) = O. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.19 and the fundamental theorem of calculus, we can derive for 
allxEJR 
h(x, a~ + E) h(x,an + 1~;+' wq(x - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(a))da 
1 
h(x, a~) 
> g(x), (3.61) 
where the last inequality is due to the first statement in part (ii). Clearly equation 
(3.61) contradicts the definition of ai, therefore, the second statement in part (ii) 
follows. 
Proof of (iii). 
If A!(at) < 0, from Remark 3.23 we obtain that h(x, at) < g(x) for all x 
large enough. This clearly contradicts to h(x, a*) 2:: g(x) in part (ii) of this Lemma. 
So we must have A! (ai) 2:: o. 
Proof of (iv). 
Note that the contrary of the statement in part (iv) is that, there exists 
E E (0, aL,! - at), such ILXg(x) - qg(x) = 0 for all x E (ai, ai + E). By Lemma 3.19 
and the fundamental theorem of calculus we have for all x E (ai, ai + E) 
h(x, at) h(x,x) -lx wq(x - ii)(ILxg(ii) - qg(ii))dii 
a* 1 
h(x,x) 
g(x). 
Clearly this contradicts part (ii). Therefore, the statement in part (iv) holds true. 
Proof of (v). 
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Suppose that AI(at) = o. Then, by the definition of bt, we have bt = oc. 
We will show that if Al (at) > 0, then bt < 00. As a result of part (iii), we see that 
Al (at) = 0 becomes the necessary and sufficient condition for bt = 00. 
In order to do this, we prove that the set {b > at : h(b, at) = g(b)} is non 
empty in the case when Al (at) > o. Then, from Remark 3.23 it follows that the set 
{b > at : h(b, at) = g(b)} is upper bounded. Thus, 
bt = sup{b > at : h(b, at) = g(b)} < 00 
as required. 
The proof for the set {b > at : h(b, at) = g(b)} being non empty in the 
case when Al (at) > 0 is done by contradiction. If the contrary is true, we have 
h(x, at) > g(x) for all x> at, and the set {x E ~: h(x, a) < g(x)} is non empty for 
all a E (at, aL,I). 
Because of the continuity of Al and part (iv), we can choose ao E (at, aL,d 
such that lLxg(ao) - qg(ao) < 0 and AI(a) > 0 for all a E (at,ao). Then it 
follows from Remark 3.23 and Lemma 3.20 that, there exist al and a2 such that 
ao < al < a2 < 00 and 
Then, by Lemma 3.19 we obtain for all x E ~ and a E (at, ao) 
h(x, a) h(x, ao) _lao wq(x - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(~) )da 
> h(x, ao), 
where the inequality is due to ao < aL,I. Therefore, we have for all a E (at, ao) 
{x E ~ : h(x, a) < g(x)} ~ {x E ~ : h(x, ao) < g(x)} ~ [aI, a2], (3.62) 
and {x E ~ : h(x, a) < g(x)} is not empty. 
On the other hand, we know that h(x, at) > g(x) for all x > at. Define d to 
be such that 
d = inf{h(x, at) - g(x) : x E [aI,a2]}. 
And d is a strictly positive real number. By Lemma 3.19 and the fundamental 
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theorem of calculus, we have for all E E (0, ao - ai) and x E [al. a2] 
h(x, at + E) = l at+E h(x, at) + a* wq(x - a) (Lxg(a) - qg(a))da 1 
> h(x,ai)+ 1~;+' WQ(a2 - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(a))da. 
.... 1 
Hence, 
inf {h(x, at + E) - g(x)} 
xE[al,a2] 
lat+E > l['nf ]{h(x, at) - g(x)} + W q(a2 - a) (Lxg(a) - qg(a))da xE al,a2 a* 1 
d + 1~;+' WQ(a2 - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(a))da. 
1 
As the second term in the above equation is continuous in E, we can choose E > 0 
such that 
la*+E a* 1 W q(a2 - a) (Lxg(a) - qg(a))da > -d/2. 1 
Therefore, we have 
inf {h(x, at + E) - g(x)} > O. 
xE[al,a2] 
This clearly contradicts equation (3.62). So we can not have that the set {b > ai : 
h(b, ai) = g(b)} is empty in the case when Al (ai) > O. 
Proof of (vi). 
Suppose that bi < 00 and h(bi, ai) = Vi (bi) > g(bi)· Note that by definition 
of bi, it follows from the continuity of both h(·, ai) and g(.) that, there exists E> 0 
such that h(x, ai) > g(x) for all x E (bi - E, 00) with bi - E > ai, which clearly 
gives a contradiction to the definition of bi. Therefore together with part (ii) we 
can conclude that g(bi) = Vi (bi) in the case bi < 00. 
Next, we turn to the differentiability of VI and 9 at bi· First suppose that 
V{(bi-) > g'(bi). Note that V{(bi-) = g~(bi,ai). As g(bi) = VI(bi) = h(bi,ai), 
then there exists E > 0 such that g~(x,ai) > g'(x) for all x E (bi - E,bi). Then, by 
the fundamental theorem of calculus, we can conclude that h(bi - E. at) < g(bi - E). 
which contradicts the fact that h(x, ai) 2: g(x) for all x E ~. 
Similar contradiction can be found for the case when V{ (bi -) < g' (bt). 
Therefore we can conclude that V{(bi-) = g'(bi). 
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D 
Proof for Lemma 3.31. As 9 E D2(Ig), it follows from Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 
3.30 that VI E D2(Iv1 ). 
Next we calculate the right limit of JLx Vi (bi) - qVi (bi) given that bt < x. 
First suppose that 02 = 1, that is J~oo(1/\ lyl)II(dy) = 00. In this case for all 
EE(O,l), 
JLxVl(bi + E) - qVi(bi + E) 
2 
p,V{(bi + E) + ~ V{'(bi + E) - qVi(bi + E) (3.63) 
+ iO= (Vi (bt + y + <) - Vi (b7 + <) - yV{(b7 + <)B{Y>-l} )II(dy). 
As VI E D2 (IVl)' it follows from part (i) in Lemma 3.5 that for all y < ° and 
EE(O,l) 
IV1(bi + y + E) - V1(bi + E) - yV{(bi + E)n{y>_l}1 < cl(l/\ y2)(ec(bi+.:) + d) 
< Cl (1/\ y2) (ec(bi +1) + d) 
for some Cl > 0, C E (0, <P(q)) and d > 0. Therefore, as J~oo(1/\ lyI2)II(dy) < 00, by 
letting E goes to ° and applying dominated convergence theorem, we obtain 
JLx VI (bi+) - qV1 (bi+) 
2 
p,V{(bi+) + ~ V{'(bi+) - qV1(bi+) (3.64) 
+ iOoo (VI ((bi + y)+) - Vi(bi+)'- yV{(bi+)n{Y>_l})II(dy). 
As 02 = 1, then thanks to Lemma 3.17 and part (vi) in Lemma 3.30, VI is contin-
uously differentiable on~, and V{'(bt+) is well defined. Therefore, we can rewrite 
equation (3.64) as 
JLx Vi (bi +) - q VI (bi) 
2 
p,V{(bi-) + ~ V{'(bi+) - qVi(bi) 
+ i: (Vi ((b7 + y)-) - VI (bH - yV{(b7- )l{y>-I) ) II (dy) 
2 ( 82 ) JLxVl(bi-) - qVl(bi) + ~ g"(bi) - 8x2h(bi. ai) 
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As Vi (x) = h(x, at) on the set (-oo,bt]' it follows from Proposition 3.18 that 
Thus, 
since h(x, a*) > g(x) for all x > bt. So, the right limit exists and is non positive at 
b*. 
The case when 52 = 0 can be done using a similar argument. This completes 
the proof. 
o 
Proof for Corollary 3.32. The proof is done by contradiction. 
Suppose there exists Xo E 1R such that h(xo, at) ::; O. In the case where 
bt = 00, we have Al (at) = O. Then it follows from Remark 3.23 that h(·, at) is 
bounded below and converges to 0 as x ---+ 00. As limx-+_CXl g(x) > 0, we can choose 
a such that a < xo, and g(x) > 0 for all x ::; a. Therefore, we obtain the following 
equation 
(3.65) 
On the other hand, thanks to Proposition 3.21 and Lemma 3.30, the process {e-qt h(Xt, at), t ~ 
O} is a supermartingale. So by optional sampling theorem, we have for all t ~ 0 
Then, it follows from the bounded convergence theorem that 
which clearly contradicts equation (3.65). Therefore, in the case bt = 00 there does 
not exist Xo E 1R s~ch that h(xo, at) ::; O. 
Now suppose that bt < 00. As a result of part (v) in Lemma 3.30~ Al (at) > O. 
That is, h(x, at) goes to 00 as x goes to 00. So we can choose al and a2 such that 
al < Xo < a2, and h(x, at) > 0 for all x E (-00, all U [a2' 00). So we have 
(3.66) 
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On the other hand, same as above, by Proposition 3.21 and Lemma 3.30, the stochas-
tic process {e-qth(Xt , ai), t ;:::: O} is a supermartingale. Thus, by the optional sam-
pling theorem, we have for all t ;:::: 0 
Thus, it follows from bounded convergence theorem that 
which clearly contradicts (3.66). So in the case when bi < 00, there does not exist 
Xo E JR. such that h(xo, ai) :::; 0 either. 
Overall, we must have h(x, ai) > 0 for all x E JR.. 
Next we show the existence of Xo E (ai, bi) such that lLxg(xo) - qg(xo) > O. 
First suppose that bi < 00 and lLxg(x) - qg(x) :::; 0 for all x E (ai,bi). Then by 
Ito's formula and Theorem 3.4, we obtain for all x E JR. and t ;:::: 0 that 
lEx (e -qtATai ,bi g(XtAT * b*)) 
aI' 1 
g(X) + lEx ([ATap ; e~q, (lLXg(X,) - qg(X,)) dS) 
< g(X). 
Thus, by the bounded convergence theorem we have for all x E lR. 
Since h(x, ai) = g(x) on the set (-00, ail u {bil, then for all x :::; bi 
lEx (e -qTai ,bi h(XT * b*' ai)) = lEx (e -qTapi g(XTa* b*)) :::; g(X). 
aI' 1 l' 1 
(3.67) 
From the Proposition 3.18 and the bounded convergence theorem, we obtain that 
for all x E JR. that 
lEx (e -qTapi h(XT * b*' ai)) = lim lEx (e -qtATapi h(Xt/'\Ta*,b*' ai)) = h(x, ai). 
aI' 1 t--+OO 1 1 
(3.68) 
By combining equations (3.67) and (3.68), we arrive at 
h(x, at) :::; g(x) for all x :::; bt. 
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which clearly contradicts part (ii) in Lemma 3.30. Therefore, in the case bi < x. 
there must exist Xo E (ai, bi) such that lLxg(xo) - qg(xo) > O. 
Finally, we consider the case bi = 00. If lLxg(x) - qg(x) ~ 0 on the set 
(ai, 00), then if follows from part (i) in Lemma 3.30 that aL,1 is not well defined. 
Therefore, in the case bi = 00, there must exist Xo E (ai, 00) such that lLxg(xo) -
qg(xo) > O. 0 
Proof for Theorem 3.26. By part (i) in Lemma 3.30, we have a* E JR. 
(i) 
By using Lemma 3.30, Proposition 3.21 and Theorem 3.16, the result in part 
(i) follows from Lemma 3.2 . 
(ii) 
First suppose that bi = 00. From Theorem 3.16 it follows that for all x E JR 
Finally, with the help from Lemma 3.30 and Proposition 3.21, we can apply 
guess and verification lemma and conclude that (Vi, Tn is a solution. 
Next we consider the case bi < 00. From Theorem 3.16 and part (ii) in 
Lemma 3.30, it follows that 
for all x E JR, and Vi (x) 2: g( x) for all x E JR. Therefore, we only need to prove that 
{e-qtVI(Xt ), t 2: O} is a supermartingale, then by guess and verification lemma we 
can conclude that (VI, Tn is a solution. 
Because lL X VI (x) - q Vi (x) ~ 0 for all x > bi, and thanks to part (i) in Lemma 
3.30 and Proposition 3.18, we have lLx VI (x) - qVI (x) ~ 0 for all x E JR \ {ai· bi}. 
So we can apply Ito's formula and get JID-a.s. for all t 2: 0, 
e-qtvl(Xt) VI (Xo) + lot e-qS(lLxVI(Xs) - qVI(Xs))ll{Xs\l{ai,bi}}ds + Mtl 
< VI (Xo) + Mt1 , 
where Mtl is a local martingale. Furthermore, by Lemma 3.31 and Theorem 3.4 it 
is a true martingale. Thus, we have for all t 2: 0 and x E JR 
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, 
Finally by stationary and independent increments of Levy processes, the stochastic 
process {e-qtV1(Xt ), t ~ O} is a lP'x supermartingale. This completes the proof. 0 
Proof for Lemma 3.36. 
(i) 
By definition of h2, h2(X,bi) = Vi(x) = h(x,ai) for all x ~ bt. So we only 
need to prove that h2(x, bt) = h(x, at) for all x > bt. This is done by contradiction. 
Now suppose there exists b > bt such that h(b, at) > h2(x, bi). By Proposi-
tion 3.18, we have for all t ~ 0 
As h(·, at) is bounded on the set (-00, b], by letting t go to 00 and applying the 
bounded convergence theorem, we obtain 
(3.69) 
where the last equality is due to bt < 00 and Lemma 3.30. 
Thanks to Proposition 3.18, lLxh(x, at) - qh(x, at) = 0 for all x > at. and 
lLxh2(X, bi) - qh2(x, bt) = 0 for all x > bt· Thus, lLxh2(X, bt) - qh2(x, bi) = 0 for 
all x E (at, bi) U (bt, 00 ). Also note that, by Lemma 3.17 and part (vi) in Lemma 
3.30, h2 (·, bi) is continuously differentiable at x = bt. Therefore, we can apply Ito's 
formula and derive for all t ~ 0 lP'-a.s. 
e-qth2(Xt , bt) 
= h2(XO, bt) + lot e-qs (lLxh2 (Xs, bt) - qh2(Xs. bt)) n{Xs~{ai:,bi:}}ds + Alth2 
where Mh2 is the local martingale term. Let Tn be the localization sequence for it. 
Then, as lLXh2(X,bt) - qh2(X,bi) = 0 for all x E (at,bt) U (bt;oo), by the optional 
sampling Theorem we obtain for all t ~ 0 
( -qtATa* bATnh (X b*)) h (b* b*) lEb* e l' 2 tAT * bATn' 1 = 2 l' 1 . 1 a l , 
Again, as h2 (·, bt) is bounded on (-00, bj, by letting t --+ 00 and n --+ 00 and applying 
the bounded convergence theorem, we can derive 
(3.70) 
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By combining equations (3.69) and (3.70) we obtain 
• 
lEbt (e-qTaph2(XTap,b~)) = lEbt (e-qTaPh(XTap,at)). (3.71) 
However, as h(b, ai) > h2(x, bt), and h(x, ai) = h2(x, bi) for all x ~ bt. we 
derive that 
which clearly contradicts equation (3.71). Therefore, h(x, ai) ~ h2(X, bi) for all 
x > bt· The argument for h(x, ai) ~ h2(x, bi) can be done in a similar way. which 
allows us to conclude that h(x, at) = h2(x, bt) for all x > bt as required. 
(ii) 
The fact a2 ~ bt can be seen directly from part (i). The proof for a2 < aL,2 
can be done using a similar argument as in Lemma 3.30. 
The proof for (iii), (iv) , (v), (vi) and (vii) can be done using similar argu-
ments as in the proof for Lemma 3.30. 
(viii) 
Suppose that a2 = bt. Then, it follows from part (i) and the definition of bi 
that N2 = 0. Thus, by definition, b2 = 00. Also thanks to part (i), h2(-' a2) diverges 
to 00 as x ----t 00. So, from Remark 3.23, we can conclude that A 2 (a2) = O. Clearly, 
this contradicts part (vi). Therefore, a2 i- bi. Finally, it follows from part (ii) that 
a2 > bt· 
The statement of b2 > a2 can be seen from the definition of b2. And this 
completes the proof. 
D 
Proof for Theorem 3.38. 
(i) 
Note that for all x rf. B n , TBn = 0 JP>x-a.s .. Then, 
for all x rf. Bn. Thus, we only need to prove equation (3.30) for all x E Bn· And 
this is done by induction for each interval [ai, bi ], 1 ~ i ~ n. 
First suppose that al > -00. As f = JI on B~, it follows from the <;:ontinuity 
of f and II that f(x) = JI(x) for all x E {al,b1 , ... ,an,bn}. Therefore, because of 
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the absence of positive jumps, we obtain that for all x E [a}, bI ] 
Also, as II is bounded on (-00, bI], then from the martingale property of e-qt h (Xt ) 
on [aI, bI ] and the bounded convergence theorem, it follows that for all x E [aI, bI ] 
lim lEx (e-qtMal,bIh(XtM b)) 
t-+OO aI, I 
h(x). 
By combining the above two equations, we derive that for all x E [aI, bI ] 
Define TBi = inf{ t 2:: 0 : X t rf. Bd and Bi = {U~=daj, bj]} n IR for all 
1 ~ i ~ n. And suppose that 
(3.72) 
for all x E U~lI [ai, bi], 1 < m < n, where the first equality is due to the absence of 
positive jumps. 
Now we prove for the case where x E [am, bm]. Recall that () is a shift 
operator. So, thanks to the strong Markov property and the absence of positive 
jumps, we have JP>x-a.s. for all x E [am, bm], 
(3.73) 
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where X is an independent copy of the Levy process X, and TB
m
_ 1 is the first 
time that X exits from B m - I , and the last equality is due to the induction step 
(3.72). Therefore, it follows from tower property and equation (3.73) that for all 
x E [am, bm], 
lEx (e- qTBm f(XTBm ):D.{Tt>T~m}:D.{XT~m EU~ll[ai,bin) 
= Ex (Ex (e-qrBm f(XTBm)n{Ti';,,>T~m}n{X'~m EU~-;'[a;'b;]}IF,~J ) 
= lEx (e-qT~m :D.{T+ >7- }:D.{X EUm- 1[a bnh(XT- )) . (3.7-1) bm am T~m 1.=1 t, t am 
So by using the above equation and the fact f = h on B~, we have for all ,r E 
[am, bm], 
lEx (e-qTBmf(XTBm):D.{Tt>T~m}) 
lEx (e- qTBm f(XTBm):D.{T: >T~m}:D.{X _ EU~ll[ai'bin) 
Tn Tam 
+lEx (e- qTBm f(XTBm ):D.{T: >T~m}:D.{X _ ~U~ll[ai,bin) 
m Tam 
lEx (e-qT~m h(XT~m):D.{T: >T~m}:D.{X _ EU~ll[ai'bin) 
m Tam 
+lEx (e-qT~m h (XT~m):D.{ T: >T~m} :D.{X _ ~U~ll [ai,bin) 
m Tam 
lEx (e-qT~rn h (XT~rn):D.{ Tt >T~rn}) (3.75) 
Thus, we obtain that for all x E [am, bm], 
lEx (e- qTBn f(XTBJ) 
lEx (e- qTBrn f(XTBrn )) 
lEx (e-qTBrnf(XTBrn):D.{Tt<T~rn}) + lEx (e-qTBmf(XTBm):D.{T:m>T~m}) 
lEx (e-qTth(XT+ ):D.{T+ <T- }) + lEx (e-qT~mh(XT~m):D.{T: >T~m}) bm brn am m 
lE ( -qTarn,bm f (X )) (3.7(i) x e I Tam,brn ' 
where the third equality is due to f = h on B~ U {al,bl , .... an.bn} and equation 
(3.75). Finally, by the martingale property of {e-qtMam,bmh(XtMam,bm)' t 2: O} and 
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the bounded convergence theorem, we have for all x E [a b 1 
m, m 
This completes the proof for part (i) in the case al > -00. 
Now we consider the case that al = -00. As both lim
x
-+_
XJ 
it (x) and 
limx -+_oo f (x) exist, we must have for all x ::; b1 
Together with h (b1 ) = f(b1), we obtain 
Therefore, a similar argument as above can be applied to derive equation (3.30) for 
the case al = 00. 
(ii) 
Suppose bn = 00. Then from part (i), it follows that equation (3.30) holds 
true for all x < an· For all x 2 an, by Lemma 3.6, we obtain that for all x E [an, (0) 
So we can apply a similar argument as before and obtain equation (3.30). 
o 
Proof for Theorem 3.35. (i) 
The proof f~r part (i) can be done by using the same argument as in part (i) 
in Theorem 3.33. 
(ii) 
First note that for each fixed x < b~*, there exists ix = inf {i EN: b7 > x}. 
Thus, for each x < b~*, as Vix(x) = Vn*(x), the problem is reduced to show that 
V(x) = Vix (x), which can be done by using the same argument as in part (i) Theorem 
3.33. 
(iii) 
The proof for part (iii) can be done by using the same argument as in part 
(ii) in Theorem 3.33. 
o 
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Chapter 4 
On the Left Serni-Solution of 
the Optirnal Stopping Problem 
for non Srnooth Gain function 
4.1 Introduction 
Let X = {Xl : t ;:::: O} be a spectrally negative Levy process defined on a filtered 
probability space (0, F, {Ft}, lP') with characteristic triple (p. (T. II). where J1 E JR., 
(T ;:::: 0 and flR\{o} (1!\ x2)II(dx) < 00. For an~' .r E JR., let lP'x be the law of X starting 
from J', and we write simply lP'o = lP'. And denote lEx and lE the corresponding 
expectation operators. Throughout this chapter ,,'e assume that the spectrall~' neg-
ative Levy process X has unbounded variation, and the q scale function H'q is twic{' 
continuously differentiable for all J' > O. 
Now. we consider the following optimal stopping problem, 
V(.r) = sup IEx(e- qT g(XT))' ( -,1.1) 
TE7[o.cx:1 
where q > 0, the supremum is taken over the class 7[o.x] of {Ft}-stopping times 
taking values in [0,00]. 
In Chapter 3, an approach has been suggested to derive the left semi-solutions 
for the optimal stopping problem. In order to apply this method, the gain function 
9 has to be sufficiently smooth and limx -+_ x g(x) > 0, as required b~' the Ass1lln])-
tions 3.3 and 3.2-1. However, in the literature, there exists a large class of gain 
functions ",here the above conditions break down. For example. in the \"ovikov-
Shir~'ae\' problem, the gain function 9 takes the form (.r+)n for some n E N. so 
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limx_>_oo g(x) = o. In the standard American put option, the gain function is given 
by g(x) = (K - eX )+ for some strictly positive real K, and has non differentiable 
point at x = log(K). Also in the American Strangle problem, the gain function 
takes the form g(x) = (Kl - eX)+ + (eX - K2)+ for some strictly positive reals Kl 
and K2 with K2 2: K 1 , and is not differentiable at x E {log(K1), log(K2)}. 
The aim of this chapter is to provide an effective approach to find the left 
semi-solutions for the optimal stopping problem (4.1), where the gain functions have 
non differentiable points, or limx--+_ oo g(x) = o. First, we treat the case where the 
gain function has a non differentiable set I of finite elements and limx--+_oo g(;T) > o. 
In order to overcome the problem arisen from non differentiable points, we introduce 
the class of functions G g (the extended class), which consists of functions that has 
the unique type (L) averaging function A, and are in the class C2([inf{I}, 00)) and 
equal to 9 for all x ~ inf{I}. Clearly, this class of functions G g is non empty under 
suitable conditions for g. Hence, we can choose a function gl from this class, and 
construct h9l from the type (L) averaging function A w.r. t. gl and L (see Section q 
3.3.2 in Chapter 3 for the definition and properties of hg1 ). The crucial step that 
links h9l back to the gain function 9 is the definition of a* and b*. Unlike Chapter 
3, a * is defined to the be the largest value such that h9l dominates the gain function 
9 instead of gl, and b* is defined to be the last time that h9l (x, a*) = g(x). Thus, 
by applying the same argument as in Chapter 3, a left semi-solution pair up the the 
point b* can be found. We also prove that the choice of gl E G g does not affect a*, 
or b*, or the left semi value function at all. Furthermore, like in Chapter 3, we show 
that this construction can be repeated to study value function for x > b*. 
The second part of this chapter is to study gain functions such that 
lim g(x) ~ o. 
x--+-oo 
For gain functions satisfying this property, we propose an approach for obtaining a 
closed left semi-solution (Vo, TO) up to some point bo, where TO = inf{ t 2: 0 : Xt > 
bolo Furthermore, we can perform a similar construction as in the previous case to 
study the value function for x > boo 
This chapter is organized as follows. In section 2, we specify the class of 
gain functions we are working with in this chapter, and define the extended class 
of gain functions. In section 3, by using the method discussed as above, we study 
the optimal stopping problem for the gain function with a non differentiable set and 
lim
x
--+oo g(x) > O. In section 4, we study gain function that has a non differentiable 
set and limx--+oo g(x) ~ o. In section 5, by reproducing Surya's result [78], we show 
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that there is no contradiction between our work and the existing literature. \\'e give 
the concluding remarks in section 6. And section 7 consists of proofs for results in 
the previous sections. 
4.2 Extended class of gain function 
First, let us define the class of gain functions we are working with. 
Definition 4.1. Let D 1,2(I1 , 12) be the set of functions f : lR. -+ lR. which satisfy the 
following conditions, where II and 12 are two disjoint subsets of lR. with only finite 
number of elements. 
(ii) limx -+-oo f(x) exists, and also limx -+_oo f'(x) = limx -+_oo f"(x) = O. Fur-
thermore, the left and right first (second) derivative of f exist on II (12 ). 
respectively. 
(iii) There exists c E (0, <I>(q)) and d > 0 such that If(x)1 < eC$ + d for all x E JR. 
and 
I max{!'(x+), !'(x-)}I < eC$ + d, 
I
max{lim f'(x - E) - f'(x-) ,lim f'(x + E) - f'(x+)}1 < eC$ + d, 
E..j..O E dO E 
for all x E lR.. 
Next we define the extended cl~s of functions, Gf, for a function f· 
Definition 4.2. For all functions f E Dl,2(I1 ,12), we say G is set of functions 
extended from the function f, in short we write G f' . if 
(i) if II = 0, the set G f only consists of the function f itself. 
(ii) if II i= 0, then /I E Gf if the following conditions hold true, 
(a) /I(x) = f(x) for all x:::; inf{Il}, 
(b) /I E c1 (lR.) n c2 (lR. \ Ii;f{Il})' where 
Ii;f{Il} = {x E 12: x < inf{I1}}, (4.2) 
(c) the type (L) averaging function AJI w.r.t. II and &q exists (see Defini-
tion 3.13 in Chapter 3 for the type (L) averaging function). 
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If f E D 1,2(J1 , J2), then the set Gf must be non empty. This is true as 
we can always choose functions h E D 2 (Jj;f{Jl}) (see Definition 3.3 in Chapter 3 
and equation (4.2)). Then by Proposition 3.9, the type (L) averaging function Ah 
exists. 
Let h be any choice in Gf· Then h E D~(Jj;f{h}) (see Definition 3.14 in 
Chapter 3). We denote by Ah the unique type (L) averaging function w.r.t. hand 
X-eq (see Proposition 3.22 for the uniqueness), and define hh : ~ x ~ --+ ~ by 
IEx (e-qT~ h (XT~ ):R{T~ <CO}) + <.I>~q) Ah (a)Wq(x - a) 
IEx (Ah (X-eq):R{Lq<a}) + <.I>~q) Ah (a)lVq(x - a), (4.3) 
for all x E ~ and a E ~, where W q is the q scale function for the spectrally negative 
Levy process X, and 7;; = inf {t ~ 0 : X t < a}, and the second equality follows from 
Theorem 3.1 in [78]. Note that, as h E D~(Ij~{Jl})' all results in Section 3.3.2 in 
Chapter 3 hold true for h h' Then we have the following Proposition. 
Proposition 4.3. Suppose that f E D1,2(Jl, J2). Let hand h be two functions in 
G f' and A h and A h be the corresponding type (L) averaging junctions, and h hand 
hh be as defined in (4.3) for Ah and Af2! respectively. Then hh(x,a) = hf2(x,a) 
for all x E ~ and a ::; inf{J1}. 
The proof for Proposition 4.3 can be done by following a similar argument 
as in the proof for Proposition 3.22 in Chapter 3. Hence, it is omitted. 
Similar to Chapter 3, we also assume the following Assumption holds true. 
Assumption 4.4. The function f E D1,2(Jl,I2). And the constant 
aL = sup {a < inf{J1}: the left and right limits of Lxf(x) - qf(x) 
are non positive on (-00, a)}, 
is well defined in~. Finally, there exists h E Gf such that hh (x, ad < f(x) for 
some x > aL, where hh is as defined in (4.3) for the type (L) averaging function 
Ah · 
As a result of Propsotion 4.3, we see that the choice of h E G f does not 
affect the existence of x > aL such that hh (x, aL) < f(x). Thus, it is either that 
there exists x> aL such that hh (x, ad < f(x) for all h E Gf' or hh (x, ad ~ f(I) 
for all x > aL and for all h E Gf· 
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Remark 4.5. If one of the following conditions holds true, it is sufficient for the 
existence of x > aL such that hh (x, ad < f(x). 
(i) aL < inf{Il}, and there exists E > 0 such that ILxf(x) - qf(x) 2:: 0 for all 
xE(aL,aL+E). 
(ii) The set II is not empty, J'(inf{I1}+) > f'(inf{Il}- y. and the left and right 
limits ofILxf(x) - qf(x) are both non positive on (-oo,inf{Il}). 
The proof for (i) can be done by a similar argument as in Remark 3.25. Note that 
in the second case, aL = inf{Il}. So by Lemma 3.17, 
Therefore, by fundamental theorem of calculus, there must exist x > inf {II} such 
that hh(x,inf{Il}) < f(x). 
4.3 Non differentiable gain functions 
In this section we study the optimal stopping problem where the gain function 
g E Dl,2(I~ ,1;) and limx -+_oo g(x) > O. And we denote by aL,1 the constant aL in 
Assumption 4.4 for the gain function g. Throughout this section, we fix gi EGg. 
4.3.1 Left semi-solution for the optimal stopping problem 
We have the following Theorem for the closed left semi-solution of the optimal 
stopping problem (4.1). 
Theorem 4.6. Consider the optimal stopping problem (4.1) where the gain function 
g E Dl,2(I~,I;) and satisfies Assumption 4.4 with the s·ets I~ and I;. Furthermore. 
suppose that limx -+_oo g(x) > O. Define at and bt to be 
ai" sup{ a < aL,1 : h9l (x, a) 2:: g(x) for all x E ~}, (4.4) 
bi" {:PNI if A9l (an > 0 and Nl i= 0 (4.5) 
otherwise. 
where Nl = {b > ai" : hgl (b, ai") = g(b)} , and h9l is as defined in equation (4.3) for 
the type (L) averaging function A9l w. r. t. 91 and &q' Then, at E ~, and 
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(i) If bi < 00, then the pair (VI, Tn is a closed left semi-solution for the optimal 
stopping problem (4.1) up to the point bi. where 
Vi (x) { hg, (x, all if x E (-00, bil n ~ (-1.6) g(x) otherwise, 
T* 1 inf{t ~ 0: X t rf. [ai,bil n~}. (-1.T) 
(ii) The pair (VI, Tn is a solution for the optimal stopping problem (4.1) if one of 
the following statements holds true, 
(a) bi = 00, 
(b) VI (x) is differentiable for all x ~ bi, and the left and right limits of 
lLxVi(x) - qVi(x) exist and are non positive on (bi,oo). 
Theorem 4.6 can be proved by following a similar argument as for Theorem 
3.26 in Chapter 3. Hence, it is omitted as well. Note that ai is defined to be the 
largest value such that hgl dominates the gain function 9 instead of gI. \\Te also 
point out here that if bi < 00, it is not clear about the relationship between bt, and 
inf{I~} or sup{I~}. Furthermore, as a result of Proposition 4.3, neither of at (-1.4), 
or bi (4.5), or VI (4.6) are affected by different choices of gI EGg. 
Same as in Chapter 3, we can work out the closed left semi continuation 
region up to bi, that is 
Cbi = {x E ~: Vi (x) > g(x)}. 
Let acb* denote the set of all boundaries. Then we have the following theorem for 1 
the pasting condition on aCbi' 
Theorem 4.7. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4.6. Vi(x) = g(x) for all 
x E aCb*. Furthermore, Vi is differentiable for all x < bi. and V{ (x-) ~ g' (x+) for 1 
all x E aCbi' And for all x E aCbi' if 9 is differentiable at x, then V{(x-) = g'(x). 
The proof for Theorem 4.7 can be done by a similar argument as in part (vi) 
in Lemma 4.8 below. Hence, it is omitted. 
4.3.2 Preliminary results for ~ 
We need some preliminary results given in the following series of lemmas. 
Lemma 4.8. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4.6, the following properties 
holds true for ai (4.4) and bi (4.5). 
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(i) -00 < ai < aL,l. 
(ii) hgi (x, ai) ~ g(x) for all x E ~, and for all E > 0 there exists x E (ai. ai + E) 
such that hgi (x, at) > g(x). 
(iii) A9I(ai) ~ o. 
(iv) For all E E (0, aL,l - ai), there exists x E (ai, ai + E) such that 
(v) bt = 00 if and only if A9I (ai) = O. 
(vi) Ifbt<oo, theng(bi) = VI (bi) andg'(bi+) <V{(bi-). 
The proof of Lemma 4,8 can be found on page 116. 
Lemma 4.9. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4.6. Vi E D I,2(II .12 ) 
VI VI' 
where 
1~1 = {x E I~: V{(x+) =-J V{(x-) }, 
and 
I~I = {x E {I; U {ar, btl} n ~ : V{(x+) = V{(x-) and V{'(x+) =-J V{'(x-)}. 
Furthermore, if bi < 00 and V{(bi-) = g'(bi+), then lLxVI(bi+) - qVI(bi) is well 
defined and non positive. 
The proof for Lemma 4.9 can be done using a similar argument as for Lemma 
3.31, hence, it is omitted. 
4.3.3 Value function for x > br 
In the case when bt < 00, the closed left semi-solution VI may not be the global 
solution to the optimal stopping problem (4.1). In this section we show that. like in 
Chapter 3, the approach proposed in the previous section can be repeated to study 
the value function V for x > bi. 
As Vi E DI,2(I~I' I~I)' then the extended class offunctions G\'l is non empty. 
Throughout this section, we fix g2 E GVI' Also from now on, we assume that VI 
satisfies Assumption 4.4 with the sets I~I and I~I'· And we denote by aL,2 the 
constant aL in Assumption 4.4 for VI. We remark here that if Vi satisfies Assumption 
4.4, then bi < 00. Otherwise, aL,2 is not well defined. 
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Then we have the following result. 
Theorem 4.10. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 4.6 hold true. Furthermore. 
suppose that Vi satisfies Assumption 4.4 with the sets]I and 12 Define a* and 
VI VI' 2 
b~ to be 
a~ sup{a < aL,2: hg2 (x,a) ~ VI (x) for all x E lR} 
{
SooUP N2 if A92(a~) > 0 and N2 =I=- 0 
otherwise. 
(4.8) 
(4.9) 
whereN2 = {b > a~: hg2(b,a~) = Vi(b)}, and hg2 is as defined in equation (4.3) for 
the type (L) averaging function A92 w.r.t. g2 and X . Then a*2 E lR and 
---eq , , 
(i) If b~ < 00, then the pair (V2, T2) is a closed left semi-solution for the optimal 
stopping problem (4.1) up to the point b~, where 
{ 
hg2 (x, a~) if x E (-00, b~l n lR 
g(x) otherwise. 
(4.10) 
inf{t ~ 0: X t rf- {[a~,b~l U [a~,b~J} nlR}. (4.11) 
(ii) The pair (V2, T2) is a solution for the optimal stopping problem (4.1) if one of 
the following statements holds true, 
(a) b~ = 00, 
(b) V2 (x) is differentiable for all x ~ b~, and the left and right limits of 
JLXV2(X) - qV2 (x) exist and are non positive on (b~, (0). 
The proof for Theorem 4.10 can be done using a similar argument as for 
Theorem 3.33 in Chapter 3. Hence, it is omitted. 
Then the closed left semi continuation region Cbi up to the point b2 (4.9) can 
be derived as, 
Cbi = {x E 1R : V2(x) > g(x)}. 
And we have the following Theorem for the pasting conditions on the boundary set 
aCbi' 
Theorem 4.11. Under the same condition as in Theorem 4.10. V2(x) = g(x) for 
all x E aCbi' and V2(x) is differentiable for all x < b2, and V;(x-) ~ g'(.r+) for all 
x E aCbi' For all x E aCbi' if 9 is differentiable at x, then V;(x-) = g'(x) . 
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The proof for Theorem 4.11 can be done by using a similar argument as for 
Theorem 3.34 in Chapter 3. Hence, it is omitted. 
Same as Chapter 3, we can keep repeating this procedure for the (i + l)th 
time, i EN, as long as Vi E Dl,2(I~.,I;T.)' where 
t Vt 
I~ = {x E I~ : Vi'(x+) # Vi'(x-)}, 
and 
I~ { x E {I; U {aJ, bJ : 1 ::; j ::; i}} n JR. : 
Vi'(x+) = Vi'(x-) and Vi"(x+) # Vi" (x-) }. 
Note that if Vi satisfies Assumption 4.4, then br < 00. Let n* be the first time the 
above condition breaks down, that is 
n* = sup{ n EN: Vi satisfies Assumption 4.4 for all i ::; n.} 
Note that n * E N U {oo}. And we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.12. Consider the optimal stopping problem (4.1) where the gain func-
tion 9 E Dl,2(I~,I;) and satisfies Assumption 4.4 with the sets I~ and I;, and 
limx-4-oo g(x) > O. Then, 
(i) If n* < 00, then the pair (Vn*, T~*) is a closed left semi-solution for the optimal 
stopping problem (4.1) up to the point b~*, where b~* = 1imi-4oo brAn*' and 
Vn*(x) = limi-4oo ViAn*(x) for all x E JR., and 
n* T~. = inf {t ~ 0: X t "{ b!lat,biJ} n 1R}. 
(ii) If n* = 00 and b~* < 00, then the pair (Vn*' T~*) is an open left semi-solution 
for the optimal stopping problem (4.1) up to the point b~*. 
(iii) The pair (Vn*,T~*) is a solution for the optimal stopping problem (4.1) if one 
of the following statements holds true, 
(a) b~* < 00, Vn* is differentiable for all x ~ b~h and the left and right limits 
oflLxVn*(x) ~ qVn*(x) exist and are non positive on (b~*,oo), 
(b) b~* = 00. 
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Theorem 4.12 can be done by using similar arguments as for Theorem 3.35 
in Chapter 3. Hence, they are omitted. 
4.3.4 Preliminary results for V2 
The following Lemmas are needed for the proof of Theorem 4.10, Theorem 4.11 and 
Theorem 4.12. 
Lemma 4.13. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4.10, the following prop-
erties hold true for a2 (4.8) and b2 (4.9). 
(i) h92 (x, bt) = hg! (x, at) for all x E JR.. 
(ii) V{(bt-) = g'(bt+)· 
(iii) bt ~ a2 < aL,2· 
(iv) h92 (x, a2) 2 VI (x) for all x E JR., and for all E > 0 there exists x E (a2' a2 + E) 
such that hg2 (x,a2) > VI(X). 
(vi) For all E E (0, aL,2 - a2), there exists x E (a2' a2 + E) such that 
(vii) b2 = 00 if and only if A g2 (a2) = o. 
(viii) If b2 < 00, then g(b2) = V2(b2) and g'(b2+) ~ V;(b2-)· 
(ix) b2 >a2>bt· 
The proof for Lemma 4.13 is on page 117. 
Lemma 4.14. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 4·10 hold true, then V2 E 
D I,2(II 12) where V2' V2 ' 
and 
I~2 { x E {I; U {at, bt, a2, b2} } n JR. : 
V~(x+) = V~(x-) and Vr(x+) i- V~'(x-)}. 
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Furthermore, ifb2 < 00 and V;(b2-) = g'(b2+), then lLxl!2(b2+) - qV2(b2) is well 
defined and non positive. 
The proof for Lemma 4.14 can be done by using a similar argument as for 
Lemma 4.9. 
4.4 The case lirnx --+_oo g(x) < 0 
In this section we study the optimal stopping problem (4.1) for the following class 
of gain functions. 
Definition 4.15. D is the set consisting functions f E C(JR.). Furthermore, There 
exists x E JR. such that f(x) > o. There exists c E (0, ~(q)) and d > 0 such that 
If(x)1 < ecx + d for all x E JR.. Finally, limx -+_ oo f(x) exists, and the function 
S(x) := e-q,(q)x f(x) converges to 0 or diverges to -00 as x --+ -00. 
4.4.1 Left semi-solution for the optimal stopping problem 
Theorem 4.16. Consider the optimal stopping problem (4.1) for the gain function 
9 ED. Then, the constant 
b~ = sup {b E JR. : S(b) = max{S(x) : x E JR.}}, (4.12) 
is well defined in JR.. Furthermore, 
(i) the pair (Vo, '0) is a closed left semi-solution for the optimal stopping problem 
(4.1) up to the point b~, where 
Vo(x) { ho(x, b~) for all x S bo (4.13) 
g(x) for all x > bo, 
,,* 0 inf{t ~ 0: X t > b~}, (4.14) 
ho(x, b) g(b)e-q,(q)(b-X) . (4.15) 
(ii) if {e-qtVo(xt), t ~ O} is a supermartingale, then (Vo, '0) is a solution for the 
optimal stopping problem (4.1). 
The proof of Theorem 4.16 can be found on page 117. 
So, the closed left semi continuation region Cbo can be found by 
CbO = {x E C : x ~ b~} = {x E JR. : Vo(x) > g(x)}. 
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Let aCbo denote the boundary set. Then we have the following theorem for the 
pasting conditions on the set aCb*. 
o 
Theorem 4.17. Consider the optimal stopping problem (4.1) for the gain function 
9 E i5. Then Vo (x) = g( x) for all x E acbo ' Furthermore, Vo is differentiable for all 
x < bo, and V~(x-) 2: g'(x+) for all x E aCbo' And for all x E aCbo' V~(:T) = g'(1') 
if g is differentiable at x. 
Theorem 4.17 can be obtained as a direct application of Theorem 4.16. 
Hence, the proof is omitted. The following Lemma shows that bo is well defined. 
Lemma 4.18. Suppose that aU conditions in Theorem 4.16 hold true. Then the 
function S : ~ --7 ~ has at least one strictly positive global maximum point, and 
bo < 00. 
The proof of Lemma 4.18 can be found on page 117. 
To finish this Section, we present the following Lemma. 
Lemma 4.19. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 4.16 hold true. If there exists 
E > 0 such that Va E C 1((-00,bo + ED n C2 ((-00,bo + E] \ {bo}), and the left and 
right limits of the second derivatives of Vo exist at bo. Then lLx Vo(bo+) - qVo(bo+) 
is well defined and non positive. 
The proof for Lemma 4.19 can be done by using a similar argument as for 
Lemma 4.9. 
4.4.2 Value function for x > b~ 
In this section we show that under the condition that Vo satisfies the Assumption 
4.4, then the approach suggested in Section 4.2 for non differentiable gain functions, 
can be applied to Va to study value function for x > boo 
Assume that the function Vo satisfies the Assumption 4.4 with the sets I~o 
and J2 and denote by aL Vi the constant aL in the Assumption 4.4 for Va. Through-Vo' , 0 
out this section, we fix gO,l E Gvo' Then we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.20. Consider the optimal stopping problem (4.1). where the gain func-
tion 9 E i5, and Va satisfies the Assumption 4·4 with the sets I~o and I~o' Defined 
aO,1 and bO,1 by setting 
* aO,1 
bO,1 
sup{a < aL,vo : hgO,l (x, a) 2: Vo(x) for all x E JR} 
{
soouPNVo if Ago,l (aO,I) > 0 and Nvo =1= '" 
otherwise. 
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(4.16) 
(4.17) 
where Nvo = {b > aO,l : hgO,l (b, aO,l) = Vo(b)}, and hgO ,l is as defined in (4.3) for 
the type (L) averaging function AgO 1 with respect to go 1 and X . Then a* < 
' , ~q 0,1 x. 
and 
. (i) If bO,l < 00, the pair (VO,l, TO, 1 ) is a closed left semi-solution up to the point 
bo l' where , 
Vo,l(X) { hgo" (x, %,1) if x E (-00, bOll n IR (4.18) , 
g(x) otherwise, 
* TO,l inf { t ~ 0 : X t rf- {(-(X), bol U [aO,l, bO,l]} n IR}. (4.19) 
(ii) The pair (VO,l,TO,l) is a solution to the optimal stopping problem (4.1) if one 
of the following statements holds true, 
(a) b01 = 00, , 
(b) bO,l < 00, VO,l(X) is differentiable for all x ~ bO,l' and the left and right 
limits oflLxVo,l(x) - QVo,l(X) exist and is non positive on (bO,l'oo). 
Let Cb* be the closed left semi continuation region up to the point bo l' then 0,1 , 
Cb~,l = {x E IR: VO,l(X) > g(x)}. 
And we have the following theorem for the pasting conditions for all x E 8Cb~ 1 . 
Theorem 4.21. Under the same condition as in Theorem 4.20, VO,l(X) = g(x) for 
all x E 8Cb~,1' Furthermore, VO,l is differentiable for all x < bO,l' and V~,l (x-) ~ 
g'(x+) for all x E 8Cb* . And for all x E 8Cb* , if 9 is differentiable at x, then 0,1 0,1 
g'(x) = V~l(x-) . 
, 
Same as before, we can keep repeating this procedure for th~ (1 + i)th time, 
i E N as long as Vo i satisfies the Assumption 4.4 with the sets I~ . and I~o ., where 
" O,t ,1 
I~o'i = {x E I~o : V~,i(X+) =I- V~)x-) }, 
and 
I~o'i {x E {I~o U {a~,j' b~,j : 1 '5: j '5: in n IR : 
V~,i(X+) = V~,i(X-) and V~~i(X+) = V~~i(X-)}. 
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Let no be the first time the above condition breaks down, that is 
n~ = sup{ n EN: VO,i satisfies Assumption 4.4 for all i ::s; n.} 
Similar as before, no E N U {oo}. And we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 4.22. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 4.20 hold true. Then, 
(i) If no < 00, then the pair (Vo,n(j, TO,n
e
) is a closed left semi-solution for the opti-
mal stopping problem (4.1) up to the point b*o *. where b*o * = limi-+oo bo*· * • ,no ,no ,lAno ' 
and VO,n(j(x) = limi-+oo VO,iAn(j(X) for all x E JR, and 
n* TO,n~ = inf { t 2: 0 : X t ct { ( -00, b~l u Q laO,i' b~,iJ} n IR } 
(ii) If no = 00 and bo n* < 00, then the pair (Vo n*, 7.0* *) is an open left semi-, '0 ,no 
solution for the optimal stopping problem (4.1) up to the point bo n* . , 0 
(iii) The pair (VO,n(j' TO,n(j) is a solution for the optimal stopping problem (4.1) if 
one of the following statements holds true, 
(a) b
o
* * < 00, Vo n* is differentiable for all x ~ bo* n*' and the left and right 
,no ' 0 ' 0 
limits ofILxVo,n(j(x) - qVO,n(j(x) exist and are non positive on (bo,no'oo). 
(b) b~ n* = 00. 
, 0 
Theorem 4.20, Theorem 4.21 and Theorem 4.22 can be proved by following 
a similar argument as for Theorem 4.6, Theorem 4.11 and Theorem 4.12. Hence, 
they are omitted. 
4.4.3 Preliminary results for Vo,! 
The following Lemmas are needed in proving Theorem 4.20. 
Lemma 4.23. Under the same conditions as in Theorem 4·20, the following prop-
erties hold true for aO,! (4.16) and bo,! (4.17). 
(i) ho(x, bo) = hgo•1 (x, bo) for all x E JR. 
(ii) V~(bo-) = g'(bo+)' 
(iii) bo ::s; aO,! < aL,'Vo' 
(iv) h
go
•
1 
(x, aO,!) ~ Vo(x) for all x E lR, and for all E > 0 there exists:r E (aO.1' an.1 + 
E) such that hgo•1 (x, aO,!) > Vo(x). 
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(v) A90,l (aO,l) ~ O. 
(vi) For all E E (0, aL,vo - aO,l)' there exists x E (aO,l' aO,l + E) such that 
lLx Vo(x) - qVo(x) < O. 
(vii) bO,l = 00 if and only if A90,l (aO,l) = O. 
(viii) If bo 1 < 00, then g(bo 1) = 110 1 (b*o 1) and g'(bo* +) < Vr' (b* _) , ", ,1 - 0,1 0,1 . 
(ix) bO,l > aO,l > boo 
Lemma 4.24. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 4.20 hold true, then Vo 1 E 
D1,2(I~o,l,I~o)' where ' 
and 
I~o,l { x E {I~o U {bo, aD,l' bO,d } n lR : 
V~,l(X+) = V~,l(X-) and V~~l(X+) =I V~~l(X-)}. 
Furthermore, if bO,l < 00 and V~,l (bO,l -) = g' (bO,l + ). then the right limit of 
is well defined and non positive. 
Corollary 4.25. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 4.20 hold true, then hgo,l (x, aO,l) > 
o for all x E lR. Furthermore, suppose that Vo E C 2 (ao l' bo 1)' then there exists , , 
x E (ao,l,bo,l) such that lLxVo(x) - qVo(x) > O. 
The proof for Lemma 4.23, Lemma 4.24 and Corollary 4.25 can be done by 
following similar arguments as for Lemma 4.8, Lemma 4.9 and Corollary 3.32. 
4.5 Consistency with the existing literature 
Let A : lR -+ lR be an averaging function with respect to X eq and g, that is 
lEx (A(Xeq)) = g(x) for all x E lR. In [78], Surya proved that if there exists an 
averaging function A, which satisfies certain conditions (there exists Xo E lR such 
that A(xo) = 0, and A(x) is nondecreasing for x ~ Xo and A(x) ~ 0 for all x < .To), 
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then (VT~' rt) is a solution to the optimal stopping problem (4.1). where bx is 
found as the largest root of 
A(x) = 0, (4.20) 
and VTtoo (x) = IEx (e-qTtoog(XT~)Jl{Ttoo<OO}) and rt = inf{t ~ 0 : X t > boo}. 
Here we show that under the same conditions on the averaging function A, the 
constant bo defined in (4.12), is the largest root of (4.20). 
Lemma 4.26. Suppose that 9 ED. Suppose further that there exists b E lR and a 
continuous averaging function A with respect to Xeq and g, such that A(b) = 0, A 
is nondecreasirig on (b, +(0) and non positive on (-00, b). Let boo be the largest root 
of (4.20), then bo = boo, where bo is as defined in (4.12). 
As a result of Lemma above, Vo (4.13) is equal to VT + for all x E lR, and boo 
rt = rt· Finally, we point out here that by using the path properties of A, Surya 
[78] prove that {e-qtvo(xt ), t ~ O} is a supermartingale. Hence, by Theorem 4.16, 
(Vo, rt) is a solution. 
Proof for Lemma 4.26. Note that A(x) > 0 for all x > boo· So, we have for all 
b> boo, 
IE (A(Xeq + boo)ll{Xeq+boo>boo}) 
IE (A(Xeq + boo) Jl{Xeq+boo>b} ) + IE (A(Xeq + boo)ll{Xeq+booE(boo,b]}) 
> IE (A(Xeq + boo) Jl{Xeq+boo>b}) . (4.21) 
As for all b > boo, 
IEboo (e-qTt g(XTt )ll{Tt <oo}) 
g(b)e-'P(q)(b-boo ) , (4.22) 
where the first equality is due to Corollary 3.1 in [78]. By using equation (4.22), we 
can rewrite both sides of the inequality (4.21), and obtain that S(boo) > S(b) for all 
b> boo, where S(b) = g(b)e-'P(q)b. 
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Also for all b < boo 
g(b) IE(A(Xeq+b)) 
< IE (A(Xeq + b)n{Xeq+b>boo}) 
IEb (e-qT~ g(XT~ )n{T~ <oo}) 
g(boo)e-<f>(q)(boo-b) , 
where the inequality is due to A(x) ::; 0 for all x ::; boo. So S(boo ) ::::: S(b) for all 
b ::; boo· Therefore, boo is the largest constant that maximizes the function S. Then 
by definition of bo, we have bo = boo. 
o 
4.6 Conel usions 
In this chapter, we proposed a method that extends the approach in Chapter 3 
to gain functions that has non differentiable points, or limx-+_oo g(x) ::; O. This 
method is based on constructing the extended class of functions G for the gain 
function g. By reproducing Surya's result [78]' we are able to conclude that there 
is no contradiction with our result and the existing literature, done by for example 
[1], [47] and [78]. By using the left semi-solution, we observe that the continuous 
pasting holds true at all boundaries of the left semi continuation region, and the 
smooth pasting holds true at both at and ao i' i E N. For other points in the , 
boundary set, it is interesting to observe that there is no fixed rule for the underlying 
process (for example, regularity at the boundary) under which the smooth pasting 
happens. A sufficient condition would be the differentiability of the gain function at 
the boundary. Finally, we remark here that, like in the smooth gain function case, 
the strictly increasing sequences, {at, 1 ::; i ::; n*}, {bt, 1 ::; i ::; n*}, {ao,i,l ::; i ::; 
no} and {bo i' 1 ::; i ::; no} mayor may not converge. And it is not clearly what , 
happens after the limit point. 
4.7 Proofs 
Proof for Lemma 4.8. Part (i), (ii), (iii), (iv), and (v) can be done using a similar 
argument as for Lemma 3.30. 
(vi) 
The proof for g(bi) = Vi (bi, ai) can be done using a similar argument as 
for part (vi) in Lemma 3.30. If g'(bi+) > V{(bi-) = 8;;1 (bi, ai), then there exists 
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E· > 0 such that g( x) > h9l (x, ai) for all x E (bi, bi + E). which clearly contradicts 
part (ii) in this Lemma. Therefore, g'(bi+) ~ 8;!l (bi,ai) = V{(bi-). 0 
Proof for Lemma 4.13. (i) 
Part (i) can be done by using a similar argument as for part (i) in Lemma 
3.36. 
(ii) 
As a result of part (vi) in Lemma 4.8, we have V{(bi-) ~ g'(bi+). If 
V{(bi-) > g'(bi+), then by definition of aL,2, we have aL,2 = bi. Note that un-
der Assumption 4.4, we have h92(b, aL,2) < g(b) for some b > aL,2 = bi. Then from 
part (i), it follows that h9l (b, ai) = h92 (b, aL,2) < g(b) for some b > aL,2 = bi, which 
clearly contradict part (ii) in Lemma 4.8. Therefore, V{(bi-) = g'(bi+). 
Part (iii) to (ix) can be proved by using a similar argument as in Lemma 
3.36. 0 
Proof for Lemma 4.18. Note that thanks to the definition of 4.15, there exists 
c E (0, <I> (q)) and d> 0 such that 
lim e-q,(q)X[g(x) [ ~ lim e-q,(q)X(eCX + d) = O. 
x-+oo x-+oo 
Thus, S(x) converges to 0 as x goes to 00. Also from the definition 4.15, we have 
S(x) converges to 0 or diverges to -00 as x goes to -00. Thus, by continuity of S 
we can conclude that the function S(x) is bounded above, and bo < 00. 0 
Proof for Theorem 4.16. (i) 
First note that {e-qtho(xt, b), t ~ O} is a JP>x martingale for all b E JR. Thus, 
it is a JP>x supermartingale as well. Next, as bo is the global maximum point for S(x), 
so we obtain for all x E JR 
g(bo)e-q,(q)b~ = S(bo) ~ S(x) = g(x)e-q,(q)x. 
Thus, for all x E JR 
ho(x, b
o
) = g(bo)e-q,(q)(bo-x) ~ g(x). (4.23) 
Finally, we show that ho(x, bo) can be achieved by stopping at the stopping time TO 
for all x < boo Thanks to the definition 4.15, 9 is converging as :r goes to -ex::. then 
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for all x E 1R 
Thus, we have for all x ::; bo 
Ex (e- qTO g(XTO )) 
Ex (e-qTog(XTo)ll{TO=00}) + lEx (e-qTog(XTo)ll{TO<X}) 
g(bo)Ex (e-qTO ll{TO<00}) 
g(bo)e -iJ>( q) (bo-x) 
ho(x, bo). 
Therefore, from Lemma 3.2, it follows that (Vo, rt) is a closed left semi-solution up 
to the point boo 
(ii). 
From the proof in part (i), we have Vo(x) = Ex (e-qTog(XTo)) for all x E IR, 
and Vo(x) 2': g(x). As {e-qtVo(Xt ), t 2': O} is a supermartingale, then by Guess and 
Verification Lemma we can conclude that Vo(x) = V(:r) for all x E JR. 
o 
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Chapter 5 
Examples 
In this chapter, by applying the approach suggested in chapters 3 and -1. wc study 
the following optimal stopping problem for various examples, 
V(x) = sup lEx(e-qTG(XT)). 
TE7[o,,,-
(5.1) 
where q > 0, the underlying llllC'crtainty X is a spectrally negative Lh"y process 
on the probability space (n,F,{Fd.lfD) with the triple (11. (},II). () > 0, and the 
supremum is taken over the class 7[o.x.j of {Fd-stopping times taking ,"alu('s in 
[0,00]. 
5.1 Perpetual American put option 
In this section we consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) where the gain func-
tion G 1 takes the following form 
for all J' E JR, 
where K is some positive real constant. Clearly, the gain function G1 E D1.2( {log(I\). 0}). 
Let 6 1 : JR -7 JR be such that 
for all I E JR. (5.3) 
Then G 1 is infinitel)' differentiable ever)',\-here. and lilllx->-x Gl(.I') = K. It has 
been shown in the literature, see [78] for example, an averaging function ..1(;) with 
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respect to G 1 and Xeq exists and takes the following form, 
eX q - 'l/J(l) ~(q) Ac (x)=K---=K- X 
1 E(eKeq ) ~(q) _ 1 q e, for all x E JR.. 
By checking the derivatives of the Acl , we see that G1 E GGl. 
For all x E JR. and a E JR., define 
Ex (e-qT;; G1 (XT;; )n{T;; <oo}) + ~fq) ACl (a)Wq(x - a) 
KEx (e-qT;; n{T;; <oo}) - Ex (e- qT;; eXT;; n{T;; <oo}) 
q 
+ ~(q) ACl (a)Wq(x - a). 
Using Esscher transform and Theorem 8.1 in [49] we can rewrite h - as 
, G l ' 
h - (x a) = Gl ' K(zq(x - a) - -q-wq(x - a)) ~(q) 
_eX (Zq-l/J(I)(x _ a) _ q - 'l/J(1) W q-l/J(I) ( _ )) 
1 ~(q) _ 1 1 X a 
+-q-(K - q - 'l/J(1) ~(q) ea)Wq(x - a) 
~(q) ~(q) - 1 q 
K zq (x - a) - eX Zi-l/J(I) (x - a) 
(5.4) 
for all x E JR. and a E JR.. It can be verifies easily that G1 satisfies the conditions in 
Assumption 4.4 in Chapter 4 as well with the sets II = {log(K)} and 12 = 0, and 
the constant aL in Assumption 4.4 takes the following form, 
. ( qK ) aL = mm{log(K), log q _ 'l/J(1) }. 
Define a * and b* be such that 
a* sup{ a < aL : hCl (x, a) 2:: G1 (x) for all x E JR.} (5.5) 
b* {
SUPN if ACl (a*) > 0 and N -1= 0 
00 otherwise. 
(5.6) 
where N = {b > a* : hCl (b, a'6) = G1(b)}. Then we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G1 (5.2). Then V(x) = KZq(x - a*) - eXZi-l/J(I)(x - a*) for all x E JR., where 
a* = log (K if?(q) :~~0D. And the optimal stopping time is T* = {t 2:: 0: X t < a*}. 
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Proof. We only have to prove that a* = log (K-q- 4>(q)-l) and b* - "V' d th 4>(q) q-t/!(l) - ~. an . e 
rest follows from Theorem 4.6. Let ao = log (K 4>(q) :~~0~)' By using the convexity 
of 'IjJ, we have ao ~ aL· Also note that Aal (ao) = 0, so the function hal can be 
reduced to 
lEx (e-qT~Gl(X - )ll{ _ }) 
Tao Ta <.:x; 
lE (Aal (Xeq + x)ll{Xeq+x<ao}) 
for all x E JR, where the second equality is due to Theorem 3.1 in [78]. As ACl (a) < 0 
for all a > ao, we have 
for all :r E JR, 
Thus, hal(x,ao) 2:: G1(x) = G1(x) for all x ::; 10g(K). On the other hand, as 
Aal (a) > 0 for all a < ao, we have for all x > ao 
ha (x, ao) = lE (Ac eKe + x)ll{x +x<ao}) > 0 = G1 (x). 1 1 q -eq 
which allows us to conclude that hal (x, ao) 2:: G1(x) for all x E JR. So we must have 
a* 2:: ao. Also for all a > ao, Aal (a) < O. So by Remark 3.23, hCl (x, a) < G1 (x) for 
all x large enough and a > ao. Therefore, a* ~ ao. So by definition of a*, we have 
a* = ao. Finally, b* = 0 can be seen from definition of b*. D 
5.2 Perpetual American call option 
In this section we consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the following gain 
function 
for all x E JR, (5.7) 
where K is a strictly positive real number. Also in this section we assume that 
q > 'IjJ(1) where 'IjJ is the Laplace exponent for the Levy process X. 
Clearly, the gain function G2 E £j (see Definition 4.15 in Chapter 4). Define 
82 : JR --+ JR by setting 
for all x E JR. (5.8) 
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From Lemma 4.18 in Chapter 4 that 82 has at least one global maximum point, and 
b* = sup{b E JR : 82(b) = max{82(x) : x E JR}}, (5.9) 
is well defined. Following the standard calculation, the constant b* (5.9) can be 
found for this specific gain function G2 (5.7), 
b* = log (ip~lq2 1 K) > log(K). 
Then we have the following Theorem on the value function for perpetual American 
call options. 
Theorem 5.2. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G2 (5.7). Then (VO,7;};) is a solution, where 
Vo(x) 
and b* = log( <I>(q) K). 
<I>(q)-l 
{ 
G2(b*)e-<I>(q)(b* -x) 
G2 (x) 
{t~O:Xt>b*}, 
for all x ~ b* 
otherwise, 
Proof for Theorem 5.2. By Theorem 4.16, we only need to prove that the stochas-
tic process {e-qtVo(Xt ), t ~ O} is a supermartingale, then the proof is done. First, 
we show that LxVo(x) - qVo(x) ~ 0 for all x E JR \ {b*}. 
As VQ(x) = G2(b*)e-<I>(q)(b*-x) for all x ~ b*, so 
Lx Vo(x) - qVo(x) = 0 for all x < b*. 
Let G2(x) = eX - K for all x E JR, then G2(X) = Vo(x) for all x > b*. So for all 
x> b* 
LxVo(x) - qVo(x) 
. ° 
LXG2(X) - qG2(x) + 100 (Vo(x + y) - G2(x + y))II(dy) 
('¢(1) - q)eX + qK + 1°00 (VQ(x + y) - G2(x + y))II(dy). 
Also by checking G~(x) and V~(x), we see that VQ(x) - G2(x) is decreasing in J'. 
From Lemma 2.5, it follows that J~oo(Vo(x + y) - G2(x + y))II(dy) is decreasing in 
x for all x> b*. Thanks to Lemma 4.19, we obtain that LxVo(x) - qVo(x) ~ 0 for 
all x > b*. 
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As 110 E C 1 (~) n C2(~ \ {b*}), we can apply Ito's formula and deriye 
for all t > 0 JPl-a.s., where MVo is the local martingal~ t~rm. As q > 11"(1). it follows 
from Theorem 3.4 in Chapter 3 that MVo is a true martingale. Thus, for all t ;::: 0 
and x E ~ 
Ex (e-qtVo(Xt )) 
~ Vo(x) + lEx ([ e~q'(lLx Vo(X,) - qVo(X,))B{X4 b.}dS) 
~ Vo(x). 
Finally, by stationary and independent increments of Levy processes, the stochastic 
process {e-qtVo(Xt ), t ;::: O} is a supermartingale. This completes the proof. 
o 
5.3 Perpetually American strangles 
In this section we consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the following gain 
function 
(5.10) 
where Kl and K2 are two strictly positive real numbers such that Kl < K2. We 
assume in this section that q > '¢(1) where '¢ is the Laplace exponent for the 
spectrally negative Levy process X. 
Clearly G3 E D 1,2( {log(K1), log(K2)} , 0). Let Ch : ~ -+ ~ be such that 
for all x E ~. (5.11) 
And the averaging function AC3 with respect to Ch and K.e q is well defined, and 
takes the following form, 
for all xE~. (5.12) 
By checking the derivatives of AC3 ' we see that Ch E GC3· For all x E ~ and a E 1R, 
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define hC3 (x,a) to be 
By applying the same calculation as in the perpetual American put option example, 
we obtain that 
for all x E JR and a E JR. 
By using hC3 ' it can be verified easily that G3 satisfies Assumption 4.4 with the sets 
II = {10g(K1),10g(K2)} and 12 = 0, and the constant aL in Assumption 4..1 takes 
the following form, 
aL = min{log(KI), log (q ~~(1))}. 
Define a* and b* be such that 
a* sup{ a < aL : hC3 (x, a) 2: G3(x) for all x E JR} (5.13) 
b* {
SUPN if AC3 (a*) > 0 and N i= 0 
00 otherwise. 
(5.14) 
where N = {b > a* : hC3 (b, a*) = G3 (b)}. Then we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 5.3. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G3 (5.10). Then a* < ap < 10g(Kd where ap = log (Kl <I>(q) :~~0D. and b* E 
(10g(K2) , 00). Furthermore, (V1 ,la*,b*) is a solution, where 
{
hC3 (x, a*) for all x ~ b* 
G3 {x) otherwise, 
la*,b* = {t 2: 0: X t tj [a*,b*]}, 
where a* and b* are as defined in (5.13) and (5.14). 
Proof for Theorem 5.3. First we prove that a* < ap and b* > log(K2). 
As AC3 (a) < 0 for all a > ap , so by Remark 3.23, hC3 (x, a) < G3 {x) for all 
x large enough. So, by definition, a* ~ ap . If a* = ap , then hc3 (·,a*) converges 
to 0 as x goes to 00, so we have again hC3 (x, a) < G3(X) for all x large enough. 
Therefore, a* < ap . 
Next we prove that b* > 10g(K2). Note that, from Theorem 5.1, it follows 
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that 
for all x E (-00, log(K2)]' (5.15) 
So, thanks to Lemma 3.19, we have for all x E (a*,log(K2)] 
G3 (x) < hC3 (x, ap ) 
hC3 (x, a*) + lap wq(x - a) (ILxG3 (a) - qG3 (a))da 
a* 
< hC
3 
(x, a*), 
where the second inequality is due to 
for all a < ap • 
Therefore, we can conclude that b* > log(K2)' 
Next we show that VI is the global solution. By Proposition 2.7 in Chapter 
2, {e-qtVI(xt ), t ~ O} is a supermartingale. Then by guess and verification Lemma, 
VI (x) = V (x) for all x E ~. And the optimal stopping time is Ta* ,b* = {t ~ 0 : X t tf. 
[a*, b*]}. ' 0 
Remark 5.4. From Theorem 4.7, we have 
h- (b* a*) 
G3 ' 
8h-8~3 (b*, a*) G~(b*). 
By Theorem 5.3, a* < 10g(KI) and b* > log(K2), thus, 
h - (b* a*) G3 ' 
8h-8~3 (b*, a*) b* e . 
Therefore, the result obtained by applying the approach in Chapter 4 shows on con-
tradiction with the result from Chapter 2. 
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5.4 Novikov-Shiryaev problem 
In this section we consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the following gain 
function, 
(5.16) 
for all x E JR, where n is some natural number. 
Clearly, the gain function G4 E jj (see definition 4.15 in Chapter -1), so the 
function 
for all x E JR 
has at least one global maximum point. By the standard calculation, we derive that 
S4(X) is maximized at x = ba, where ba = n/if>(q). Then we have the following 
Theorem. 
Theorem 5.5. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G4 (5.16). Define Vo : JR -t JR by setting 
x < b* 
- 0 
x> ba, 
(5.17) 
where ba = n/if>(q). Then V(x) = Vo(x) for all x E JR. Furthermore, the optimal 
stopping time r* is 
r* = inf{t 2:: 0 : X t > bo}. 
By Theorem 4.6, (Vo, r*) is a closed left semi-solution up to the point ba. 
The supermartingale property of {e-qtVo(Xt ) , t 2:: O} can be seen from Theorem 4.2 
in [78]. Hence, the proof is omitted. 
We remark here that the Novikov-Shiryaev problem has been studied by 
many authors. The problem is studied by Novikov and Shiryaev [61] for random 
walks, and conjectured that the results can be generalized to Levy processes. Later 
on, Kyprianou and Surya [47] verified this conjecture by using fluctuation theory' 
of Levy processes. In both of the aforementioned articles, it is observed that the 
Appell polynomials Qn, generated by the random variable X eq , have been the key 
in finding the solution, as the optimal stopping boundary are found as the largest 
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root of the following equation, 
(5.1") 
Our result shows no contradiction with the existing work. Indeed. bo = n/cI>(q) i:-; 
the largest root of equation (5.18). 
5.5 Linear combination of two perpetual American call 
options 
In this section we consider the optimal stopping problem (;J.1) for the following gain 
function, 
for all x E ~, where /\1 and /\2 are two strictl.\" positiw realllumbers such that 
Kl < K 2, and c E (0,1). Furthermore, we suppose that q> 411(1). 
Clearly, the gain function G 5 ED. Define 
Let bo be such that 
b~ = sup{b E ~ : S5(b) = max{S5(.r) : .r E ~}}. 
After some standard calculation, it can be shown that we haw either one of the tW() 
cases below. 
1. bo = log (:~~~~~) and bo < log(I\2)' 
2 b* -1 (<f>(Q)(CKl+(I-C)K2)) and b* > logU~'2)' 
. 0 - og <f>(Q)-1 0 
Then we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 5.6. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G 5 (5.19). Then, 
(i) if b* = log (<f>(Q)(CKl+(I-C)K2)). then the pair (\ (). TO) is a solution to the opti-o <f>(Q)-1 
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mal stopping problem (5.1), where 
Vo(x) 
7.* o 
{ 
G5 (x )e-<I>(q)(bo-x) 
G5 (x) 
inf{t 2:: 0: X t > b~}o 
where bo is as defined in equation (5.20). 
x < b* 
- 0 
x> boo 
(5.21) 
(ii) if bo = log (:~~~~~), then the pair (Vo, TO') is a closed left semi-solution up to 
the point bo. 
The following Lemma is need for the proof of Theorem 5.6. 
Lemma 5.7. 
(i) Ifb~ = log (:~~~~U' then lLxVo(x) - qVo(x) is decreasing in (bo,log(K2))' 
( .. ) Jfb* I (<I>(q)(CKl+(I-C)K2)) h lL () ( ) . 1,1, J 0 = og <I>(q)-l ' t en x Vo x - qVo X 'lS decreasing in (bo, 00). 
Proof. Suppose that bo = 10g (<I>(q)(c~(~~;C)K2)), then bo > log(K2)' So for all 
x> bo, 
lLx Vo(x) - qVo(x) lLxGo(x) - qGo(x) + I: (Vo(x + y) - Go(x + y))II(dy), 
(5.22) 
where Go(x) = eX - (cK1 + (1 - C)K2)' By checking the first derivative of Vo(x) -
Go(x), we see that Vo(x) - Go(x) is positive and decreasing for all x E JR. Therefore, 
it follows from Lemma 2.5 that J~oo(Vo(x + y) - Go(x + y))II(dy) is decreasing in 
x. Also by checking lLxGo(x) - qGo(x), we can conclude that lLx Vo(x) - qVo(x) is 
decreasing in x on (bo, 00 ) . 
For the other case, a similar argument as above can be made to get the result 
as required. 0 
Proof for Theorem 5.6. (i). 
Using Lemma 5.7, by a similar argument as in the American call case, we 
can derive that lLxVo(x) - qVo(x) ~ 0 for all x E JR \ {bolo Then, by using It6~s 
formula and Theorem 3.4, we have 
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for all x E R. Then by the stationary and independent increments of Ley)' processes, 
{e-qtVo(Xt ) , t::::: O} is a supermartingale. Then, the rest follows from Theorem 4.16. 
(ii) 
The second part of theorem is a direct application of the Theorem 4.16 in 
Chapter 4. 
o 
Now we consider the case where bo = log (:~~~~~) and bo < K 2 . From 
Lemma 5.7 and Remark 4.5, it follows that Vo (5.21) satisfies the Assumption 4.4 
withe the sets I~o = {log(K2)} and I~o = {bo}. Let us denote by aL.\O the constant 
aL in Assumption 4.4 for Vo (5.21). And let Ch be a choice in Gvo' and AC5 be the 
unique type (L) averaging function w.r.t. G5 and Xe . and define the function hc-q 5 
by setting 
for all x E R and a E R. And let ai and bi be such that 
sup{ a < aL,vo : hC5 (x, a) ::::: Vo(x) for all x E lR}, (5.23) 
{
SUPN if AC5 (ai) > 0 and N i- 0 
00 otherwise, 
(5.24) 
where N = {b > ai : hC5 (b, ai) = Vo(b)}. Then we have the following Theorem for 
h b* 4>(q)Kl the case w en 0 = 4>(q)-l' 
Theorem 5.8. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G5 (5.19), and suppose that bo = :~~~~~. Then bi E (log(K2)'00), and (VI (:r). Tn 
is a solution pair, where 
{
hC5 (x, ai) x ~ bi 
G 5 (x) x > bi. 
inf{t::::: 0: X t rf- (-oo,b~l U [ai·bi]}· 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
The following proposition is needed in proving Theorem 5.8. 
Proposition 5.9. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for a geneml gain 
function 9 such that g 0 log is well defined for all x > 0 and convex. Then the value 
function composed with log, i. e. V 0 log is convex as well. 
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Proof for Proposition 5.9. Define Yt = eXt for all t > 0 d _ x 
_ ,an Y - e . Then we 
can rewrite V (5.1) as follows, 
V(y) := V(log(y)) = sup JEy (e-qTg(YT)) 
TE7[o,oo] (5.27) 
for all Y = eX and x E JR, where g(x) = go log(x). 
As the gain function 9 is convex in (0,00), we have for all 0 < YI ~ Y2 < ex:: 
and c E [0,1]' 
g(cYI + (1 - C)Y2) ~ cg(YI) + (1 - C)g(Y2)' (5.28) 
Thus, 
cV(Yd + (1 - C)V(Y2) 
c sup JEYl(e-qTg(YT)) + (l-c) sup JEY2(e-qTg(YT)) 
TE7[o,=] TE7[o,=] 
sup JEI(ce-qTg(YIYT)) + sup IE I ((l - c)e-qTg(Y2YT)) 
TE7[o,=] TE7[o,=] 
> sup (JEI(ce-qTg(YIYT)) + IEI ((l- c)e-qTg(Y2YT))) 
TE7[o,=] 
sup (JE I (e-qT (Cg(YI YT) + (1 - c )g(Y2 YT))) , 
TE7[o,=] 
by equation (5.28), we obtain 
cV(Yd + (1 - C)V(Y2) > sup (JEI(e- qT (g(CYIYT + (1 - C)Y2YT))) 
TE7[o,=] 
as required. 
> sup (IECYI+(I-c)Y2(e- qT (g(YT))) 
TE7[o,=] 
V(CYI + (1 - C)Y2), (5.29) 
o 
Proof for Theorem 5.8. As a result of Theorem 4.20 and Lemma 4.23, both at 
and bi are well defined with ai E (bil, log(K2)) , and VI = V on the set (-DC, btl. 
Next, we showe that bi E (IOg(K2) , 00). 
If bi = 00, then by part (vii) Lemma 4.23, has (', ai) ---+ 0 as :r ---+ 00. 
Therefore, has (x, an < G5 (x) for all x large enough, which contradicts part (iv) in 
Lemma 4.23. Thus, we must have bi < 00. 
Now consider the case where bi ~ log(K2)' As G5 0 log is linear on the 
interval [eai, ebi ], so it is the largest function on [eai , ebi ] among all the convex 
functions f : [eai , ebi] ---+ JR such that f = G5 0 log on the set {eai . ebi }. Also by 
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Proposition5.g, VI 0 log is convex on the interval [eat, ebi ] with VI 0 log = Gs 0 log 
on the set {eat, ebt }. Thus, VI ~ G5 on the set (at. bi). This clearly contradicts 
part (iv) in Lemma 4.23, which allows us to conclude that bt > log(K2)' 
Finally, By applying the same calculation as in the American call example, 
we see that lLxVi(x) - qVI(x) ~ 0 for all x > bt. Therefore, by Theorem -1.20. 
VI (x) = V (x) for all x E JR.. This completes the proof for the theorem. 
D 
5.6 An example where a; and b; diverge 
In this section we consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) where the underlying 
spectrally negative Levy process X is pure Gaussian with coefficient (J = 1, and the 
gain function takes the following form, 
{
sin(X) 
G6 (x) = 
-1 
x ~ -7r/2 
x<-7r/2. 
(5.30) 
Clearly, G6 E 15 (see Definition 4.15 in Chapter 4). Let 86 : JR. ~ JR. be such that 
Then by standard calculation, we see that the unique maximum point happens at 
x = bo, where bo = arctan (q,(q)) E (0,7r/2). So we have the following Theorem for 
the closed left semi-solution of the optimal stopping problem. 
Theorem 5.10. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
G6 (5.30) where the underlying process X is the standard Brownian motion. Then 
the pair (Vo(x), TO) is a closed left semi-solution up to the point bo, where 
{ sin(b~)e-.. (q)(b;-x) x < b* 
- 0 (5.31) Vo(x) 
sin(x) x> boo 
* {t ~ 0 : X t > bo}, (5.32) TO 
and bo = arctan ( q,(q) ) . 
Theorem 5.10 can be obtained as a direct application of Theorem -!.16 for 
the gain function G6 . 
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N ext we calculate the infinitesimal generator for the function 1 0 for :r > b(j. 
1 lL X Va (x) - q Va (x) = - 2" sin (x) - q sin (x) . (5.33) 
Thus, lLx Vo(x) - qVo(x) > 0 for all x E ((2n - 1)7r, 2mr) , n E N. Therefore, from 
Remark 4.5, it follows that Va satisfies Assumption 4.4 with the sets I~ = 0 and 
I~o = {bO}). Let Al : JR -7 JR be such that 0 
for all x E JR. Then Al is the unique type (L) averaging function w.r.t. Va and 
Xeq ' And denote by aL,vo the constant aL as specified in Assumption 4..1. Then, 
aL,vo = 7r. Define hI : JR x JR -7 JR by setting 
for all x E JR and a E JR. And let at and bt be such that 
a* I 
b* I 
sup{a < aL,Vo : hl(x,a) 2:: Vo(x) for all x E JR} 
{
SUPNI if Al (at) > 0 and NI i= 0 
00 otherwise. 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
where NI = {b > at: hl(b, at) = Vo(b)}. Then we have the following Theorem. 
Theorem 5.11. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
(5.30) where the underlying process X is the standard Brownian motion. Then 
bt < 00, bt - at > 7r, and the pair (VI (x), Tn is a closed left semi-solution up to the 
point bt, where 
~(x) {
hl(X,at) x ~ bt 
g(x) x> bt. 
inf{t 2:: 0: X t ~ (-oo,bol U [at,btn· 
Proof of Theorem 5.11. If bt = 00, then it follows from part (vii) in Lemma 4.23 
that hl(·,at) -70 as x -7 00, which clearly contradicts part (iv) in Lemma 4.2:3. 
Therefore, bt < 00. 
Next, we prove bt -at> 7r. This is done by showing that at < 7r and bi > 27r. 
Indeed, it follows from part (iii) in Lemma 4.23 that at < aL,\o = 7r. The 
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fact that b* > 27r can be seen from equation (5.33) and Corollary 4.25. The rest can 
be obtained directly from Theorem 4.20. This completes the proof. 0 
By checking 1L x Vi (x) - q Vi (x) for all x > bi, we see that VI satisfies As-
sumption 4.4 as well. We can apply the above construction again to VI. and find 
a new closed left semi value function V2 up to some point b2 E (bi, 00). In fact, 
because of the periodic property of the gain function G6 , the closed left semi value 
function Vi satisfies Assumption 4.4 for all i ~ 1. Furthermore, by using the same 
argument as in Theorem 5.11, we can show that bi - ai > 7r holds true for all i EN. 
Thus, by repeating this construction above, we obtain two sequences {at, i E N} 
and {bi, i E N} that are diverging to 00. 
5.7 An example where ai and bi converge 
Throughout this section we assume that the spectrally negative Levy process X 
is a standard Brownian motion {Bt, t ~ O} with Gaussian coefficient (J = 1. \\'e 
first construct a twice continuously differentiable function V : JR ~ JR such that 
{e-qtV(Bt), t ~ O} is a IP'x supermartingale, and then find a function g: JR ~ JR such 
that V is the value function for the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for this gain 
function g. Finally, for this gain function g, we apply the approach as suggested in 
Chapter 3, and show that two strictly increasing countable sequences of ai and bi 
can be obtained, and they are converging. 
First let us construct the function V. Let {ai E JR, i ~ 1} and {bi E JR, i ~ 1} 
be two strictly increasing sequences such that ai < bi < ai+1 < bi+1 for all i = 
1,2,3, ... , and {ai, i ~ 1} and {bi , i ~ 1} are both converging to b. Let l : JR ~ JR 
be such that l E C 2 (JR), l(x) = 0 on the set on the set U~I(ai,bi)' and I(:r) < 0 on 
(U~o(ai' bi))C, and the limits of l(x) exist and are strictly negative at both 00 and 
-00, and all Ill, WI and W/I are bounded on JR. Define V to be the solution of the 
following Feynman Kac problem 
~ j" (x) - q f (x) = l (x) , 
2 
for all x E JR. (5.36) 
where q is the strictly positive constant from the optimal stopping problem (5.1). 
It is well known in the literature that the Feynman Kac problem has the solution 
of the following form, see Kac [43], Kac [44] and page 271 in [45], 
for all x E JR. 
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Note that, as WI and W'I are bounded on lR, then it follows from the bounded 
convergence theorem, that V E C 2 (lR). Furthermore, as I is bounded in lR, we see 
that V is bounded on lR as well, and limits of V at -00 and 00 exist and are strictly 
positive. By Ito's formula we derive that 
e-qtV(Bt ) = V(Bo) + lot e-qs (lLxV(Bs) - qV(Bs)) ds + .\It 
V(Bo) + lot e-qsl(Bs)ds + MF, 
for all t 2: 0 lP-a.s., and M V is a lPx local martingale. Moreover. as V is bounded on 
lR, M V is a lPx martingale. Together with lLxV(x) - qV(x) = l(x) ~ 0 for all x E lR, 
we have for all x E lR 
Finally, by stationary and independent increment of Brownian motion, we see that 
{e-qtV(Bt ), t 2: O} is a supermartingale as required. 
Next we construct the function 9 : lR ----t lR. Define h : lR ----t lR by 
0 x < a1 
h(x) = 
- (x - al)3 x E [al,a1 + E1] 
ll(X) xE(a1+ El,bl ) 
0 x 2: b1 
((a1 +.J3IQ)/\b1)-a1 - . . h h I C2 (lR) 
where 0 < E1 < 2 ' and II : lR ----t lR IS a functIOn suc t at 1 E , 
and all Ihl, Il~1 and Il~1 are bounded on lR by some strictly positive constant D 1 , 
and h < 0 on the set lR. Similar, we can define Ii : lR ----t lR for all i 2: 2, i E N. as 
0 x < ai 
li(x) = 
- (x - ai)3 x E [ai, ai + Ei] 
li(X) x E (ai + Ei, bi) 
0 x 2: bi 
h 0 < <max{ ((ai+.J3IQ)/\bi)-ai E· I} for all i > 2. and li : lR ----t lR is a were Ei 2' t- -
function such that Ii E C 2 (lR), and allilil, Il~1 and Il~'1 are bounded on lR by D1, and 
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li < 0 on the set JR. Then, we define 9 : JR -+ JR by setting 
00 
g(x) = V(x) + L li(X):Jl{XE(ai,bi)} , x E JR. (5.37) 
i=l 
So 9 E C2 (JR), g(x) < V(x) on JR, g(x) < V(x) on the set U:I (ai, bi), and all Igl, 
Ig'l and 19"1 are bounded on JR. Note that, by the construction of EI, we obtain that 
1LXg(x) - qg(x) < 0 
By the guess and verification lemma, we derive that for all x E JR 
V(x) = V(x) = sup IEx(e-qT g(BT)), 
TE7[o,ooJ 
and the optimal stopping time is T* = inf{ t ~ 0 : B t rf. U:dai, bi]}' 
Next, we study the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 9 
(5.37) using the approach suggested in Chapter 3. Clearly 9 E D2(0) (see Definition 
3.3 in Chapter 3). So we can define h : JR x JR -+ JR by setting 
for all x E JR and a E JR, where 
Ag(x) = cI>(q) eCI>(q)x 100 e-CI>(q)Y(qg(y) -1Lxg(y))dy 
q x 
(5.38) 
for all x E JR. Let aL 1 be such that , 
aL,1 = sup{a E JR : 1LXg(x) - qg(x) 'S 0 for all x 'S a}. 
Then we have the following Lemma. 
Lemma 5.12. 
(i) aL,l E (al + El, bl ). 
(ii) h(x, al) = V(x) for all x 'S bl · 
(iii) h(bl' a) < g(bl ) = V(bl ) for all a E (aI, aL,lL and h(x, ad > V(x) ~ g(x) for 
all x> bI · 
As a result of Lemma 5.12, 9 satisfies Assumption 3.24. So we can apply the 
approach in Chapter 3 and obtain the following result. 
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Theorem 5.13. Consider the optimal stopping problem (5.1) for the gain function 
9 (5.37). Define ai and bi to be 
sup{ a < aL,1 : h(x, a) 2:: g(x) for all x E JR} 
{
SooUPNI if Ag(ai) > 0 and NI =1= 0 
otherwise. 
(5.39) 
(5.40) 
where NI = {b > ai: h(b,ai) = g(b)}. Then ai = al and bi = bl . and the pair 
(VI, Tn is a closed left semi-solution up to the point bl . where 
Vi (x) {
h(X,ad if x E (-oo,b l ] 
g(x) otherwise, 
(5.41) 
inf{t 2:: 0 : X t f- [a!, bl]}. (5.42) 
Theorem 5.13 can be obtained as a result of Lemma 5.12 and Theorem 3.26. 
Because of the structure of g, by using the same argument, we can verify 
that VI E D2(Ivl) and satisfies Assumption 3.24 for some finite set Ivl . Hence, we 
can repeat this construction again, and obtain a new pair (a2' b2) for the stopping 
boundaries such that a 2 = a2 and b2 = b2 . Actually, thanks to the structure of g, 
we can repeat this approach for a countable number of times, and show that af = ai 
and bf = bi for all i E N, and V(x) = Vi(x) for all x :::; bi. Thus, we obtain two 
sequences a7 and b7 which are converging to b as required. 
Proof for Lemma 5.12. (i) 
By the construction of g, lLxg(x) - qg(x) < 0 for all x :::; al + fl· So 
aL,1 > al + fl. The proof for aL,l < bl is done by contradiction. Suppose that 
aL,l 2': bl , that is, ILXg(x) - qg(x) :::; 0 for all x E (al,bl ). So, by Ito's formula, we 
derive 
for all t > 0 JP>-a.s., where Mg is the local martingale term. Let Tn be the localization 
sequence for it. Then, 
for all x E (al,bl ) and t 2:: O. As 9 is bounded on [al,bl ], by letting t and n go to 
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00 and applying the bounded convergence theorem, we get, 
(5.43) 
for all x E (aI, bI), where the last inequality is due to the construction of g. Same 
calculation as above can be applied to V and obtain 
(5.-14 ) 
By combining equations (5.43) and (5.44) we derive for all x E (aI, bl ) 
Ex (e-qTal,bl V(B )) > E (e-qTal,bl g(B )) . Ta1,b1 X Ta1,b1 (5.45) 
On the other hand, as g(x) = V(x) for all x E {al,bd and BTa1,bl E {al,bd 
UD-a.s., we obtain 
which clearly contradicts equation (5.45). Therefore, aL,1 < bl as required. 
(ii) 
(5.46) 
The proof for (ii) can be done by using a similar argument as in Proposition 
3.22 in Chapter 3. 
(iii) 
From part (ii), we know that h(bl , al) = V(bl ) = g(bl ). Then, thanks 
to Lemma 3.19 and the fundamental theorem of calculus, we derive that for all 
a E (aI, aL,l] 
h(bl , a) h(bl , aI) + ja Wq(bl - a) (lLxg(a) - qg(a)) da 
al 
< h(b l , aI) 
g(b l ), 
where the inequality is due to a < aL,l, and lLxg(x) - qg(x) < 0 for all x E 
(aI, al + El) (see the construction of II for El). 
Next we show that V(x) < h(x, al) for all x > bl . The proof is done by 
contradiction. Suppose that there exists Xo > bl such that V(xo) 2: h(xo, al). Then 
by Proposition 3.18, we obtain that 
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Then, by letting t go to 00 and applying the bounded convergence theorem, we get 
(.5.--1 i) 
Also we can apply Ito's formula on e-qtV(Xt) and derive for all t ;:::: 0 
where Mh is the local martingale term, and Tn is the localization sequence for 
it, and the second equality is due to optional sampling theorem. As V(x) and 
ILxV(x) - qV(x) = l(x) are both bounded for all x E~, so by letting t and n go to 
00 and applying the bounded convergence theorem, we derive 
V(b1) + lEbl (l Ta1 ,XO e-qS(lLx V(Bs) - qV(Bs))dS) 
< V(b1), (5.48) 
where the second inequality is due to that ILxV(x) -qV(x) = l(x) for all x E~, and 
l(x) ::; 0 for all x E ~ and l(x) < 0 on the set (b1, a2 !\ xo). By combining equations 
(5.47) and (5.48) we obtain 
IEbl (e-qTal,XOV(BTal>XO)) < IEbl (e-qTal,xoh(BTal,XO,al))' (5.49) 
On the other hand, as V(xo);:::: h(xo,al), and V(al) = g(al) = h(al,al), we 
derive that 
which clearly contradicts equation (5.49). So there does not exists x > b1 such that 
V(xo) ;:::: h(xo, ad. Thus, V(x) < h(x, al) for all x > b1 as required. 0 
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